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ASSANGE RAPE CASE TO REOPEN

MALLYA RENEWS PLEA FOR APPEAL AGAINST EXTRADITION
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SCtellspartiestoname
donors,detailamounts

UPROAR OVER
VETERANS’ NOTE
AGAINST FORCES’
POLITICAL USE

ELECTORAL BONDS Specifics to be submitted to EC in sealed cover by May 30

n

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

Friday declined an interim stay
on the sale of electoral bonds, but
ordered all political parties to
provide details of the amounts
they had received and identities
of the donors in a sealed cover to
the Election Commission of
India by May 30, in a move
towards greater transparency in
political funding.
A submission by the Centre
that the apex court should not
interfere with the scheme at this
stage and wait until after the 17th
general elections that are underway to examine whether it has
worked or not was ignored by a
three-member bench comprising Chief Justice of India (CJI)
Ranjan Gogoi and justices
Deepak Gupta and Sanjiv
Khanna, who delivered the ruling a day after the first phase of
polling .Opposition parties
praised the interim order, which
came in response to a petition
filed by the Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR), a nongovernment research organisation. Funding through electoral
bonds has been tilted heavily in
favour of the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) since this
form of political funding took
effect in January 2018. The Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) said the
court order was a defeat for the
BJP. ADR claimed that electoral

shortstories
CRISIS AT JET
WORSENS: FLEET
NOW DOWN TO 11;
PMO STEPS IN
NEW DELHI: Troubles at Jet
Airways mounted on Friday,
prompting the Prime Minister’s
Office to hold an urgent meeting
as the carrier’s fleet dropped to a
mere 11 and it decided to extend
its cancellation of international
operations till Monday. According
to officials aware of discussions,
the meeting was called after civil
aviation minister Suresh Prabhu
asked secretary of the department Pradeep Singh Kharola to
review issues concerning Jet
Airways, news agency PTI re››P15
ported.

SC rejects plea seeking nod
to pray at Ayodhya
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
on Friday dismissed a petition
seeking permission to pray at the
land adjoining the disputed site
of Babri-Ram Janambhooi at
Ayodhya, and advised the
petitioner to ‘stop poking’ around
with the issue. “You will not let
this country remain in peace.
There will always be something,” a
bench led by the Chief justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi said. A
petition challenging Allahabad
high court order denying petitioners the right to pray and carry
out religious activities in nine
ancient temple around the
disputed site in Ayodhya was filed
››P9
in the court recently.

Probe in Mulayam case
already closed: CBI
NEW DELHI: In a major relief for
Samajwadi Party patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav, the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) told
the Supreme Court on Friday that
it had already closed a preliminary
enquiry against him and his sons
in a 2007 disproportionate assets
case. Taking note of the agency’s
oral submission, a bench headed
by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi
asked the CBI to file its response
››P9
within four weeks.

Road Surcharge
Effective 3rd January
2014, a road surcharge of
Rs 2/- will be applicable
on this edition for all
locations except Kanpur,
Allahabad, Varanasi,
Gorakhpur and Lucknow

SC demolishes stance taken
by [Narendra] Modi, [Arun]
Jaitley & BJP who pushed
this as a money bill, for
opaque, secret
electoral bonds...
People have a right
to know which party
got how much, and
from who

We hope this would expose
the nexus between their
[BJP’s] suited-booted friends
and the party, which has in its
five years not given development to this country,
but developed a
five-star headquarters for itself
PRIYANKA
CHATURVEDI,
Congress spokesperson

SITARAM YECHURY,
CPI(M) general secretary

CONTINUED ON P 10

CONTINUED ON P 10

MAYAWATI,
BSP chief

Whatever is the order of the Supreme Court, it has to be
complied with and it is always complied with. As far as issues
raised by the govt are concerned, they’ve been placed before
the court for its consideration. And we will await the final
judgment. — NALIN KOHLI, BJP spokesperson and SC lawyer
bonds promoted opacity in political funding by letting donors
remain anonymous, and sought
a stay on their sale.
The top court, while declining
a stay, said the question of transparency required a detailed
hearing to finally settle it.
“The rival contentions give
rise to weighty issues which
have a tremendous bearing on
the sanctity of the electoral process in the country.
“Such weighty issues would
require an in-depth hearing

9 from pvt sector
selected as joint
secretaries in govt

which cannot be concluded and
the issues answered within the
limited time that is available
before the process of funding
through the electoral bonds
comes to a closure, as per the
schedule noted earlier,” it said,
putting off the matter for final
disposal at a later date.
Electoral bonds are issued by
State Bank of India (SBI), for specific amounts ranging from
~1,000 to ~1 crore, for a certain
number of days in a year. The
donor, either an individual or a

NEW DELHI: A letter purported to

local or foreign company, buys
the bonds and transfers them to
the account of a political party,
where they are converted into
donations. Only political parties
registered under section 29A of
the Representation of the People
Act, 1951, and which have
secured not less than 1% of votes
polled in the last general election
to the House of the People or the
Legislative Assembly of the
State, shall be eligible to receive
electoral bonds.

After the Rafale case, the
Modi govt suffered a
shameful defeat in the
Supreme Court today over
political bonds. The EC will
now have to tell how
much money the
BJP receives from
the rich through
electoral bonds

WORLD PRESS PHOTO OF THE YEAR
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NEWDELHI: The slugfest between

the Congress and the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) reached the
doorsteps of the Election Commission of India (EC) on Friday
with both parties accusing each
other of violating the model code
of conduct (MCC).
The main opposition party
movedtheECoverseveralissues,
including the alleged “repeated
politicisation of the armed forces”byPrimeMinisterNarendra
ModiandBJPchiefAmitShahin
their election rallies despite the
poll panel’s clear guidelines on
the issue.
The BJP petitioned the commission to take action against
Congress president Rahul Gandhi for the “language” used by
him following the Supreme
Court’sorderontheadmissibility
ofleakedRafaledealdocuments.
The court ruled that it could
consider the documents in dealing with review petitions filed
against its December order,
which rejected petitions calling
for a probe of the deal.
Gandhi had said, “Supreme
Court has pronounced the verdict, chowkidar is a chor [the
watchman is a thief].”
The Congress called for a first
information report (FIR) to be
registered against Union minister Maneka Gandhi, and the
rejection of her nomination
papers for the Sultanpur seat in
Uttar Pradesh, over a speech in
which she said Muslims in the
constituency should vote for her
in case they wanted jobs, seen as
aveiledthreatagainsttheminor-

Nath govt to probe
irregularities under
Chouhan regime
BHOPAL: The Economic Offences

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: In a first, nine private

sector specialists have been
selectedfor appointmentasjoint
secretaries in central government departments.
Usually, the posts of joint secretaries are manned by the officers of Indian Administrative
Service (IAS), Indian Police Service (IPS), Indian Forest Service
(IFoS) and the Indian Revenue
Service(IRS),amongothers,who
are selected through a threephased rigorous selection process undertaken by the UPSC.
The ministry of personnel,
public grievances and pensions
had in June last year invited
applications for the joint secretary-rankpoststhrough“lateral
››P10
entry” mode.

HT Correspondent
n

have been written by 165 veterans, including eight former services chiefs, to President and
Commander-in-Chief Ram Nath
Kovind, complaining about
political parties using the armed
forces to seek votes, gave rise to
some confusion on Friday in the
middle of a heated general election.
The President’s office said it
had not received the missive and
two of the eight former chiefs initially denied that they were signatories to the letter, but later
admitted that they endorsed its
content.
The letter was released late on
the night of April 11, hours after
the first phase of elections to 91
parliamentary constituencies in
18 states and two union territories ended.
The authors said they were
against “the unusual and completely unacceptable practice of
political leaders taking credit for
military operations like crossborder strikes, and even going so
far as to claim the armed forces
to be ‘Modi ji ki sena’.”
They added that “this is in
addition to media pictures of
election platforms and campaigns in which party workers
are seen wearing military uniforms; and posters and images
with pictures of soldiers and
especially of Indian Air Force
Wing Commander Abhinandan
Varthaman displayed.”

‘TRANSPARENCY IS BASIC PRINCIPLE’

NEWDELHI: TheSupremeCourt on

BJP, Cong move EC over
Rahul, Maneka remarks

HT Correspondent
letters@hindustantimes.com

n

This photo by John Moore titled ‘Crying Girl on the Border’, shows Honduran toddler Yanela
Sanchez crying as she and her mother, Sandra Sanchez, are taken into custody by US border
officials in Texas, USA, on June 12, 2018. It won the World Press Photo Foundation’s World Press
Photo of the Year on Friday.
JOHN MOORE/ GETTY/ AP
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Wing (EOW) of the Madhya Pradesh Police will probe alleged
financial irregularities at the
Bhopal-based Makhanlal Chaturvedi Journalism University,
which, it believes, were committed during the previous Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) regime,
senior government officials said
on Friday.
On Thursday, the EOW
arrested three suspects in connection with alleged irregularities in e-tendering to the tune of
₹3,000 crore. The EOW action
came days after the income tax
department raided the premises
of some people considered close
to chief minister Kamal Nath.
EOW willlookinto themoney
given by the university during
theBJPruletovariousorganisa››P9
tions affiliated to RSS.

Russia awards Modi LMC boss penalised, ordered
its highest honour

KNOCKING ON EC’S DOORS
The BJP and Congress both approached the Election Commission
seeking action over a series of alleged violations
BJP DEMANDS

n Union minister Smriti Irani be

for “language” used following
SC order in Rafale case
n Re-poll in West Bengal’s Cooch
Behar Lok Sabha seat alleging
that ruling Trinamool Congress
indulged in “malpractices”
n Re-election in various booths
in Outer Manipur because of
“unprecedented and
disproportionate rigging”

disqualified for “contradictory
affidavits” on qualification
n Stop web series on Modi, citing
the commission’s order stalling
a movie biopic on the PM
n Action over PM, BJP chief’s
“politicisation of armed forces”
n Disqualification of Maneka
Gandhi for comments aimed at
Muslim community

›

I feel let down by the
election commission.
They looked the other way
in spite of our complaints
[about Rahul Gandhi]

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Russia on Friday conferredtheOrderofStAndrewthe
Apostle, the country’s highest
statedecoration,onIndianPrime
Minister Narendra Modi for his
“exceptionalservices”inpromoting the strategic partnership
between the two countries.
President Vladimir Putin
signed the decree on decorating
Modi with the award for his “distinguishedachievementindevelopment of the special and privileged strategic partnership”
betweenIndiaandRussiaandthe
friendly ties between the people
of the two sides, according to a
statement from the Russian
embassy.
TheRussianhonourcamejust
alittlemorethanaweekafterthe
United
Arab
Emirates
announced it would award its
highest civilian honour, the
Zayed Medal, to Modi for his piv-

otalrolein boostingthestrategic
relationship between the two
countries.
In a tweet, Modi said he was
honoured to receive the prestigiousRussianawardandthanked
Putinandthepeopleofthatcountry.
“Foundations of India-Russia
friendship are deep & the future
of our partnership is bright,” he
tweeted, adding that Putin is a
“source of great strength” for
India-Russia friendship.
BJP national president Amit
Shah congratulated the prime
minister and tweeted : “Every
such honour is a recognition for
the people of India, who the PM
represents on the world stage.”
The award was originally establishedin1698butitwasabolished
duringthecommunistera,before
being re-established in 1998.
Since then, it has been conferred on 18 people, most of them
Russians.
CONTINUED ON P 10

to pay 12 months’ salary
Anupam Srivastava
n

anupam.srivastava@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: The district consumer

courtonFridaypenalizedmunicipal commissioner, Lucknow,
Indramani Tripathi for the prevailing filthy conditions in the
cityandorderedhimtopayapenalty equivalent to his 12 months’
salary.
The consumer court order
cameonaMay2017petitionbyDr
AnandAkhila,formerseniorscientist of Central Institute of
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants,
Lucknow. JudicialofficerRajarshi Shukla also ordered the Lucknow Municipal Corporation
(LMC) to clear all the filth from
the city within 15 days besides.
Speaking after the consumer
courtorder,Tripathisaid, “LMC
is not a showroomor shop which
couldbebroughtundertheambit
ofthedistrictconsumercourt.It’s

THE ORDER
n The court observed that

any individual, who pays
house tax/water tax to the
municipal corporation out
of his hard-earned money,
is entitled to a reasonably
neat and clean atmosphere
to live. “LMC cannot run
away from responsibility.”

alocalself-government.Ifwecollect taxes that doesn’t mean we
come under the Consumer Protection Act. The consumer court
must be aware of the fact that
LMC has limited resources. We
getameagreamountoftaxunlike
western countries where they
(people) pay for every service
they avail.” He added that LMC
will move the high court against
the consumer court order.
Reacting to the court order,

Akhila said: “I filed the petition
about filthyandunhygienicconditions of Lucknow city and
aroundmyresidencenearMetro
City as a tax-payer to LMC.”
He added: “The civic body is
supposedtomaintaincleanliness
ofthecity,providecleanandmosquito-free drainage, proper
roads, collect garbage and prevent outbreak of any disease,
proper water and sewage drainage, covering of the drains and
manholes, taking care of stray
animals (like dogs, cows and
pigs),co-ordinatewiththepower
corporation in providing street
lights and similar functions for a
healthy and comfortable life of
Lucknow’s citizens, which it has
failed to do.”
The court rejected the LMC’s
replies and observed that
undoubtedlythereweredeficiencies in providing clean and
hygienic living.

›

I have never seen
such an insensitive,
unrealistic, irresponsible
and useless election
commission

NIRMALA SITHARAMAN,
defence minister

CHANDRABABU NAIDU,
Telugu Desam Party chief

itycommunity.ACongressdelegation,comprisingseniorleaders
Ahmed Patel, KC Venugopal,
Randeep Singh Surjewala, Jairam Ramesh, Abhishek Manu
Singhvi and Shaktisinh Gohil,
alsohandedtotheECarepresentation regarding Union minister
SmritiIrani’s“contradictoryaffidavits”onhereducationalqualifications. Alleging that she had
“falsified records” of her educational qualifications, they
demanded thatIrani bedisqualifiedfromcontestingandproceedings initiated against her for filing a “false affidavit, which

attractsuptosixmonths’imprisonment,and/orafine.”“Ekmantri bhi kabhi graduate thi [a minister was also a graduate once],
this is a new film and series running in the country,” Surjewala
told reporters after meeting the
EC. But Irani, who is contesting
against Congress president
Rahul Gandhi, was quick to hit
back. “I have a message for
them... as much as you try, I will
workforAmethiagainsttheCongress. No matter what you say,
the more you harass me, the
harder I’ll work,” she said.
CONTINUED ON P 10

REMEMBERING
JALLIANWALA
Today marks 100 years since the massacre at
Amritsar’s Jallianwala Bagh, where the killing
of 1,000 people is seared into India’s memory
as one of the most painful reminders of
British-era atrocities

PRIL 13, 1919
P
Days after violent
D
pro
otests in the Punjab
tow
wn over the Rowlatt act,
a laaw that extended
rep
pressive war-time curbs
putt in place during World
War I, an estimated 20,000
peo
ople gathered at
Jallianwala Bagh in
mritsar
Am

F I LT H I N T H E C I T Y

HT Correspondent

CONGRESS DEMANDS

n Action against Rahul Gandhi

The Crawling order: Angry at
the assault on Miss Sherwood
on April 12, 1919 -- a day before
the massacre, Dyer ordered a
whipping triangle in the lane
where she was attacked,
posted pickets at both ends,
and ordered all Indians to
crawl through the lane.
HT ARCHIVE

Troops under British
T
con
ntrol, led by Reginald
Dye
er who was given the
task of restoring order
folllowing the protests in
the
e preceding days,
ope
ened fire without any
warrning on the unarmed
civiilians. An estimated
1,00
00 died. Official figures
put it at around 400
n Historians say the
incident led Indians with a
moderate opinion about
the British occupation to
join the growing
nationalist movement for
freedom.

TODAY
n India, and many people in
the United Kingdom
(including the opposition
leader Jeremy Corbyn) have
called on the current British
government to tender an
apology
n On Wednesday, British PM
Theresa May expressed
“regret”, but stopped short
of offering an apology. The
reluctance, people believe, is
because an apology in this
instance could open a
floodgate of similar

demands as a consequence
of centuries of British
colonization
n In Punjab, the Centre and
the state governments have
planned separate events to
pay tributes. Union culture
ministry will organise a
function at 3pm by
vice-president Venkaiah
Naidu, who will also release
a commemorative stamp and
coin. The state government
has planned its own event,
which will start at 9am.

INSIDE Massacre of innocents that shaped history
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weathertoday
FORECAST: Clear sky
HIGH

41.0° C

LOW

24.0° C

Flamesreducemakeshiftshopstoashes
NAKKHAS MARKET Blaze caused by a short circuit in the web of illegal power connections: Official
HT Correspondent
n

lkoreportersdesk@htlive.com

INFLAMMABLE ITEMS
The shops were mainly of
inflammable items like cloth,
cosmetics, plastic products and
therefore the flames spread
rapidly. Seven fire tenders were
used to douse the flames.

LUCKNOW: At least 22 makeshift

shopsontheroadsideinNakkhas
market were reduced to ashes
after a major fire caused by a
short circuit on the intervening
night of Thursday and Friday.
Locals said property worth several lakhs was gutted in the incident.
Initialprobesuggestedthatthe
blaze was caused due to a short
circuit in the huge web of illegal
power connections in the area.
The incident caused panic in
the area as people woke up after
spotting the flames around 3.30
am and alerted the fire service
control room. After a four-hourlongeffort,firefightersmanaged
to douse the blaze, before it
spread to nearby permanent
shops.
“A huge web of illegal power
connections over the market is

n

(Left) The fire that broke out in
Nakkhas market. (Above)
Gutted shops and goods.
DHEERAJ DHAWAN/HT

apparentlythereasonbehindthe
short circuit that caused the
major fire,” said VK Singh, chief
fire officer.
The shops were mainly of
inflammable items like cloth,
readymadegarments,cosmetics,
plastic products and therefore
theflamesspreadrapidlyallover
the market, he said. As many as
sevenfiretenderswerepressedin
to douse the fire.

“It would have been a tough
timefor visitorshadthe incident
occurred during daytime, when
themarketisovercrowded,”said
locals. They said the fire tenders
could easily enter the narrow
lanes of the market without any
delayasthemarketwasclosedat
that time.
A localmakeshiftshopassociationdemandedfromthedistrict
administration to provide com-

pensation for shopkeepers who
had suffered loss in the incident.
Association president Mohd
Merajpresentedamemorandum
to the district authorities in the
matter. He saidthese shops were
the only source of income for the
affected families and a little support from the administration
couldhelpthemsetuptheirshops
again.Meraj alsopresentedalist
ofshopkeeperswhosufferedloss

People woke up after spotting
the flames around 3.30 am and
alerted the fire service control
room. After a four-hour-long
effort, fire was extinguished.

in the incident. These included
Aquib,Manju,Razia,Samir,Faheem, Mumtaz, Wasim, Hashmat
Ali, Anwar Ali, Shaukat Ali,
Faisal, Meraj, Intizar, Sheru,
Usman, Sahroon, Mohd Mateen
and Mohd Asim.
OnThursday, property worth
several lakhs was gutted in a fire
that broke out in an electronics
shop-cum-godown in the Latouche Road market.

Reckless driving kills another kid Creativity at its best
3RD INCIDENT Two crushed to death on Wednesday, Thursday
AKTU TECH CONTEST
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LUCKNOW: Arecklesslydrivencar

crushed a six-year-old girl on
Lucknow-SitapurhighwayinItaunjaareaonFridaymorning.The
car driver picked the injured girl
and fled after leaving her at a
nearby hospital. This was the
third incident in 72 hours in
which a speeding four-wheeler
knocked down a child.
Police said the incident took
place when the girl Ekta, her
motherDeviandeldersisterwere
waiting for a tempo on the roadside near Kalyanpur village at
around 10 am.
Thevictim’smothertoldpolice
thatthedriver,aman,wasspeed-

ing andhitthegirlwhiletryingto
overtake another car. She said
the girl suffered severe injuries
andthecardriverhimselfpicked
her up and dropped at Hind hospitalinAtariya,Sitapur.Shesaid
he fled leaving them at the hospitalwhendoctorsdeclaredthegirl
‘brought dead’.
District police spokesman
Ashish Trivedi said the police
had traced the details of the car
ownerfromitsregistrationnumber.Hesaidthevanwassaidtobe
ownedbyoneSunitaSachanand
now it was to be ascertained who
was driving it at the time of the
incident.
He said the girl’s body had
beensentforpost-mortemexamination after registering an FIR

under IPC Sections 279 (reckless
driving), 338 (causing grievous
hurt) and 304-A (for causing
death due to negligent driving)
against an unknown driver.
To recall, on Thursday, twoand-a-half year old Nayan Ali,
son of a slum dweller Lal ChandraAli,wascrushedtodeathbya
speeding school van in Vibhuti
Khand police area. The driver
fled after the incident and the
police are trying to trace him.
Similarly,Anandaya,thetwoyear-old daughter of a slum
dweller Lalkesh was crushed to
deathbyaspeedingSUVinVikas
Nagar on Wednesday morning.
The SUV owner, Ram Autar was
taken into custody and an FIR
was registered against him.

LUCKNOW : Dr APJ Abdul Kalam

Technical University (AKTU)
organised the Kalam Annual
Project and Poster Technical
Competition (KAPPTeC)2019 on
Friday , aiming to kindle the
spirit of innovation among studentsandtogivethemachanceto
connectbookishknowledgewith
the outside world.
“Over50AKTUaffiliatedengineeringcollegesalloverthestate
haveparticipatedInthiscompetition . We have received over 450
prototypesand200posters,”said
Dr AnujSharma,asstistantdean
R&D, AKTU. BTech students
from colleges like Galgotias University (Greater Noida), PSIT
(Kanpur),KEC(Ghaziabad),JSS
(Noida) , BBD-NIT (Lucknow)

and many more participated in
the competition and displayed
theirmechanical,electronicand
computer science skills.
Thebestmodelwhichgrabbed
everyvisitor’sattentionwas‘ecofriendly semi indirect evaporating cooler’. Made by Ambuj
ShuklaandteamofBBD-EC,this
cooler used clay pipes instead of
pump to cool water. This was
made with the objective of creating job opportunities for potters
and conserving electricity.
To pay tribute to Pulwama
attack victims, students of
Ashoka Institute (Varanasi)
made an ‘automatic intelligent
machine gun’ with PIR sensor to
sense and kill the enemy .
SUDEETI CHATURVEDI

Dalit woman
alleges gang-rape
by four in SUV
LUCKNOW: A 22-year-old Dalit

womanwasallegedlygang-raped
byfour menafterbeing heldhostageinanSUVnearShaheedPath
in Vibhuti Khand area here on
Thursday night.
Police said the sequence of
events narrated by the ‘victim’
seemed suspicious but an FIR
was registered against the
accusedandaprobewasoninthe
matter.
The woman named four persons – Kashi Prasad, Harish
Yadav, Bablu and JP Gupta – in
hercomplaint,saidRajeevDwivedi, inspector of Vibhuti Khand
police station.
She told police that she had
first met Kanshi Ram who
assured her of a job. The woman
met three others through Kashi
Ramandtheypromised herajob
ondailywagebasisintheelectricity department. The woman also
alleged that they demanded
₹50,000afterassuringherthejob,
said Dwivedi.
The ‘victim’ mentioned that
shegavethem₹50,000onMarch3,
buttheaccuseddidnotmeettheir
promise and also did not return
her the money.
Shesaidtheaccusedcalledher
to meet them near Shaheed Path
around 7 pm on Thursday to
return the amount.
“The girl mentioned in the
complaintthat thetrioaskedher
toenterfleshtradetoearnmoney
and held her hostage in the SUV
whensheturneddowntheirindecent proposal. She alleged that
theaccusedrapedherinthevehicle and later dumped her at a
desertedplacenearTelibaghlate
on Thursday night,” said the
inspector.Thegirlstatedshehad
no money so she reached her
house in Malihabad walking
down several kilometres on Friday morning and thereafter
lodgedtheFIR,saidtheinspector.
The FIR was registered under
IPCsections406(criminalbreach
of trust), 420 (fraud), 376-D (gang
rape)and377(forunnaturalsex).
The sections of atrocities on
schedulecasteandscheduletribe
were also imposed against the
accused, he added.
HTC
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shortstories
HC SEEKS REPLY ON
HOSP VENTILATORS
LUCKNOW :The Lucknow bench of
Allahabad high court has directed
the top state health authorities,
including principal secretary medical
and health, to file their personal
counter affidavits (reply) as to what
action had been taken in compliance
of its earlier order regarding availability of ventilators in state government hospitals. The court on Friday
directed the respondents in the
plea, principal secretary medical &
health, director general medical &
health, director SGPGI, Lucknow,
chief medical officer, Lucknow and
VC, King George’s Medical University
to file their personal reply within a
week. A division bench of justices
Pankaj Kumar Jaiswal and Rajnish
Kumar passed the order on a public
interest litigation ( PIL ) petition
filed by We the People, an NGO
through its general secretary Prince
Lenin. The petition sought directions for providing required ventilators in district hospitals, ncluding
the SGPGI and KGMU. In its earlier
order dated April, 2016 the court had
directed the state authorities to
respond to request for ventilators in
KGMU. It had also directed principal
secretary medical & health to take
stock of the situation and submit
status report. The case has now
been listed for hearing on April 26.

Spl court rejects ex-minister
Prajapati’s bail
PRAYAGRAJ: Special court (MP and
MLA) on Friday rejected bail application of former UP minister Gayatri
Prajapati in a gangrape case. This
was third bail application moved by
Prajapati as earlier also his two bail
applications were rejected. Special
judge Pawan Kumar Tiwari while
refusing to grant bail to Prajapati
observed that he was the main
accused in the gangrape case and
the statement of minor victim was
yet to be recorded in the court. “He
is an influential politician and if
released on bail, he can influence
witnesses. Hence, at this stage he
cannot be released on bail,” the
court observed. Earlier, the special
court had charged Gayatri and other
co-accused under Sections 376 (D),
354A(1) , 509, 504 and 506 of the
Indian Penal Code.
HTC

‘State govt has not tabled
lokayukta report since 2014’

COUPLE INJURED
IN ACID ATTACK
IN BAHRAICH

OFFICIAL SAYS Maximum complaints from rural development dept
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW :The state government

has not presented reports submitted by the UP lokayukta carrying its recommendation for
action against errant officials
since 2014, an official of the UP
lokayukta office said.
“Lokayukta justice (retired)
Sanjay Mishra met the UP governor to present the annual report
for 2018,” said Pankaj Kumar
Upadhyaya, secretary to the UP
Lokayukta at a press conference,
here on Friday. He said 22 representations and six recommendations for action against officials
investigated by the anti-corruption ombudsman were made to
the state government.
“There has been a substantial
rise in the number of complaints,
the majority of which are from
the rural development department. We have submitted
reports against senior civil servants, former ministers end legislators, but we cannot reveal
their names because of the
secrecy clause in the Act,” said
Upadhyaya who, along with deputy lokayukta Shambhu Singh
Yadav and chief investigating
officer Rakesh Kumar, accompanied justice Sanjay Mishra when
he presented the annual report.
He said the office disposed of
3,564 complaints out of the total
3,915 it received in 2018 at the initial stage due to lack of evidence
and was currently investigating
1233 complaints, including 882
pending since 2017.
“We send special representations when no action is taken or
we are dissatisfied with whatever action is taken in the matter
by the state government,” said
an official requesting anonymity.

CURRENTLY PROBING 1,233 COMPLAINTS
Pankaj Kumar Upadhyaya,
secretary to the UP Lokayukta,
said 22 representations and six
recommendations for action
against officials investigated by
the anti-corruption ombudsman
were made to the state government.
He said the office disposed of
3,564 complaints out of the total
3,915 it received in 2018 at the
initial stage due to lack of evidence and was currently investigating 1233 complaints, including
882 pending since 2017.
“We send special representations

Citing secrecy constraints of
the UP Lokayukta Act, he said
the annual reports sent to the
state government could only be
made public after they were
placed before the two houses of
the state legislature and this was
not done since 2014.
The fact is also borne out by
information provided by Sanjay
Dixit, public information officer
to UP governor, to RTI activist
Nutan Thakur.
“The lokayukta has sent 12
special reports to the governor in
2017 and 2018. These reports
included cases of V P Singh,
former MD, and Ram Swarup, ex
superintending engineer, UP
State Construction and Infrastructure, Lalji Ram, ex-chief
engineer, irrigation department,
Shail Yadav, ex-secretary, secondary education council and
Dinesh Saxena, registrar,
Gautam Buddha University,
Noida,” Dixit revealed in his
reply to Thakur.
Thakur, who had sought copies of the annual and special
reports sent by the lokayukta

when no action is taken or we are
dissatisfied with whatever action
is taken in the matter by the state
government,” said an official
requesting anonymity. Citing
secrecy constraints of the UP
Lokayukta Act, he said the annual
reports sent to the state government could only be made public
after they were placed before the
two houses of the state legislature and this was not done since
2014. The fact is also borne out by
information provided by Sanjay
Dixit, public information officer to
UP governor, to RTI activist Nutan
Thakur.

office since 2010, was told that
while annual reports till 2014
were available on the lokayukta
website, post-2014 reports cannot be provided as they have not
been placed before the two
Houses.
Soon after being sworn in January 2016, justice Mishra had
met the UP governor and presented him with a list of staff and
the resource crunch being faced
by his office.
“Unlike our counterparts in
Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka, the UP lokayukta has no
power to move against a corrupt
official, legislator or minister on
its own unless there is a complaint. Moreover, we also lack
powers to carry out searches,
seizure and prosecution,” said
an official.
He said a presentation was
made to the state government in
2016 to emulate the MP model on
the lokayukta and put the state’s
vigilance department under it to
facilitate investigation but no
follow-up action has been taken
so far.

crime
watch
BAHRAICH: A couple sustained 35%
burn injuries in an acid attack in
Rajapur Mafi village under Ramgaon police station of Bahraich
early on Friday, the police said.
Ramgaon station officer (SO)
Jitendra Singh and his team
admitted the couple to the district hospital from where they
were referred to Lucknow for
treatment.
They were out of danger, the
SO said.
The police were investigating
the motive for the attack, Singh
said, adding the victims denied
enmity with anyone.
Singh said the attack took
place around 12.30am when the
couple was asleep in their hut.
The SO said a police team was
sent to Lucknow with the couple
to ascertain the motive for the
attack.
Singh also said the couple
livedin arented room andowned
no land or property in the village.
Additional superintendent of
police (ASP), Rural, R Kumar
also visited the village and
enquired about the incident.
The ASP said a case under section 326 (voluntarily causing
grievous hurt by dangerous
weapons or means) of the Indian
Penal Code had been registered.
SHARIQ RAIS SIDDIQUI

THE COUPLE WAS
ADMITTED TO THE DIST
HOSPITAL FROM WHERE
THEY WERE REFERRED
TO LUCKNOW FOR
TREATMENT

lucknow
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Now, possible to save kidney if
cancer is detected early: Experts
LUCKNOW: The number of people
living with cancer in India was
estimated to be around 22.5 lakh
and over 11 lakh were diagnosed
with the disease every year, said
experts at a press conference
here on Friday.
While sharing information
about the two-day international
conference ‘URO-ONCOCON’,
which will begin on Saturday,
Prof SN Sankhwar, head of urology at KGMU and the organising
chairperson of the event, said,
“Renal tumoursconstitute about
2 to 3% of all adult cancers. It is
the third most common tumour
of the genito-urinary system.”

Talking about advances made
in the surgical procedures used
to treat renal tumours, Prof HS
Pahwa, also the organising secretary of the conference, said,
“With the advent of newer surgical techniques involving robotic
and laparoscopic methods, it is
now possible to preserve the kidney if the tumour is detected at
an early stage. A few years ago,
removing the whole kidney was
the only option.”
The organisers said that leading experts would share the
“best modality treatment” with
the participants. “The conference will have over 100 experts

CSD Sahara Global
Academy launched
LUCKNOW: Sahara India Pariwar

launched CSD Sahara Global
Academy, an international
school following the Cambridge
Curriculum,UK.,inthestatecapital on Friday.
‘Saharasri’ Subrata Roy
Sahara, managing worker &
chairman,SaharaIndiaPariwar
inauguratedtheacademy.Speaking on the occasion, Subrata Roy
Sahara said, “We have always
emphasizedonthesignificanceof
educationinoursociety.Thisisa
humble beginning of Sahara’s
long-termambitiousplanstocontribute to the cause of academics
with quality and excellence as
benchmark”.
The curriculum has been
designed to develop and
strengtheneveryaspectoflistening, speaking, reading and writing in a seamless blend. Beyond
thescope ofacademics, the focus
oftheAcademyisoncommunity
learning, holistic development,
experiential learning, sports,

n

Subrata Roy Sahara,
managing worker & chairman,
Sahara India Pariwar
inaugurating the academy.

gamesandotherextracurricular
activities. Founder of CSD
Sahara Global Academy and
executive director of Sahara
India Pariwar Kumkum Roy
Chowdhury, said,“ This is the
first Institute in Lucknow that
hasintroducedtheBALA(Building As Learning Aid) concept of
learning.” The Institute is dedicated to the memory of late
Chhabi Roy and late Shanti Roy
HTC
Chowdhury.

from different parts of the world.
There will be 21 guest lectures,
three case-based panel discussions and 24 semi-live video presentations,” they said.
“Around 8 lakh people die due
to cancer every year in India.
However, better medicines and
treatment options have
improved the chances of survival as well as the patients’ life
quality,” said Prof Pahwa.
The conference is being
jointly organised by the King
George’s Medical University and
the Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute, New Delhi.
HTC

Cops rough up AC
coach passengers
PRAYAGRAJ:Police returningfrom
election duties in western UP
manhandledpassengersofcoach
B3 of Puri-bound Purushottam
Express.Theincident tookplace
on Thursday night.
No action was taken by railwayofficials,GRPorRPF.Overa
dozen cops boarded B3 coach of
thetrainatnightfromNewDelhi
and when the passengers
requested them to vacate the
berthreservedforthem,thecops
allegedly manhandled them.
According to Chandrama
Yadav, a passenger, they complainedatKanpurandAllahabad
junctions in the morning, but to
noavail.Hesaid informationwas
also given to senior officials of
NCR but no steps were taken.
Upset passengers stopped the
train at Allahabad junction for
nearlyonehourinordertogetthe
issue resolved. Allahabad GRP
inspector Raghuveer Singh said
thatjawansweresenttohelppassengersbutnowrittencomplaint
HTC
has been filed.
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BATTLEFIELD UP

Focus on real issues, AMU students tell parties
VIEWPOINT Students say parties should refrain from raising emotive issues

CAMPUSADDA
Hemendra Chaturvedi
n

hemendra.chaturvedi@htlive.com

ALIGARH: The Aligarh Muslim University

(AMU), one of the prominent centres of
learning in the country, has become a
hotbed of politics in the recent years
after getting embroiled in one controversy after the other.
Be it the row over Jinnah’s portrait on
the campus, reservation to SC/ST and
backward candidates in admissions and
jobs at the institution or the debate over
communalism and nationalism, the university is walking a thin line.
During an interaction with Team HT,
the AMU students said political parties
are targeting the university for their
vested interests and the politicians have
failed to address their problems and concerns.
The students said the political parties
should adopt a mature approach to
ensure better participation of the young
generation in the electoral process.
Lubna Khan, a student of mass communication, said: “Economic disparity
needs to be addressed on priority and
this should be done even before talking
about development. Many parts of the
country are struggling for water resources. A section of the society still looks for
making both ends meet. How can we
visualise development amid such a disparity? Development remains meaningless if economic disparity continues,”
she added. On the issue of nationalism,
all the students agreed that it should not

be used for political gains. Lubna said
basic issues concerning the common
man were more relevant than nationalism. Ubair from Kashmir also criticised
the way in which the parties are using
nationalism in election.
“Nationalism is being marketed and is
being projected as the real election issue
by dividing the citizens into two categories -- those who stand for nationalism
and the others opposed to it,” said
Kaleem Ullah.
The students unanimously said parties should maintain distance from communal issues and focus on real problems
“Job is the most important issue for a
student who is about to complete studies.
We hope that political parties adopt a
positive and meaningful approach.
Employment figures in the manifesto of
all the parties but the issue remains to be
addressed in real sense,” said another
student Ketan Dixit.
“There is a reason for students for not
trusting political parties as they have
seen governments led by different parties and all of them lack conviction to
address the real issues,” he added.
Former cabinet member of the Aligarh Muslim University Student Union
(AMUSU) Ghazala Ahmad said the government’s prime focus should be on education. “An accessible and meaningful
education system can solve many
issues,” she added.
Kaleem Ullah Fasihi, a mass communication student, said, “Too much of
communal politics has put the politics of
development on the backburner. The
ruling party at the Centre lays so much
stress on nationalism that it is hard to

find mention of employment in their
‘sankalp patra’ (manifesto).”
Ubair-ul-Hameed, a native of Kashmir, said he would not vote.
“Kashmir is the biggest issue for me
but unfortunately no effort has been
made to solve it. The solution lies in talks
between India and Pakistan but no sincere dialogue is happening,” said Hameed. Lubna, who said she had been to
Pakistan, called for a rational approach.
“People of Pakistan and India do not
hate each other to that extent as it is
being projected,” she said.
Another student Shantanu Singh
accused the political parties of dividing
the country on communal lines and said
the voters were left with no option but to
choose the lesser evil. “I will go for
NOTA,” said Shantanu.
Another student, Samar Khan,said:“I
am against the entry of a part-time
leader joining the campaign merely on
the ground that her face resembles a
former prime minister. These are all
strategies adopted by political parties to
garner votes.” Some students suggested
that in the Congress party Rahul Gandhi
should be replaced by some other leader
like Shashi Tharoor or Sachin Pilot. Similarly, they added that Sushma Swaraj or
Rajnath Singh should replace Narendra
Modi in the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP). Trying to bring seriousness back
in discussion, Kaleem Ullah lamented
leadership crisis in the country and said
there was no third alternative to the Congress and the BJP. On coalition politics,
students said opportunistic alliances
beingformedwith the sole aim of gaining
power were leaving the voters confused.

n

AMU students participating in an interactive programme on issues for Lok Sabha election.

Ex-students keep AU’s political history alive
K Sandeep Kumar
n

ksandeep.kumar@livehindustan.com

PRAYAGRAJ: Having given the country a

President and two primeministers, Allahabad University is living up to its reputation as a nursery of politicians yet
again. Several alumni of the university
are in the fray for the Lok Sabha election
this time too.
Senior UP minister Rita Bahuguna
Joshi, who is contesting from Allahabad
on the BJP ticket, is a former AU student.
AformerAllahabadmayor,shejoined
the BJP in 2016. After completing her
education, she also served as a medieval
and modern history professor of the university for years before quitting to
devote herself fully to politics. She was
awarded PhD by the university in 1981.
Former minister Indrajeet Saroj, who
did his Bachelor of Arts (BA) from Allahabad University in 1985, is the Samajwadi Party-BSP alliance candidate from
Kaushambi parliamentary seat. Saroj
was BSP MLA from Manjhanpur assembly seat in Kaushambi.
Seeking re-election from his constituency, Dharmendra Yadav, sitting Samajwadi Party from Badaun, is another AU
alumnus. He graduated from Allahabad
University in 1999, did his LLB in 2002
and MA (Political Science) in 2004.
Vinod Sonkar, the sitting BJP MP
from Kaushambi, is another AU alum-

n

Rita Bahuguna Joshi and Dharmendra Yadav.

nus who in the poll race this time. He is
striving to retain the Kaushmabi seat
that he had won in 2014, defeating
Shailendra Kumar of the Samajwadi
Party by a margin of 42,900 votes. He did
his BA from AU in 1995.
RICH HISTORY
AU has given many top politicians to the
country like former PMs VP Singh and
Chandra Shekhar, besides former CMs
like ND Tiwari of UP and Uttarakhand
and Madan Lal Khurana of Delhi.
VP Singh, who became the eighth PM
of India and also served as UP CM
(1980-82), was also an AU alumnus who
served even as vice-president of AUSU
during his college days.
Chandra Shekhar, the country’s
ninth PM, did is post graduation in political science from AU in 1951.
Janeshwar Mishra or Chote Lohia

HT FILE

was another big name from the AU campus. Having done his BA from the university, Janeshwar Mishra won the
Phulpur seat for the first time in 1969 and
went on to serve as union minister of
state for petroleum in 1977, and union
minister for communication in 1989. He
became Rajya Sabha member in 1994. In
1996, he was appointed the union water
resources minister.
Former UP CM Hemwati Nandan
Bahuguna was also a student of AU and
served as a member of the university students’ union working committee before
starting his political career. Former
union ministerMurli Manohar Joshi did
his MSc and later PhD from AU. He also
served as professor of physics.
Arjun Singh, another former union
HRD minister, ex-Punjab governor and
two-time CM of Madhya Pradesh, was
also a product of the Allahabad Univer-

sity campus. He was an active student
leader duringhis college days. Even Narayan Dutt Tiwari, former UP and Uttarakhand CM and ex-Andhra Pradesh governor, studied at the university here and
served as AU students’ Union president
in 1947. India’s ninth President Dr
Shankar Dayal Sharma was also a product of Allahabad University.
He served as communication minister
in the Indira Gandhi government and
later became governor of Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra and Punjab, besides
India’s vice-president.
With an eye on the youth vote bank,
the Samajwadi Party (SP) reposed faith
in AU student leaders in the 2017 assembly polls. The former student leaders
fielded by SP included Richa Singh, the
first woman president of AUSU in postindependent India. She contested from
the Allahabad West seat unsuccessfully.
Another former AUSU president
Hemant Kumar ‘Tunnu’ was given the
ticket from Manjhanpur (Kaushambi)
but lost. Hemant was elected AUSU president in 2004.
AU also had its former AUSU president and the then sitting Congress MLA
from Allahabad North constituency
Anugrah Narayan Singh again in the
field to defend his seat in 2017, but he lost.
Upendra Tiwari, two time MLA from
Phephana seat of Ballia, was an active
student leader on AU campus.

DDU GORAKHPUR UNIVERSITY

Eastern UP’s nursery of politics
Abdul Jadid
n

abdul.jadid@hindustantimes.com

GORAKHPUR: Deen Dayal Upadhyay Gorakhpur University, the first university
of Uttar Pradesh established after Independence, has been a nursery of politics
producing many prominent politicians
in the last six decades.
Be it union home minister Rajnath
Singh, union minister of state for finance
Shiv Pratap Shukla, former UP chief
minister Veer Bahadur Singh, minister
in the Indira Gandhi regime Kalpnath
Rai or member of legislative council
Ganesh Shankar Pandey, the university’s alumni have brought laurels to
their alma mater.
Former governor of Haryana and

Himachal Pradesh Mahaveer Prasad,
MP Jagdambika Pal and MLA Harishankar Tiwari are other prominent
names who have made amark inpolitics.
“Gorakhpur University has given top
leaders to our country. As alumni, they
attend various programmes of the university and bless the students,” public
relations officer of the university Dr
Ajay Shukla said.
Home minister Rajnath Singh (BJP)
did his MSc in physics in 1976 . He got
himself registered for PhD but did not
complete it due to his active engagement
in politics. He has previously served as
UP CM and as union agriculture minister in the Vajpayee government.
Union minister of finance Shiv Pratap
Shukla remained active in university
politics while pursuing his BA in 1978
and then LLB. He fought student union
election under the aegis of ABVP. He has

also been MLA from Gorakhpur.
Veer Bahadur Singh, who served as
UP CM from 1985 to 1988, completed
graduation and post-graduation from
the university. Earlier, he represented
Maharajganj’s Paniyara assembly seat
for five times. Active in UP politics for
over three decades, former minister
Harishankar Tiwari, also entered politics after completed post-graduation
from Gorakhpur University in 1980 . He
won from Chillupar assembly seat for
five times. Four-time MLA Ganesh
Shankar Pandey also completed his education from Gorakhpur University. He is
among the influential leaders of east UP
and is currently in the BSP.
A law graduate from Gorakhpur University, BJP MP from Basti Jagdambika
Pal also developed interest in politics
during his student life and started his
political career with the Congress party.

RAJU TOMAR/HT

3 BHU alumni in fray
as BJP candidates
Sudhir Kumar
n

sudhir.kumar1@hindustantimes.com

VARANASI: Three former students of the

Banaras Hindu University (BHU) are
contesting the Lok Sabha elections as
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) candidates from politically crucial seats of
east Uttar Pradesh.
BJP leaders Manoj Sinha, Mahendra
Nath Pandey and Virendra Singh Mast
will be contesting from Ghazipur, Chandauli and Ballia seats respectively.
Of these seats, Ballia is currently represented by Bharat Singh who is also an
alumnus of BHU.
All the three candidates have one
thing in common that they entered and
succeeded in mainstream politics via
BHU’s student union politics.
Singh served as BHU student union
president in 1978 after which he entered
mainstream politics while Sinha was
elected BHU students’ union president
in 1982.
Sinha studied civil engineering at IITBHU and secured BTech and MTech
degrees from the institute.
Prof Kaushal Kishor Mishra, who
teaches politics at BHU, said: “Sinha was
a brilliant scholar. Though he was a student of engineering, his penchant for politics was an open secret. Because of his
interest in politics, he came in touch with
Prof Suresh Awasthi who passed away a
few years ago. Prof Awasthi guided
Sinha into politics and shaped him as a
politician.”
“He can be called the political mentor
of Manoj Sinha. He won BHU students
union election in 1982 and his victory
helped the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad (ABVP) to consolidate itself in
BHU. Later, Sinha joined mainstream
politics,” he added.
“Sinha’s interest in politics was so
deep that he turned down a lucrative
offer from a company which he received
soon after completing his engineering
from IIT-BHU,” Prof Mishra added.
Rajkishore Singh, a long-time friend,
said: “Sinha comes from a well-off family. During college days, he was quite
popular as a students’ union leader.
Even now as a parliamentarian, he is
popular among the locals of Ghazipur.”
Sinha won from Ghazipur in 1996, 1999
and 2014. Subedar Singh, who also won
BHU student union election in 1984 and
is an acquaintance of Sinha, said: “He
(Sinha) is leader by luck. What he
wished, fortune brought it to him.”
“He is fond of delicious food, especially the one cooked at home,” Singh
added.

n

Manoj Sinha.

HT FILE

n

Mahendra Nath Pandey.

HT FILE

n

Virendra Singh Mast.

HT FILE

Mahendra Nath Pandey, who did his
post-graduation and PhD from BHU,was
elected the general secretary of BHU students union in 1977.
Pandey started his career in politics
under the tutelage of Prof Awasthi and
was guided by journalist Ram Bahadur
Rai. He won assembly elections from
Saidpur in 1991 and 1996. He also
remained minister in the Kalyan Singh
government. Virendra Singh Mast, BJP
MP from Bhadohi, was elected in 2014.
This time BJP has fielded him from Ballia. Mast, who completed his graduation
from BHU, is national president of BJP’s
farmers wing.
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Firstphase Parties go slow in naming Lko candidate
indicates
1826 19,58,847
closecontest
10,54,133
Pawan Dixit
n

FACT FILE

Pawan.dixit@htlive.com

LUCKNOW

LUCKNOW: With a little more than

OBSERVERS FEEL Alliance is putting up
a tough fight after enthusiastic voting
by Muslims, Dalits in eight constituencies
S Raju
n

s.raju@hindustantimes.com

MEERUT :Enthusiastic voting by

Muslims and Dalits may enable
the SP-BSP-RLD alliance to pose
a challenge to the BJP in the
eight west UP seats that went to
the polls on Thursday, feel political observers.
A senior BJP leader said on
condition of anonymity that the
enthusiasm of the 2014 Lok
Sabha election was missing
among party workers,which
was a major cause of concern for
election strategists.
In the 2014 general elections
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) swept all these eight seats.
BJP strategists are worried the
trend of the first phase polling
on eight seats will have an
impact on the next phase.
To minimise this impact, BJP
leaders are claiming victory on
all seats to keep the cadre’s
morale high.
However, off the record they
accept that the alliance has
posed a potential threat to the
party which may end up losing a
few seats.
Observers feel the fight is
likely to be tough in Baghpat,
Muzaffarnagar, Meerut, Kairana and Bijnor. Rashtriya Lok
Dal chief Ajit Singh and his son
Jayant Chaudhary are in the
fray in Muzaffarnagar and
Baghpat, respectively. Union
minister Satyapal Singh is the
BJP candidate in Baghpat while
former union minister Sanjiv
Balyan is the party nominee in
Muzaffarnagar.
However, BJP MLA and firebrand leader Sangeet Som said,
“Modi wave still exists and
party candidates will win all
eight seats”.
Samajwadi Party’s district
president in Meerut Rajpal
Singh claimed that the alliance
had forged a different social
equation and BJP would lose all
seats of the first phase in western UP.
He claimed that the message
of peoples’ support to the alliance would certainly help
strengthen the prospect of alli-

FINAL FIGURES OF
THE FIRST PHASE
Saharanpur

70.82%

Kairana

67.46%

Muzaffarnagar 68.22%
Bijnore

65.98%

Meerut

64.18%

Baghpat

64.22%

Ghaziabad

55.78%

GB Nagar

60.47%

Grand total of all the
eight constituencies:
63.88%
ance candidates’ victory in further phases of polling, which is
a great cause of worry for the
BJP.
Voters of Nagina, Amroha
and Bulandshahr constituencies will cast their votes in the
second phase of polling on April
18.
In Bulandshahr, a direct fight
is expected between the BJP’s
sitting MP Bhola Singh and BSP
(alliance) candidate Yogesh
Verma. The Congress has
fielded Bansi Pahadia on this
seat.
In Amroha, the main contest
is expected between Danish Ali
of BSP and BJP’s sitting MP
Kanwar Singh Tanwar. Sachin
Choudhary is Congress candidate.
The Congress has fielded
Omwati in the Nagina constituency whose presence has turned
the election into a triangular
fight with the BJP’s sitting MP
Dr Yashwant Singh and BSP’s
Girish Chand.

20 days left for Lucknow to vote,
major political parties are yet to
announcetheircandidateforthe
high-profile constituency.
Theconstituencyisconsidered
to be a BJP bastion. Late Atal
Behari Vajpayee was elected for
five consecutive terms -- from
1991 to 2004-- from this constituency. In 2009, Lalji Tandon won
the seat for the BJP.
This time, Union home ministerRajnathSinghwillbeseeking
re-election from the seat, polling
forwhichwillbeheldonMay6.In
2014 general election, Rajnath
SinghhaddefeatedCongresscandidate (now in BJP) Rita BahugunaJoshibyamarginof2,72,749
votes (54.28%).
After the SP-BSP alliance, the
Lucknowparliamentaryconstituency went to the Samajwadi

Polling stations Total voters
Male

9,04,628

Female

86

Third gender

VOTERS IN FIVE ASSEMBLY SEGMENTS
Lucknow West –
3,98,866
Lucknow North4,08,127
Lucknow Cantonment3,63,925
Lucknow East4,26,957
Lucknow Central 3,60,972
Party as part of its share of 37
seats. The constituency comprises five assembly segments
and 110 wards. Reaching out to
voters in all five predominantly
urbanassemblysegmentsinsuch

ashortspanwillbenomeantask.
The Congress party, which is
being viewed as the weakest, is
also going slow in declaring its
candidate. This delay is despite
the fact that Congress President

PM lookalike files
papers in Lucknow

It’s better if Modi packs
his bags, says Scindia

LUCKNOW : Prime Minister Naren-

AGRA: Congressgeneralsecretary

JyotiradityaScindia,in-chargeof
the party in western UP, on Friday said it was time for change
and the BJP had to go after this
election.
“The storm has arrived to
uproot the BJP and it is better if
Modijipackshisbagsbecausethe
Congress is coming back to
power,” he said.
“The Congress has always
stood for values, principles and
served the masses. The party
works for the nation’s betterment… polling in the first phase
hasproventhatCongressiscoming back to power and is here to
stand stronger,” said Scindia.
He was in Agra on Friday to
lead the road show organised in
support of Congress candidate
Preeta Harit contesting from
Agra reserved constituency. It
wasin1984whenaCongresscandidate had won from Agra.
PartymengatheredatShaheed
SmarakParkatSanjayPlaceand
waited for Scindia to begin the
road show. The Congress leader
was welcomed with rose petals
and slogans.

n

Jyotiraditya Scindia leading the road show for Congress candidate
RAJU TOMAR/HT
Preeta Harit in Agra.

Beforeproceedingfortheroad
show, Scindia garlanded statues
of martyrs at Shaheed Smarak.
The road show was earlier
scheduled to reach Bijlighar
crossing in the city. As JyotiradityaScindiahadatightschedule,
with similar road shows in
nearby districts of Hathras and
Mathura, he had to leave this
road show at Favara in the heart
of Agra. Earlier talking to newsmen,ScindiatermedtheBJPasa
party “hungry for power.”

“Iwilltakeabigrisk.Iwillfield
the party’s Lucknow candidate
on the issue of development of
Lucknow and not on the rival’s
politics of ‘jaat-paat-dharm’
(caste,creed,religion),”Akhilesh
Yadav had said. “We will soon
declarethecandidate.Ourcandidatewillnotfindanydifficultyin
reachingouttovotersastheSamajwadiPartyhasdonelotofdevelopment work in Lucknow,” said
Rajendra Chaudhary, state
spokesperson of the SP.
“The Congress is looking for a
proper candidate to challenge
Rajnath Singh. The party will
announce the candidate in the
next two days,” said Dwijendra
Tripathi, spokesperson and general secretary, Uttar Pradesh
Congress Committee.
Congress is doing issue based
politics.Ourcandidatewilleasily
reach out to voters. Rahul Gandhi’s appeal is enough to convince voters,” Tripathi added.

Rahul Gandhi along with party
general secretaries Priyanka
GandhiandJyotiradityaScindia
had launched the party’s ‘MissionUP’fromLucknowonFebruary 11 by taking out a roadshow.
On the other hand, Rajnath
Singh has already started reaching out to voters. From ‘Holi
Milan’ programmes to meetings
withcross-sectionsofthesociety,
Singhistryingtobeintouchwith
the voters in all assembly segments in his constituency. “Rajnath Singh is much ahead of othersin campaigning. In allassemblysegmentsoftheconstituency,
hehasalreadyheldseveralpublic
meetings,”saidChandraMohan,
BJP spokesperson.
Last month, formerchiefministerAkhileshYadavhadgivena
statement indicating that the
Samajwadi Party might field a
strongcandidateinLucknowand
notgivetheunionhomeminister
a walkover.

“To attain power by any
means, BJP is ready to compromise on all its principles. It has
damaged constitutional institutions and created atmosphere of
intolerance in the nation,”
alleged Scindia.
Replyingtoaquestionoverthe
Congress’ manifesto favouring
removal of sedition law, Scindia
statedthatthepartywascommitted to safeguard the freedom of
expression.

dra Modi’s lookalike Abhinandan Pathak on Friday filed his
nomination papers from Lucknow Lok Sabha constituency
represented by Union home minister Rajnath Singh.
Pathak said he would also file
his nomination papers against
the PM in Varanasi on April 26.
Rajnath Singh is likely to file
his nomination papers from Lucknow on April 16.
“Mann ki baat kehne wale ne
mann ki baat suni nahi (PM
didn’t hear what people wanted).
The PM failed to fulfil his promises,” said Pathak.
Pathak belongs to Saharanpur and has been living in the
state capital for the past several
years. He said he was thankfulto
the people of Manak Nagar locality in Lucknow, where he currently lives, as they pooled in
money to help him pay the secu-

polldiary
LGP CALLS FOR END
TO CORRUPTION
AGRA: Former IAS officer and Lok
Gathbandhan Party (LGP) national
president, Vijay Shankar Pandey,
called for discarding corrupt
politicians to save the nation from
further exploitation. According to
him, stringent measures were
required to check corruption, which
has turned out to be the biggest
menace for the nation. But mainstream political parties were raising
unnecessary issues to mislead the
masses, said Pandey while interacting with the media in Agra on Friday.

Ajay Kapoor appointed
AICC Bihar secy
LUCKNOW: The Congress on Friday
appointed former MLA Ajay Kapoor
the All India Congress Committee
(AICC) secretary for Bihar. Kapoor’s
appointment comes amid speculation that he may join the BJP.
Kapoor, however, denied this.

Former BJP MP joins Cong
LUCKNOW: Former BJP MP Ramakant Yadav has joined the Congress.
Yadav had lost to Samajwadi Party
patron Mulayam Singh Yadav in
Azamgarh in 2014 Lok Sabha
elections. Former minister in the
Akhilesh Yadav government, Raj
Kishor Singh along with others has
also joined the Congress. Singh may
be fielded from Basti .

Shiv Sena announces
four candidates
LUCKNOW: The Shiv Sena announced four candidates for Lok
Sabha polls from UP. From Faizabad,
Mahesh Tewari will be the Shiv Sena
candidate while Rinku Sahani will be
in fray from Bahraich. From Dhaurahra seat in Kheri, Mukesh Kumar
Gupta will be the candidate. From
Kanpur, Balbir Singh will be in fray.

n

Abhinandan Pathak who filed
HT
his nomination on Friday.

rity deposit for contesting the
election. As per the affidavit he
submitted at the district magistrate’s office, Pathak is 51 years
old and has obtained master’s
degree in Hindi from Allahabad
University.
The affidavit It further mentions that he has Rs 15,000 in his
bank account and Rs 15,000 cash,
which he earned by performing
religious rituals.
HTC

SP nominee asked to explain
remarks against PM
SAMBHAL: The district administration has served a notice to SP
nominee from Sambhal seat,
Shafiq-ur-Rehman Burq, for allegedly making derogatory remarks
against PM Modi. SDM, Dipendra
Yadav, said on Friday the SP candidate had allegedly made the
remarks during a public meeting on
Thursday following which he had
been served a notice and given
three days time to reply. HTC/PTI

HTC

OBSERVERS FEEL THE
FIGHT IS LIKELY TO BE
TOUGH IN BAGHPAT,
MUZAFFARNAGAR,
MEERUT, KAIRANA
AND BIJNORE

MhMh Hkkjrh

Hk, izxV d`ikyk
Jh dud Hkou] v;ks/;k ls

jkeuoeh dk HkO; ltho izlkj.k
Mh-Mh- ;w-ih- vkSj Mh-Mh- Hkkjrh ij
13 viSzy 2019
’
fnu esa % 11:30 ls 12:30 cts rd
desUVsVj vkReizdk’k feJ]Jhd`”.k ,oa ns’knhid

Mh-Mh- ;w-ih- bu pSuyksa ij
,;jVsy&330
MhMh Ýh fM’k&41 fM’k Vhoh&229
ohfM;ksdkWu
gkFkos&483
Mu
s &137
Mh 2,p&889
y[kuÅ 9-237
uV
s fotu
+ &138 fcx Vhoh&250 flVh dscy&671 VkVk LdkbZ&1195

;wV~;wc ltho izlkj.k % www.youtube.com/dduttarpradesh
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htspotlight
LOOKING
BACK AT
HISTORY

The killings at the
Jallianwala Bagh in 1919
jolted India and
prompted the freedom
movement to kick the
struggle against the
British up several
notches. HT takes a lookk
at important dates:

1918
19

1919

OV
V 11: World War I
endss. Many in India
expeect freedom
becaause the country
coopperated with the
Britissh forces but are
disapppointed.
Espeecially in Punjab,
theree is strong
resenntment against
the B
British rule as
soldiiers from this
provvince who fought
for the Britain in the
war, are left without
jobs or prospects

FEB 6: Rowlett Bills
introduced by the
British government
in the imperial
legislative council,
and one of the bills
is passed into an
Act in March 1919.
Under this, people
suspected of
sedition can be
imprisoned without
trial. This triggers
great unrest among
the people and
many protests

APR 9: On Ram
Navami, multifaith
processions are
taken out in various
parts of the state
to prove unity of
Indians. The next
day, protests held
against arrest of
Saiffuddin Kitchlu
and Dr Satyapal. As
many as 20 people
are killed and many
injured in firing by
Police at Bhandari
bridge

100 YEARS OF JALLIANWALA BAGH
APR 13: On
Baisakhi , a public
meeting is held in
Jallianwala Bagh in
the evening. Dyer
comes in with 150
troops and take up
positions on
elevated ground
blocking a narrow
exit. Six minutes
before sunset, they
open fire on a
crowd of 20,000
people without any
warning

1920

1927

1940

1956

1961

1972

2000

2010

It is decided to
acquire the
Jallianwala Bagh
and raise a national
memorial. A
committee was
formed with Pandit
Madan Mohan
Malaviya as
president, and SC
Mukerji as
secretary. The
Jallianwala Bagh
Trust registered

JUL 23: Dyer dies
after an illness on
July 23, 1927 and is
buried at the
Chruch of St.
Martins in the
fields in London

MAR 13: Then Lt
Governor of Punjab
Michael O’Dwyer
who played a vital
role in massacre, is
shot dead by
Udham Singh of
Sunam, a town of
Punjab’s Sangrur
district, in London.
Singh also injures
Lord Zetland, the
secretary of State
for India and two
other senior British
officers

The Trust of which
Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru is the
chairman, decides
to have a suitable
design for the
memorial. The
designs are invited
from architects. A
design jointly
prepared by Messrs
TR Mahendru and
Benjamin Polk is
selected in 1956

APR 13: Memorial
of Jallianwala Bagh
massacre in form of
flame of liberty is
inaugurated by the
then president of
India, Rajendra
Prasad in presence
of a large gathering
including Nehru.

A martyrs gallery is
established under
the guidance of
Mohinder Singh
Randhawa, a writer
er
and former civil
g
servant. A painting
of the massacre
and portraits of the
political leaders of
the time are put on
n
display

Union minister Ram
Naik lights Amar
Jyoti [Eternal
flame] to
commemorate the
victims

A light and sound
show was
introduced in the
garden by then
defence minister
AK Antony

Massacreofinnocentsthatshapedhistory
BUILDING A MEMORIAL India’s first president, Rajendra
Prasad, inaugurated the structure in 1961; since then, a martyr’s
gallery and a flame commemorating the victims have come up
Surjit Singh
n

surjit.singh@htlive.com

A

mritsar’s Jallianwala Bagh
was a desolate piece of land
partly used for dumping garbage until British General
Reginald Dyer oversaw the
massacre of several hundred unarmed
people gathered there on April 13, 1919,
to protest against a draconian law that
allowed internments without trial. The
massacre etched Jallianwala Bagh in
India’s collective memory and fuelled
India’s struggle for complete independence from Britain.
Davinder Pal Singh, a Sikh scholar
whose family has been running a shop
for decades near Jallianwala Bagh, said
the ground was cleaned for the protest
against the Rowlatt Act before the massacre. He added the residents would
dump garbage at a “sort of abandoned
open ground”.
Darbari Lal, a former deputy speaker
ofPunjab assembly, said Sardar Himmat
Singh Jallianwale owned the land. He
said Jallianwale was a noble in the court
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780-1839),
who was from village Jalla in Punjab’s
Fatehgarh Sahib.
“In 1919, Jallianwala Bagh was no garden, but a desolate piece of land… of
irregular shape... [It was] about 250
yards long and 200 yards wide. Originally, however, it had been laid out as a
garden in the middle of the 19th century…,” said Balwinder Singh, a former
head of Guru Nanak Dev University’s
Guru Ramdas School of Planning in
Amritsar. He said it was uneven and a
small strip of land near the entrance of
Jallianwala Bagh was on a higher level.
“…the rest of the land was lower by four
to five feet.”
A narrow passage, which General
Dyer used to make his way to the ground
along with his soldiers, has been left
intact with bullet marks on the walls of
few structures and a well in the Jallianwala Bagh. Many had jumped into the
well in a desperate attempt to save themselves as the soldiers showered bullets at
them.
The British wanted to erase signs of
the massacre, according to Lal. But
national movement leader Madan
Mohan Malaviya purchased the Jallianwala Bagh by raising around ~5.60 lakh
through donations in August 1923. He led
a committee that was formed to build a
memorial to those killed in the massacre.
The memorial could not be built as long
as Britain ruled India until August 1947.
The country’s first president, Rajendra Prasad, inaugurated the memorial,
which was built at a cost of over nine
lakh, on April 13, 1961, in presence of
then Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru,
according to Sukumar Mukherjee, the
secretary of Jallianwala Bagh National
Memorial Trust. The trust manages the
memorial.

THE CENTRE PLANS TO RENOVATE THE
HISTORICAL SITE BY CREATING BETTER
INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TOURISTS,
INCLUDING 4-D THEATRE, LANDSCAPING,
MODERN LIGHTING AND BEAUTIFICATION
OF THE MEMORIAL

The memorial’s central pylon is
30-feet-high with a four-sided tapering
stature of red stone. It stands in the middle of a shallow tank built with 300 slabs
with a carved Ashoka Chakra, the
national emblem.
A stone lantern stands at each corner
of the tank. On all four sides of the pylon
the words, “in memory of martyrs, 13
April 1919”, has been inscribed in Hindi,
Punjabi, Urdu and English. A semi-circular verandah near Jallianwala Bagh’s
main entrance marks the spot, where
General Dyer’s soldiers took positions to
fire at the gathering.
Rows of poplars and eucalyptus have
been planted along the periphery to provide a green wall for isolating the view of
the nearby houses.
Mukherjee said a martyrs gallery was
established in 1972 under the guidance of
MohinderSinghRandhawa,awriterand
former civil servant. A painting of the
massacre as well as portraits of the political leaders of the time, too, is on display.
In 2000, then Union minister Ram Nayak
lighted the Amar Jyoti [Eternal flame]
to commemorate those who died.
“Actually,we hadthe documents [ historical records, rare photographs and
newspaper clippings] displayed openly
in the room. The visitors used to touch
them and spoil them by writing something. We felt this practice was damaging
the original and rare documents. Then
we displayed scanned formats of the documents in the museum,” said Mukherjee. A light and sound show was introduced in the garden by then defence minister AK Antony in 2010. At the time,
Bollywood actor Amitabh Bachchan
recorded the voice-over for the 52-minute show, which attracted hordes of visitors in its initial run. But snags developed soon and it has not been functional
since 2014.
The area has also undergone several
changes. The entry has been given a new
look with small bricks through the narrow passage is preserved. Mukherjee
said the total area of the Jallianwala
Bagh was around six-and-half acres and
now it has gone up to seven acres.
Union home minister Rajnath Singh
inaugurated a statue of Shaheed Udham
Singh at the entrance of Jallianwala
Bagh last year. Udham Singh was
hanged in July 1940 for killing Michael
O’Dwyer, who was Punjab’s lieutenant
governor at the time of the massacre.
Rajya Sabha member Shwait Malik
said Jallianwala Bagh needs a facelift
and added that he has given ~10 lakh
from his development fund for improving basic amenities there. He added the
tendering process for the Centre’s plans
of redeveloping it has started.
Malik said the Centre plans to renovate the historical site by creating better
infrastructure for tourists. He added it
would involve renovation, up gradation
and beautification of the Jallianwala
Bagh Memorial.
Malik said a four-dimensional theatre
with the sitting capacity of 70-80 people is
also being set up for screening documentaries. He added the martyr gallery and
the museum will be modernised with air
conditioning. Malik said touch control
panels would be installed along with
LED screens and modern lighting. He
added landscaping, too, would be carried
out with the installation of and fountains.

n

An artitst’s impression of the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre.

HT ARCHIVE

A searing memory of horror
lingers for victims’ families
Anil Sharma
n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

AMRITSAR:Ittookplace100yearsagotothe

day.OnApril13,1919,soldiersoftheBritish Indian Army, under the command of
Colonel ReginaldDyer, firedbullets into
a crowd of civilians who gathered peacefully in Jallianwalla Bagh, near the
GoldenTempleinAmritsar,tocelebrate
the harvest festival of Baisakhi and protestagainstthe arrestand deportation of
two national leaders, Satya Pal and Dr
Saifuddin Kitchlew.
A hundred years later, the massacre
still remains a searing memory for familiesofthevictimswhoheardaboutitfrom
survivors and relayed the narrative to
subsequent generations.
Satpal Sharma, an 82-year-old retired
head teacher, says his father’s brother
LalChand,whowasasurvivor,narrated
to him the story.
“My grandfather, Amin Chand
Sharma, a hakim by profession, was getting ready for taking part in the Jallianwala Bagh protest. In the meantime, my
uncle Lal Chand, who was only 12 years
old then, started imploring my grandfather to take him along,” said Satpal .
Hisgrandfatherandunclebothleftfor
the venue and joined the crowd, which
was listening to the speeches of protest

leaders when Dyer arrived at the scene
accompanied by soldiers. “They took up
positions and opened fire on the gathering without any warning. During the firing, among others, my grandfather was
killed. My uncle somehow survived; he
was taken out a day later from beneath a
heap of bodies,” Sharma recalled.
“Itwasabrutalkillingofinnocentpeople and we can’t forget this. Even today,
whenever I go to the Jallianwala Bagh,
tears roll out of my eyes,” said Sharma,
whose grandfather was recognized as a
freedom fighter in 2010.
Mahesh Behal, 73, president of the
JallianwalaBaghShaheedParivarSamiti, heard the story of his own grandfather,lawyerHariRamBehal,fromsurvivors. He was in Jallianwalla Bagh to
address the crowd, but he was gunned
down by Dyer’s troops before it was his
turn to speak . Behal calls Dyer a
“butcher”. “Before going to Jallianwala
Bagh,mygrandfatherhadtoldmygrandmother, Rattan Kaur, to prepare kheer
(rice pudding). My grandmother kept
waiting with abowl ofkheerinherhand.
Since then, we have not been cooking
kheer in April,” Behal said.
The death toll in the massacre is still
disputed. The colonial government put
the number of deaths at 376, far fewer
than the Indian National Congress’s

claim that more than 1,000 perished.
Mahesh Behal says the families of
some of the victims are in Pakistan. “We
have contacts of only half-a-dozen families. No contacts of other families have
beentracedbythegovernmentevenafter
the passage of 100 years,” he said.
MemberofParliament,ShwaitMalik,
who is one of the members of the Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial Trust,
said, “The list of identification of the victims is being finalised by Amritsar
administration.Tillnow,theadministration has prepared a list of 501 victims. As
soonasthelistiscompleted,Iwillaskthe
Centretoannouncethestatusofmartyrs
to those killed during the massacre.”
Ratan Devi, widow of Chhaju Bhagat,
spentthenightofBaisakhiin1919inJallianwala Bagh by her husband’s body.
“After passing through that heap (of
bodies), I found the body of my husband.
The way towards it was full of blood and
bodies…Bythistime,itwas8o’clockand
noonecouldstiroutofherhousebecause
of a curfew order. I stood waiting. I could
not go anywhere leaving the body of my
husband... Amid hundreds of corpses, I
passedmynight...Anumberofthemwere
poor, innocent children... What I experienced is known only to me and to God,”
readheraccountpreservedintherecords
of Jallianwala Bagh.

The Bengali keeper of Jallianwala’s memories of pain
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: Sukumar Mukherjee, the third

n

Sukumar Mukherjee, secretary of the Jallianwala Bagh Memorial Trust in Amritsar on April 9.
SAMEER SEHGAL/ HT PHOTO
Mukherjee is the third generation caretaker of the memorial.

generation caretaker of the Jallianwala
Bagh Memorial, says it deserves much
more respect than what it gets from visitors. At the entrance of the memorial
that was inaugurated in 1961, there is a
gallery, full of words and photos on the
massacre. The lines, “It’s a tragedy of
national importance that cannot be
allowed to be forgotten”, are a stark
reminder of how India freed itself from
colonial brutality.
For Mukherjee, secretary of the Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial Trust,
this is both home and office – his residence is a short flight upstairs.
The 64-year-old with green eyes was
born here, like his father Uttam Charan.
The Mukherjees from the Hooghly district of West Bengal have been the caretakers of the Jallianwala memorial since
its inception. Mukherjee’s grandfather
Sashti Charan Mukherjee, a homeopath
practising in Allahabad, was deputed by
Congress leader Madan Mohan Malaviya to arrange a session in Amritsar in

1910. He never went back. Present at the
bagh on the day of the 1919 massacre,
Sashti Charan escaped death by hiding
under the dais, and later moved a resolution for acquiring the site at the Congress
session in Amritsar. This was followed
by a nationwide appeal for fundraising
by Mahatma Gandhi and a trust was set
up with Malaviya as president and
Sashti Charan as secretary. The British,
it is said, wanted to obliterate the signs of
the massacre by setting up a cloth market here but the Indians managed to
acquire the land in 1920. Miffed, the
authorities arrested Sashti Charan, who
had the land deed, but he remained resolute.
Ever since, the Mukherjees have been
the caretakers of the memorial.
Sukumar, the youngest of three brothers, quit his bank job to take on the mantle from his father Uttam Charan when
he died in 1988. “I was appointed by then
PM Rajiv Gandhi,” says Mukherjee.
“Most visitors treat it as a picnic spot,
sometimes they don’t even care to read
its history,” he rues.
Although the Trust is headed by the
Prime Minister, managing the memorial

is no cakewalk, says Mukherjee. In 2011,
he had goons following him when the
Punjab and Haryana high court ordered
eviction of an illegal occupant from one
of the Trust buildings.
During militancy in Punjab in the
1980s, a group of youngsters with swords
apparently threatened to kill his father,
saying they had seen people smoking in
the bagh. “Papajiwas very gutsy,he said,
‘kill me’ and they left,” Mukherjee
recalls.
Living with a piece of history has its
challenges. Kakoli, Sukumar’s wife who
came here as a young bride in the 1980s
when militancy had gripped the state,
remembers the siege during Operation
Bluestar. “We couldn’t step out for over
a week, thankfully papaji (Uttam
Charan) had a habit of storing ration.” It
was due to the barter of onions and tomatoes that she came close to her neighbours during that period, Mukherjee
says. “My daughters worry about my
health and tell me ‘Papa, you’ve done
enough sewa, come stay with us’, but I
want to see the memorial through its
100th anniversary. Then, I will see,”
Mukherjee says.

n

Col Reginald Dyer

DYER OR DWYER:
WHO IS TO BE HELD
RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE 1919 SHOOTING?
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR:It’s widely believed that there

would have been no Jallianwala Bagh
massacrehaditnotbeenforonemanwho
decidedtoteachIndiansalessonforbeing
“wicked”. Ninety-one years after his
death, Col Reginald Edward Harry Dyer
— also called the butcher of Amritsar —
remains an enigma, painted in either
black or white.
But historians say though Col Dyer
was the man on the spot, it was Sir MichaelFrancisO’Dwyer,thelieutenantgovernorofPunjab,whoorderedtheJallianwalamassacre.AccordingtoInduBanga,
a specialist in history of Punjab: “Dwyer
wasanarchimperialistwhowasresponsibleforthis massacre. Dyerwas merely
following his orders.” Banga says even
afterhisretirement,Dwyercontinuedto
oppose any concessions for Indians.
Dwyer,saysBanga,alsoraisedmoney
for a memorial to Dyer. Both men were
bornin 1864.WhileDwyerwas shotdead
byIndianrevolutionaryUdhamSinghin
London’s Caxton Hall on March 13, 1940,
Dyer died of cerebral haemorrhage and
arteriosclerosis in 1927.
Few know that Dyer was born and
raised in Punjab or that he was as wellversedinHindustaniasinEnglishorthat
one of his favourite possessions was the
photograph of an unnamed Sikh officer.
What is well documented is his action at
Jallianwala Bagh, which proved to be as
much his undoing as that of the British
Empire in India. Held guilty by the
Hunter Commission, the moustachioed
officer was forced to resign.
On April 13, 1919, Dyer, 55, was like a
man possessed. Giving a first-hand
accountofthedayin“Amritsar:Themassacre that ended the Raj” by Alfred Draper,Dyer’sbodyguardSergeantWilliam
Anderson recounted how the crowd
seemed to “sink to the ground in a flurry
of white garments”. When the soldiers
hademptiedtheircarbines,Dyerordered
themtoreloadanddirecttheirfirewhere
the crowd was the densest.
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ELECTION2019

DayafterLSelectionbegins,EC
comesunderheavypoliticalfire

O P P N A L L E G E S T H R E AT

CRITICISM Andhra CM calls EC ‘most useless institution’, defence
minister Sitharaman says body not acting against Congress chief

LUCKNOW:UnionministerManeka

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI:The Election Commis-

sion of India (ECI) came under
firefrompartiesacrossthepolitical spectrum for alleged irregularities in the first phase of the
Lok Sabha elections on April 11.
In many cases, the criticism had
todowith malfunctioningofelectronic voting machines (EVMs)
at various places.
Andhra Pradesh chief minister and Telugu Desam Party
(TDP) supremo N Chandrababu
Naidu called ECI the “most useless institution” in the country
and a “branch office” of the (ruling) Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) for “turning the elections
into a big farce”.
Naiduclaimed35%EVMsmalfunctioned during polling in
Andhra Pradesh, insisting the
voters had to suffer, and some of
them waited till early hours of
Friday to cast their votes.
Andhra Pradesh went to the
pollsfor175-memberstateassembly and 25 Lok Sabha seats. The
TDPfoughtanintensebattlewith
the YSR Congress Party.
The EVM issue has become a
sticking point in India’s politics
with opposition parties, including the Congress, Samajwadi
Party(SP),BahujanSamajParty
(BSP), Trinamool Congress,
CommunistPartyofIndia(Marxist), Communist Party of India
(CPI),DravidaMunnetraKazhagam (DMK), Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) and the Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), demanding
either a return to ballot paper or
increasing the number of voter
verifiable paper audit trail
machines (VVPATs) whose
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The organisation run
by people like TN
Seshan has to become
puppet in hands of PM...
N CHANDRABABU NAIDU,
Andhra Pradesh chief minister

results would be matched with
those shown by EVMs.
Naidu said he would leave for
New Delhi along with his party
MPs and ministers on Saturday
to file a review petition in the
Supreme Court seeking an
increasing in this number. The
Supreme Court on Monday
directed the EC to match 5% of
VVPATs with EVM counts.
“TheorganisationrunbypeoplelikeTNSeshanhastobecome
puppetinthehandsofPrimeMinisterNarendraModi,”Naidutold
reporters in Amaravati. Seshan,
aformerChiefElectionCommissionerwasfearedbypoliticalpartiesforhisneutralityandno-nonsense style.
In Lucknow, BSP chief Mayawati claimed that EVMs malfunctionedinUttarPradesh during the first phase of polling,
resulting in many votes cast
going into the BJP’s account.
“I was told that in the first
phase yesterday, police and official machinery was misused
besidesmalfunctioninginEVMs
as a result of which the votes
being cast in favour of elephant
weregoingintheaccountoflotus
(BJP’s poll symbol),” she said.
Pollingwasheldforeightseats
of western Uttar Pradesh on
Thursday. Mayawati said the
matterwasbroughttoEC’snotice
on Thursday and the poll watch-

dog “needs to find a solution to
people’s satisfaction” to ensure
that there is no complaint in this
regard in the remaining six phases.IftheECdoesnotinitiateany
strict step, the ongoing election
process “would be of no use”,
Mayawati said and hoped somethingconcretewillbedoneinthis
regard.
The BJP, too, accused the ECI
for failing to provide enough
security to voters in West bengal
where, it alleged, there was
wholesalerigging.Itdemandeda
repollin CoochBehal seatwhich
saw a voter turnout of 81%.
Defence minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said ECI wasn’t acting against Congress president
Rahul Gandhi for levelling charges against the Prime Minister
concerning the Rafale Deal in
which, she added, neither the
Supreme Court nor the Comptroller and Auditor general had
found anything wrong.“I feel let
down by the Election Commission. They looked the other way
in spite of our complaints.”
Meanwhile, late on Friday, an
EC official said they have
received responsesfromUPchief
minister Adityanath and BSP
chief Mayawati on the notices
issued tothem overtheirrespective remarks, seen to be communally loaded, made during campaign speeches.
WhileAdityanathhad,during
a speech at Meerut on April 9,
stated that if “Congress, SP and
BSPhavefaithinAli,wetoohave
faithin Bajrangbali”, Mayawati,
in a speech at at Deoband,
Saharanpur on April 7, made a
specific appeal to Muslims, askingthemnottoallowadivisionof
their votes.

VOTER TURNOUT IN PHASE 1
Turnout in 2014

Turnout in 2019

STATES No of seats (assembly seats going to polls)

All figures in %

70.66
71
78.66
76.5
78.61
80
75
78.23

A&N*

1

Andhra Pradesh

25 (175)
Arunachal Pradesh

2 (60)
Assam

5
51.82
52.86
59.27
57
59.21
57.42

Bihar

4
Chhattisgarh

1
J&K

2

86.61
84.96

Lakshwadeep

1
60.3
61.81

Maharashtra

7

79.62
80

Manipur

1

68.79
71.41
61.69
63.02
87.82
83.12
74.67
73.76
83.37
78.19

Meghalaya

2
Mizoram

1
Nagaland

1
Odisha
4 (28)
Sikkim

1

72.13
62.69

Telangana

17

84.72
83.1

Tripura

1

64.25
63.88

Uttar Pradesh

8
Uttarakhand

61.6
57.85**

5

82.87
83.79

West Bengal

2
*Andaman & Nicobar, **Final figure not available

Source: State chief electoral offices

After I-T raids, MP steps up heat on previous BJP govt
Punya Priya Mitra
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

BHOPAL: The Economic Offences

Wing(EOW) ofMadhyaPradesh
Policewillprobeallegedfinancial
irregularities at Bhopal-based
MakhanlalChaturvediJournalismUniversitywhich,itbelieves,
werecommittedduringthepreviousBharatiyaJanataParty(BJP)
regime, senior government officials said on Friday.
On Thursday, the EOW
arrested three suspects in connection with alleged irregularities in e-tendering to the tune of
₹3,000 crore. The EOW action
came days after the income tax
department raided the premises
of some people considered close
to chief minister Kamal Nath.
EOW willlookinto themoney
given by the university during
theBJPruletovariousorganisations affiliated to the Rashtriya
Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS),
BJP’sideologicalparent,theofficials cited above said on condi-

movie review

n

The MP Police action came days after the income tax department
raided the premises of some people considered close to chief
minister Kamal Nath.
MUJEEB FARUQUI /HT FILE

tion of anonymity.
An EOW officialsaidthewing
had received the report of a committee headed by the publicity
department’s additional chief
secretary Gopal Reddy that initially probed alleged irregularities at the university.
The report contains details of
money paid to certain RSS affiliates for projects and appoint-

Outstanding

Very Good

ments made in the university.
The probe found that several
courses were run without
approval from the University
Grants Commission, India’s
higher education regulator, and
researchandprojectsofdubious
nature were funded without
proper approval, a university
official said. EOW director K N
Tiwari admitted that his depart-

Good

Average

Poor

A king-sized mediocre letdown
ABROAD SPECTRUM

RASHID IRANI

PET SEMATARY
Direction: Kevin Kolsch and
Dennis Widmyer
Actors: Jason Clarke, Amy
Seimetz
Rating:

C

inematic adaptations
of the work of Stephen
King have been a sort
of Hollywood cottage
industry ever since the 1976
smash hit chiller, Carrie.

Based on one of his most terrifying tales, Pet Sematary the
film unfortunately squanders
King’s spooky premise on
derivative genre conventions
such as cheap scare tactics,
mind-numbing contrivances
and an eardrum-splitting
soundtrack.
The opening segment feels
particularly strained. A young
couple (Amy Seimetz-Jason
Clarke) and their two children
relocate from Boston to rural
Maine.
The family has barely
unpacked their belongings
when an unsettling series of
events begins to unfold.
The laboured storyline factors in a pet cemetery (misspelt at the site); a second,
more sinister burial ground
for Native Indian tribes; and
an elderly know-it-all neighbour (John Lithgow).
Tragedy strikes repeatedly,
leading to an over-the-top,
gore-spattered finale.

Themes of mortality, grief
and the dangers of tinkering
with the laws of nature are
addressed perfunctorily.
The characterisation is,
without exception, one-dimensional; the performances,
mediocre. You’d be far better
off revisiting the 1989 version,
scripted by the author himself, which has attained cult
status. This update is a letdown for all King fans.

ment had received the report of
theReddypanel.“Wearelooking
intoitforfurtheraction,”hesaid.
University vice-chancellor
DeepakTiwarididnotrespondto
calls and messages from HT.
Thestategovernmentofficials
said a case is likely to be registeredtoprobea₹118-croreinvestment made in Infrastructure
Leasing and Financial Services
(IL&FS) by the Bhopal district
cooperative bank. IL&FS went
bust last year.
Cases related to a frauds in
Madhya Pradesh’s professional
entrance exam, known as Vyapam,whicharenotbeinginvestigated by the Central Bureau of
Investigation, may also be
reopened, a second government
officialsaid.Accordingtotheofficials,theBhopalDistrictCooperativeBankinvested₹110croreat
9.5%interestrateinOctober2017
for a year in IL&FS. The amount
wouldhaveturnedinto₹118crore
in October 2018; but by then, the
company had collapsed and the

government hadputa holdon all
payments.Thecooperativebank
simplyrenewedthedepositwithout taking any action, according
to the officials. Cooperatives
minister Govind Singh has writtentothechiefministerdemanding that an inquiry be conducted
into the matter. “We will expose
allthosebehindallthescamsthat
took place during BJP rule,”
Singhsaid.BhopalDistrictCooperativeBankchiefexecutiveofficer R S Vishwakarma said the
investmenthadbeenmadeinline
withReserveBankofIndiaguidelines. AnandRai,oneofthewhistleblowers in the Vyapam case,
said chief minister Kamal Nath
hadaskedhimtosubmitdetailsof
allthecomplaintspendingbefore
the STF constituted to probe the
case. State BJP spokesperson
Rajneesh Agrawal said that the
stategovernment’sactionshows
ithadbeenrattledbytheI-Traids
which, he said, had exposed corruptionatthetoplevelandallthis
is being done to deflect criticism.

AY O D H YA

SC rejects plea
seeking nod to pray
at disputed site
NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

on Friday dismissed a petition
seeking permission to pray at
the land adjoining the disputed
site of Babri-Ram Janambhooi
at Ayodhya, and advised the
petitioner to ‘stop poking’
around with the issue.
“You will not let this country
remain in peace. There will
always be something,” a bench
led by the Chief justice of India
Ranjan Gogoi said. A petition
challenging Allahabad high
court order denying petitioners
the right to pray and carry out
religious activities in nine
ancient temple around the disputed site in Ayodhya was filed
in the court recently.
Pandit Amar Nath Misra had
earlier approached the HC for
permission to pray at the 67.7
acres are land acquired by the
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You will not let
this country remain
in peace...
A bench led by the Chief justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi

government after the demolition of the Babri Masjid in 1992.
But the high court not only
rejected Misra’s petition but
also fined him ₹5 lakh for filing
the petition.
On Friday, the top court
upheld the fine on Misra. Last
year, the Allahabad HC had dismissed a similar petition by a
man wanting permission to
offer namaz at the disputed site.
The court had called the petition
an attempt at cheap publicity
and also slapped a fine of ₹5
HTC
lakh.

Maneka’s vote call to
Muslims sparks row
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

Gandhi, the Bharatiya Janata
Party(BJP)candidatefortheSultanpur,foundherselfinacontroversy on Friday over what was
seen as a veiled threat to Muslim
voters. At an election rally in
Muslim-dominatedTurabKhani
village, Gandhi said Muslims
would not get jobs if they didn’t
vote for her. She also said she
wouldn’t like to win the election
without the support of Muslim
voters, which her son Varun
Gandhi represented in the 16th
Lok Sabha. A clip of her speech
went viral on social media, and
opposition parties slammed her
for what they saw as a “communal” speech.
HardeoPandey,additionaldistrict magistrate of Sultanpur,
said sub-divisional magistrate,
Sadar,hasissuedGandhianotice
directing her to submit a reply.
In her speech, Gandhi said: “I
am winning the election due to
love and support of the people. I
will not feel good about a victory
without the support of Muslims.
My feelings will get hurt. If Muslims then come to me asking for
work, then I will think ‘let it be,
howdoesitmatter?’Dilkhattaho
jayega (my heart will turn sour).
After all, a job is a deal.”
Gandhi said Muslim voters
need to understand it was a giveand-take relationship. “We are
notprogenyofMahatmaGandhi.
It’s not that we keep giving and
thenlosingintheelection.“When
an election comes and this booth
throws up 100 votes or 50 votes,
and then you come to me for
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...I will not feel good
about a victory
without the support of
Muslims... If Muslims then
come to me asking for
work, then I will think ‘let it
be, how does it matter?’...
After all, a job is a deal
MANEKA GANDHI, Union minister

work...we will have to see the
polling. You all are all my wellwishers andremainmysupporters. I do not see any divide, who
belongs to which community. I
see only pain, sadness and love.
Soitisforyoutodecide,”shesaid.
Sultanpur is one of the 80 Lok
Sabha seats in Uttar Pradesh.
GandhiswappedherPilibhitseat
withVarun’sSultanpur.Sultanpur will go to polls in May 12.
“This is not only a clear-cut
violationofthemodelcodeofconduct but also an offence of criminalintimidationundertheIndian
PenalCode...anda‘corruptpractice’undertheRepresentationof
the Peoples Act...,” Samajwadi
PartyspokespersonAbdulHafiz
Gandhi said of the speech.
Maneka Gandhi could not be
reached for a comment.
“Thesedaysaterrifiedopposition fearing a certain loss is seeingcommunalinanythingwesay
ordo.Ihaven’theardManekaji’s
speech but let me tell you one
thing. She is no new comer but a
veteran of many political battles
and who commands great
respect,” UP BJP spokesperson
Harish Srivastava said.

n

Jyotiraditya Scindia

7 names in new
Cong list, Scindia
fielded from Guna
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

BHOPAL:TheCongressannounced

thenamesofsevencandidateson
Friday for the Lok Sabha elections. The party repeated fourtimesittingMPandpartygeneral
secretary Jyotiraditya Scindia
from Guna in Madhya Pradesh.
TheBJPisyettodecideonitscandidate for the seat.
Ex-MLAShailendraPatelwill
be the party’s candidate from
Vidisha. The seat is being represented by senior BJP leader
Sushma Swaraj who has
announced she will not contest
Lok Sabha elections. The BJP is
yet to announce its candidate for
the seat.
In Rajgarh, the home turf of
former chief minister Digvijaya
Singh,the Congresshasfieldeda
freshface,MonaSustani,whoisa
member of Rajgarh panchayat.
Congress spokesperson Manish Tewari has been fielded from
Punjab’s Anandpur Sahib, currentlyheldbySAD’sPremSingh
Chandumajra. Kewal Sing DhillonhasgotpartyticketfromSangrurinPunjab,currentlyheldby
AAP’s Bagwant Mann. In
Ladakh,thepartyhasfieldedRigzin Spalbar. Shaswat Kedar has
been fielded from Bihar’s Valmiki Nagar seat.

May perform ‘reasonably well’
in first phase of LS polls: BJP
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Bharatiya Janata

Party (BJP) may do reasonably
well in seats where polling took
place on Thursday and will
improve its tally from the previous general election, three leaders handling the party’s campaign and election management
said on Friday.
Of 91 seats where polling was
held in the first phase of the seven-phase general election, the
BJP won 32 in the 2014 election.
“We will cross this number,” the
first leader said.
“Eight seats in Uttar Pradesh
and seven in Maharashtra were
realtests,”saidthesecondleader.
“Weseemtohavedone‘reasonably well’ in these two states.”
While the BJP alone had won all
theeightseats in Western UPthe
lasttime around, itwonall seven
inVidarbharegionofMaharashtra jointly with ally Shiv Sena.
Thethirdleadersaidtheopposition alliance of the Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP), the Samajwadi Party (SP) and the Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD) might have
upset the arithmetic in three

(Baghpat,KairanaandBijnor)of
the eight UP seats but gains elsewhere in the state may compensate for any losses .
The third BJP leader claimed
therewasaseriousissuewiththe
transferofvotesbetweentheBSP
and the RLD whose traditional
support bases — Dalits and Jats,
respectively — have had a
strainedrelationship.TheSamajwadiParty,thisleadersaid,hasa
limited presence in western UP.
“We have received an overwhelming support from urban
areas, the upper castes and the
lower backward communities,”
the third leader claimed. “There
areotherssuchasGujjarsandthe
trading communities, where the
BJP has scored over its rivals in
Uttar Pradesh.”
The first leader said winning
allsevenseatswasapossibilityin
Maharashtra, where the SenaBJPallianceremainsstrong.The
BJP has a strong base in Vidarbha. The party is also expecting
gains of “6-7 seats” in West Bengal,ArunachalPradesh,Tripura,
Assam,Odisha,AndhraPradesh
andTelangana,thesecondleader
said. TheBJPhasnorepresentationfromeitherofthetwoseatsof

West Bengal, four of Odisha, one
each of Tripura and Arunchal
Pradesh. It has just two in
Andhra Pradesh and one in Telanagana. BJP’s RajyaSabhaMP
Anil Baluni claimed the party
willnotonlyretainitsseatsinUP,
BiharandMaharashtra, butwill
also make inroads in Bengal and
north-east. “Our alliance has
managedto dowell,comparedto
the opposition,” he said.
ExpertssaytheBJPisfighting
this electionlike acorporate war
andistryingtoretainitsposition
of primacy more by the dint of
electoral machination than the
enthusiasm of its workers.
“It is also working on the formula of making up its losses by
gaininginnewterritoriesofBengal and the Northeast,” said Sidharth Mishra, president, Centre
for Reforms Development and
Justice. “In Western UP, getting
the Dalit voters to cast votes in
supportofJatleadersisabigtask.
ButthatdoesnotmeanthatDalit
voted for the BJP. Congress is
also an option for them with
[Bhim Armychief] ChandrashekharAzadextendinghissupport
to their candidates in seats such
as Saharanpur.”

Mallya files new
petition against
extradition order

Probe in Mulayam case
already closed: CBI

Prasun Sonwalkar

NEW DELHI: In a major relief for
Samajwadi Party patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav, the Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) told the Supreme Court on
Friday that it had already closed
a preliminary enquiry against
him and his sons in a 2007 disproportionate assets case.
Taking note of the agency’s
oral submission, a bench
headed by Chief Justice Ranjan
Gogoi asked the CBI to file its
response in an affidavit within
four weeks and also clarify its
course of action.
The central agency’s submission came a day after the SP
supremo filed an affidavit in the
top court saying the graft allegations levelled at him were politically motivated and that the
investigating agency had
already given him a clean chit in
the case. In March, the top court
had issued a notice to Yadav on
a petition by advocate and Congress leader Vishwanath Chaturvedi seeking a status report
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LONDON: BusinessmanVijayMal-

lya has filed a renewal application in the appeals court of the
high court, seeking an oral hearing for permission to appeal
against the February 4 order of
the home secretary to extradite
him to India. Mallya had five
workingdaystoapplyforanoral
hearing since April 5, when Justice William Davis refused permissiononthebasisofhiswritten
application and the responses
received from the Home Office
and the Crown Prosecution Service. The renewal application
will now be listed in the high
courtbasedonitsscheduleinthe
comingdays andweeks,officials
said. Facing charges in India of
financial irregularities amounting to over ₹9,000 crore, Mallya
hasbeenputtingforthhisversion
ofeventsthroughsocialmediain
recent weeks, most recently on
March 31.

on the assets probe against
Yadav and his sons, Akhilesh
and Prateek. In his application,
Chaturvedi had claimed that the
CBI had failed to update the
court on the status of investigations against Yadav and his sons
even 11 years after a petition
was filed in the SC.
Chaturvedi moved the top
court in 2005 with a plea for a
CBI probe against Mulayam and
his family members. He accused
Mulayam of amassing assets
amounting to over Rs 100 crore
during his tenure as Uttar Pradesh chief minister between
1999 and 2005.
Samajwadi Party spokesperson Abdul Hafiz Gandhi said,
“Neta ji has said on public platforms on a number of occasions
that CBI had given him a clean
chit. Now CBI has told the
Supreme Court that it had
closed the case against Neta ji.
The petitioner belongs to a political party. This petition by him
is totally politically motivated.”
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SC RECOMMENDS Action against ex AMU V-C: CBI
ELEVATION OF seeks govt nod to start prosecution
TWO HC JUDGES
Neeraj Chauhan

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

Collegium on Friday recommended the elevation of Aniruddha Bose, chief justice of Jharkhand high court, and AS
Bopanna, chief justice of Gauhati
high court, to the apex court.
If the recommendations are
approved by the government, the
number of judges in the Supreme
Court will go up to 29. The apex
court has a sanctioned strength of
31 judges. According to a resolution signed by the top five judges
of the apex court and published
on the Supreme Court website,
the Collegium made the recommendations taking into account
merit, seniority and the desirability of giving due representation to
all high courts in the apex court.
HTC
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NEWDELHI:The Central Bureau of

Investigation (CBI) has sought
the government’s permission to
prosecute former Vice-Chancellor of Aligarh Muslim University,
Naseem Ahmad, and a serving
professor, Nazim Ali, in connection with alleged irregularities in
the appointment of an assistant
finance officer in AMU in 2005.
Ahmad, a retired 1972-batch
IAS officer, headed the institution between 2002 and 2007. The
agency filed a case against him in
January last year. CBI officials
familiar with the matter said the
investigation against Ahmad is
complete, following which a sanction to prosecute him has been
sought from the Union human

resource development (HRD)
ministry. The ministry will forward the request to the President,
who is the appointing authority of
VCs in central universities.
Requesting anonymity, a CBI
officer said the agency found that
Ahmad was not competent to
relax the qualifications for
appointment of an assistant
finance officer and that he deviated from the advertised qualifications and approved the candidature of Shakaib Arsalan without informing the AMU executive
council. “Ahmad clearly violated
the AMU Act, which states that
the VC doesn’t have discretionary powers,” the officer cited
above said. The agency plans to
file a charge sheet against Ahmad
as soon as the prosecution sanction is accorded. When contacted,

Ahmad said, “I have told CBI
what I had to. I will defend myself
in court.” Other than the HRD
ministry, CBI has approached the
UP government seeking sanction
against Nazim Ali, an economics
professor at AMU who was registrar of the university when the
alleged irregularities took place,
former finance officer Yasmeen
Jalal Beg and Arsalan.
Beg and Arsalan were named
in the CBI FIR along with Ahmad,
but Ali’s connivance in the case
was unearthed during the probe,
another CBI officer said on condition of anonymity.
Ali said, “I was made registrar
on a temporary basis. The CBI
officer had asked me about this
appointment but I don’t even
remember who this person is. I
had no role in it.”
HTC
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REQUIRED E/M Convent Lady

1860 180 4242

9005111555
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BUSINESS

AÔÀF»F API IZ ÀFZ¢MS J 8 ¸FZÔ 1746
Teacher for Play Group Classes.
Sm Ad·F»FZ£Fû ¸FZa ÂFbdM½FVF ¸FZS F ³FF¸F
LOAN/FINANCE
I û ªFcd³F¹FS ÀFZ WFBÊÀIc »F I ÃFFAûÔ U¦FÊ Rb M I F ´»FFM °FbS Ô°F d¶FI FD W`Ü ¸FZ
Add: Gyan Convent Public School,
KRISHANA SWAROOP AERON
S/o Late Anand Swaroop Aeron
Gwari, Vikas Khand- 5, Gomti Nagar, I û Aa¦FimªFe ¸FF²¹F¸F ÀFZ ´FPF³FZ WZ °Fb ÀFÔ´FI Ê I SZÔ- 9935875500
M: 6386863978
QªFÊ Wû ¦F¹FF W` ªFû dI ¦F»F°F W` ÀFWe ³FF¸F B³FÀFZ³M R FB³FZ³ÀF IZ ½F»F »Fû³F
A²¹FFd´FI FAûÔ I e AF½FV¹FI °FF
ÀFF³F ´F±F, »FJ³FD ÀFZ 100 ¸FeMS KRISHNA SWARUP AERON S/o ¶F³FFSÀF : +91 9838592777
´FiFB¸FSe/þcd³F¹FS I ÃFFAûÔ ¸FZÔ ÀF·Fe W` °FbS ³°F ÀFa´FIÊ I SmÔ - ´Fi¶F³²FI dI
dÀ±F°F ´FiÀ°FFdU°F AFUFÀFe¹F I F»Fû³Fe ¸FZÔ Late Anand Swarup Aeron ´F°FF- ÀFû³F·Fýi : + 91 9838536777
dU¿F¹FûÔ I û ´FPÞ F³FZ WZ°Fb A²¹FF´FI U
1000/1200 S/F d¶FIi e WZ°FbÜ SZM ¶Fe- 16 MÑed´F»F AFBÊ Me B»FFWF¶FFQ, ¨FaQü»Fe : + 91 9838781777
A²¹FFd´FI F¹FZÔ ¨FFdW¹FZ - ÄFF³F I F³UZ³M
1200S/F OF¸FS SûOÜ ¦Fû¸F°Fe ³F¦FS/ ÓF»F½FF, B»FFWF¶FFQ W` BÀFe ³FF¸F ÀFZ d¸FªFFÊ´FbS : + 91 7800519781
´Fd¶»FI ÀIc »F, ¦UFSe,dUI FÀFJOa-5
R` þF¶FFQ SûO ÀFZ 3km QcS eÜ BI F³FF ·Fd½F¿¹F d»F£FF-´FPÞ F ½F ªFF³FF ªFF¹FZÜ
AFªF¸F¦FP:+91 9838539777
dIi IZ M ÀMZdO¹F¸F ÀFZ (6km) Ü °FbS ³°F
¦Fû¸F°Fe³F¦FS - 9307085071
I F³F´FbS : + 91 9792440777
I ¶ªFF E½Fa SdþÀMÑe -7380595177
Ib VFe³F¦FS :+ 91 8052748000
ªFcd³F¹FS ¢»FFÀFZªF I û English, Math,
¸FZ
S
m
Ad·F»FZ
£
Fû
¸FZ
a
ÂFb
d
M½FVF
¸FZ
S
F
³FF¸F
B»FFWF¶FFQ :+91 9838895777
LûMF ·FSUFSF ¦Fû¸F°Fe ³F¦FS lko. ÀFZ
Computer ÀFaÀIÈ °F ´FPÞ F³FZ WZ °Fb dVFÃFI
AERON W/o KRISHNA
ÀFMF ´FiFB¸F »FûIZ VF³F 10 WþFS SF MONICA
/dVFdÃFI FAûÔ I e AF½FV¹FI °FF W`
SWARUPAERON QªFÊ Wû ¦F¹FF W` ªFû
´»FFM ¸FZ³F SûO,Ri ÔM 145 ft, ¶FOÞ F ¦FZM , dI ¦F»F°F W` ÀFWe ³FF¸F Monika Aeron ßFeSF¸F R B³FZÔÀF ·FFS°F I e ³Fa¶FS-1
ÀFa´FIÊ ³¹Fc ½FZ I F³F½FZ³M ªFcd³F¹FS WFBÊ¶FFCÔOÑe,ÀF¸FSdÀF¶F»F,2I ¸FSZ,°FbS ³°F d¶FIi e W/o Krishna Swarup Aeron ´F°FF- Ia ´F³Fe 2% ¶¹FFªF ´FS WS ´FiI FS IZ
ÀIc »F C 2123/1,Bd³QSF³F¦FS Lko.
WZ°Fb @3100/SF 9044447070 ¶Fe- 16 MÑed´F»F AFBÊ Me B»FFWF¶FFQ, »Fû³F ´FFE E½Fa ´FVFb´FF»F³F »Fû³F ´FFE
PTJLI AF¹Fb½FZÊdQI Ia ´F³Fe ¸FZÔ §FS
ÓF»F½FF, B»FFWF¶FFQ W` BÀFe ³FF¸F ÀFZ ÀFW¹Fû¦F W¸FFSF d½FV½FFÀF AF´FI F *
8690101400, 9461889716
¶F`NZ OFMFBa MÑe/SMS Job ´FFEZ 450
¸FZ³F Ib ÀFeÊ SûO
d³F. BaM e¦Fi»F ·Fd½F¿¹F d»F£FF-´FPÞ F ½F ªFF³FF ªFF¹FZÜ
»FOÞ IZ /»FOÞ dI ¹FFh, ´FZ¸FZÔM 15500¹Fcd³F½FÍÀFMe Ri eWû»O ´»FFM ½F
30500/- »F`´FMFG´F + ¸Fû¶FFBÊ »F Ri e
³F½Fd³FÍ¸F°F ¸FI F³F Ü ´FFIÊ d¶FªF»Fe,
7369039135, 9065838184
OF¸FS SûO ÀFdW°F ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ 8931882000,7379431965
BadO¹FF I e Sm ´¹FcMZ O I ¸´F³Fe ¸FZÔ ´FFMÊ
MFB¸F ½FIÊ 50000-60000 °FI
FAIZABAD ROAD Near BBD
and Bijnor Road Near Omax City
B³FI ¸F WFD ÀF ½FFBR dSMF¹FOÊ
Houses for Sale in Gated Colony
´FÀFÊ³F WZ °Fb Ü ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ ¸Fû.
with Bank Finance.
8604631797,7355907637
Call- 9044252526

Doctors, Service Centre etc. READY
To MOVE At Bara chandganj Aliganj
Lko. Mob:- 9335901553,7007608203

d³FI M ÀFWFSF¦FaªF ¸FF»F WªFS°F¦FaªF Lko.

9451780350,7054654007
AF»F¸F¶FF¦F,¸Fû.-8174833560

English, Bio, Comp. For Inter And
Incharge, S.S, English, Maths,
Science, Computer for (E/M) PRI/JR.
ST. Christ P. Inter College Azadnagar
Geeta Palli Alambagh Lucknow.
Mobile- 7275000793

AF½FV¹FI °FF W` dÀFMe ´Fd¶»FI BMS
I FG»FZªF- ªFF¹FÀF A¸FZN e WZ °Fb ·Füd°FI
SÀFF¹F³F,ªFe½F,¦Fd¯F°F,Aa¦FiZªFe d½F¿F¹FûÔ
IZ Ad°F¹Fû¦¹F, ´FidVFdÃF°F A²¹FF´FI ûÔ I e ³FF¶FFOÊ IZ ÀFF¸FF³FZ AFdVF¹FF³FF
Ri e AF½FFÀF +AFI ¿FÊI ½FZ°F³F, ÀFa´FIÊ ´F`S FOFBþ ¸F`dSþ WF»F IZ ´FeLZ
I SmÔ - ´FF¯OZ ¹F ªFe- 9839317711 ÀFZ.-þe 450'Qû¸FÔdþ»FF,4-I ¸FSZ,
3-»F`.¶FF±F.,2-dI ¨F³F, ´Fû¨FÊ, ´Fd›¸F
´FS¸FF³FZ³M ªFGF¶F ¶FWb S F¿MÑ e¹F Ia . I û
´FFI ÊR ZÀF U »FûI ¶F³²Fb B¸FSþZ³ÀFe
ÀFbS ÃFF¦FFOÊ / ¶FFC³ÀFS / ¦F³F¸F`³F AF¹F
¦FZM -2 IZ ÀFF¸F³FZ Knp Rd ¸FZMÑû
8000-20000 + AF½FFÀF Ü OF»Fe¦FaªF
ÀMZ
VF³F ÀFZ 500¸Fe. 1050' ¸FZÔ ³F¹FF
Ii FdÀFa¦F, ÀFe°FF´FbS SûO, »FJ³FD Ü ¸Fû.
Oc´»FZ¢ÀF, ´FcS ¶FR ZÀF, 18¸Fe. SûO U
8177005025 , 8177005014
SFþFþe´FbS ¸F ÀFZ 1-dI ¸Fe. I ³FI SAXENA INTER College Sec-11,
dÀFMe VFe»FF ¦FFOZÊ³F ¸FZÔ 850'
Indira Nagar Req. English Medium
Qû¸FÔdþ»FF CØFSR ZÀF ÀF·Fe MFB»ÀF,
Teachers for All Subjects for Class
¸FF¶FÊ»F¹Fbö AF²Fbd³FI d¶FI FD
Nur-X. Exp. Pref., M: 9415799426
¸Fû- 9648542111.
J 24 I FS ÀFZ»ÀF ´FS¨FZªF I û
AF½FV¹FI °FF W` ¹Fb½FI / ¹Fb½Fd°F¹FûÔ FOR SALE Indira Nagar 1500 sqft
East facing House , Near Chetna
I e - d³F. SF¸FIÈ ¿¯F ¸FN,
Sai Mandir, Sant Puram, Takrohi
d³FSF»FF ³F¦FS, »FJ³FD Ü ¸Fû.
( 2 Units ) Each @ 75Lacs,
7800594530,9511401406
Carapace Builder's M: 9415011681

REQ. QUALIFIED Graduate Intern

For Customs Broker Assistance And
Marketing In Delhi Step-In 12000/P/M. Contact No. 9811297861
Email_Idcustomercare@namanexim.in.

ÀFZ³MÑ»F ¸FF³MZÀFSe ¸FdW»FF dO¦Fie I F»FZþ
I û UFd¯Fª¹F ÀFÔI F¹F IZ d»FE 5 ´FiUö FAûÔ
I e,¹Fû¦¹F°FF-UGC °F±FF Dr. RML AU²F
dU.dU. ¸FF³FI F³FbÀFFS, ÀFÔ´FI Ê-I F»FZþ

RG FS ÀFZ»F ³F½Fd³Fd¸FÊ°F 4BHK O¶F»F
ÀMûSe ´Fied¸F¹F¸F ¸FI F³F, 1220
Sqft. I FS ´FFdIË ¦F, ¸FFOÐëc»FS
dI ¨F³F, ½FFOÊ S û¶F, ¦Fûd¶F³Q d½FWFS
I FG»Fû³Fe d¨F³FWM
d°FSFWF,
R` ªFF¶FFQ SûO Lucknow. ÀF¸´FIÊ 9958505557,9415371636

Add: 19/833, Indira Nagar,
M: 9935342225,7376078551
for 132/220, KV Sub Station
Structure Manufacturing co. HAAD
Industries Pvt Ltd - 7705802638,
haad.industriespvtltd@gmail.com

EDUCATION

R Fd°F¸FF AÀ´F°FF»F IZ ´FFÀF, £FF»Fe
¶FOÞ e d¶Fd»Oa ¦F With 6 µ»F`M 20
I ¸FSm , 3 °FSR ÀFZ £Fb»Fe Ü ´FFdIË ¦F
I e¸F°F 3 I SûOÞ 50 »FF£F Ü
Cont: Aû´Fe SÀ°Fû¦Fe 9450095335
Bd³QSF ³F¦FS / ¸FF³FÀF dÀFMe IZ ´FFÀF
1700 U Rb I UOÊ ¸FZÔ 3 BR, D/D,
¸FFOb»FS dI ¨F³F, 3 ¶FF±F, POP
MFB»ÀF UbO UI Ê ´FFdIÔ Ê¦F ÀFdW°F
d¶FI FD ! I e¸F°F 54 »FFJ ! ¸Fû 9935799722

°FZ»Fe¶FF¦F,SF¹F¶FSZ»Fe SûO, »FJ³FD
´FS 35QbI F³FZÔ/3µ»F`M / 2500
U¦FÊRb M I F ½¹FFUÀFFd¹FI ¶FZÀF¸FZÔM
d¶FI FD W` Ü d³FI M SFG¹F»F E³FR e»O
VFûø ¸FÜ IÔ ´»FeM IÔ ÀMÑ¢VF³F
I ¸´F³Fe Ü ÀFa´FIÊ - 9670707938,
7007893417,8793111357
´Fi²FF³F¸FaÂFe AF½FFÀF ¹FûªF³FF Ib ÀFeÊ
SûO »FJ³FD ¸FZ ³F½Fd³FÍ¸F°F 1000
Sf ,2 BHK ¸FI F³F, ·FcI ¸´FSû²Fe »FGF³F,

´FFÍIa ¦F,¦FZMZ O I F»Fû³Fe ÀFdW°F d¶FI FD

W` Ü ( ¶F`ÔI R FB³FZ³ÀF C´F»F¶²F
I e¸F°F 15.95 »FFJ ) ¸Fû.
7007213786,9696565677

TOLET
SPACE FOR Rent Available in
NH Tower Near Arvindo Park,
Munshi Pulia, Lucknow. 4 Hall,
Basement, Ground 1st & 2nd floor
1600 SF each. Mob : 9415238812

QbI F³F 400 Sqft. + 200 Sqft. +
WF»F 2500 Sf.+ ¸FZ³F dSa ¦F SûO
HALWASIYA
¨FüSFWF £FbSÊ ¸F³F¦FS ´FS d¶FI FD W` NEW-HYDERABAD
Lorepur Residency modified 3/2
ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ -9335769905,
BHK(1700sqft) Flat on rent for
transferable executives.# 9519135599
9616872125
¸FFÂF 5200 À¢½FF¹FS

dR M

I F¸FdVFÊ¹F»F À´FZÀF L.G.F. , 1st & 2nd
Floor Ib »F I UOÊ EdS¹FF 12500
sqr/Fit dSÔ¦FSûO MZPÞ e´Fbd»F¹FF ¨FüSFWF,
»FJ³FD , M: 9839649324
3BHK Row WFD ÀF AªFbÊ³F Enclave
¦FbO ¸¶FF À´FûMÊ I FG»FZªF Opp. ÀFÈdá Apart.
Ib ÀFeÊ Rd ´»FFM 1000 Sqft. I ³ÀMÑ ¢VF³F
1450 Sf. d½FQ R F»ÀFÀFed»Fa¦F, ¶FF»FI ³Fe
ÀMûS, M` Sm ÀF, ÀFa´FIÊ -9415106747

1000 sqft I F WF»F »F¸¶FZ ÀF¸F¹F °FI
d»Fþ/dI SF¹FZ WZ °Fb C´F»F¶²F,¶F`ÔI /AFdR ÀF

WZ°Fb C´F¹Fbö , VFÔI Sþe´FbS ¸F QZUI e
WFdÀ´FM»F IZ ¶F¦F»F ¸FZÔ ÀFe°FF´FbS
SûO »FJ³FD - 9820742974

PUBLIC NOTICES

¸F` ¹FVF½F³°F ¶Fe ·FF¦F½F°F d³F½FFÀFe19/1149, Bd³QSF ³F¦FS,
´FdSÀFS, ²FüS¸FD ¸FF°Fe, ¶FFSF¶FÔI eÜ
8736031005,9410180002 34000 ½F¦FÊdR M ªF¸Fe³F d¶FI FD »F£F³FD ÀFcd¨F°F I S°FF WcGa I e ¸FZS e
W` Ü dI ÀFF³F ´F±F ªFø ½FF ´Fb»F µ»F`M ÀFa£¹FF ÀFe-29 SF Parvnath
PAHAL CLASSES Req. Receptionist ¸FF°Fe ¶FFSF¶FaI e Ü ÀFa´FIÊ I SZÔ- City Faizabad Road Lucknow I e (8)
& English & Computer Teachers
9415114518,9336177365 PaymentReceipts I WeÔ £Fû ¦FBÊ W` Ü
for class 8 to 12th. Exp. Pref.
REQD MANAGER and Supervisor

EDUCATION

³F¹FF ¸FI F³F d¶FI FD 30X52, B-46
f ¿Fe CôF³F BBD ¸FZ³F R` þF¶FFQ SûO,
»FJ³FD ¸FZÔ 4 I ¸FSZ, Qû ÀMûS
Qû ¶FF±Fø ¸F , ´»FFM EdS¹FF 1560
U¦FÊ Rb M Ü ÀFa´FIÊ 9450806329

REQ. TEACHERS Phy, Chemistry

AF½FV¹FI °FF W` WûM»F IZ d»F¹FZ
dSVû´ÀFd³Fá (´Fbø ¿F) VFbS FAF°Fe
ÀF`»FSe 10000/-,WûM»F I F A³Fb·F½F
ªFø Se, ½FZM S ÀF`»FSe 7000/- AüS
Ib I ,dI ¨F³F ÀFb´FS½FFBªFS IZ
d»F¹FZ VFe§Fi ÀF¸´FIÊ I SmÔ Ü ¸Fû. 9235629103,9235629107

LATERAL ENTRY A total of 6,077 applications were received after Centre’s advertisement
Press Trust of India
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: In a first, nine private

sector specialists have been
selected for appointment as joint
secretaries in central government departments.
Usually, the posts of joint secretaries are manned by the officers of Indian Administrative
Service (IAS), Indian Police Service (IPS), Indian Forest Service
(IFoS)) and Indian Revenue Service (IRS) among others who are
selected through a three-phased
rigorous selection process undertaken by the Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC).
The ministry of Personnel,
Public Grievances and Pensionshad in June last year invited
applications for the joint secretary-rank posts through “lateral
entry” mode. The lateral entry
mode, which relates to the
appointment of specialists from
private sector in government
organisations, is considered as an
ambitious step of the Modi gov-

THE LATERAL ENTRY
MODE IS CONSIDERED
AS AN AMBITIOUS STEP
OF THE NARENDRA MODI
GOVERNMENT TO BRING
IN FRESH TALENT IN
BUREAUCRACY
ernment to bring in fresh talent in
bureaucracy.
These posts are in revenue,
financial services, economic
affairs, agriculture and farmers
welfare, road transport and highways, shipping, environment,
forest and climate change, new
and renewable energy, civil aviation and commerce departments.
The deadline to apply for the
posts was July 30, 2018.
A total of 6,077 applications
were received in response to the
government’s advertisement.
However, the ministry had in
December decided to entrust the
task of selecting the candidates

for these posts to the UPSC, that
conducts civil services examination to select the country’s
bureaucrat, diplomats and police
officers.
Nine private sector specialists
have been recommended for joint
secretary posts by the UPSC, that
announced the result on Friday.
Those selected are Amber
Dubey (for civil aviation), Arun
Goel (commerce), Rajeev Saksena (Economic Affairs), Sujit
Kumar Bajpayee (environment,
forest and climate change), Saurabh Mishra (financial services)
and Dinesh Dayanand Jagdale
(new and renewable energy), it
said. Suman Prasad Singh has
been selected for appointment as
joint secretary in road transport
and highways ministry, Bhushan
Kumar in Shipping and Kokoli
Ghosh for agriculture, cooperation and farmers welfare, the
UPSC said.
“The recruitment process for
selection of candidate for joint
secretary level post on contract
basis (lateral entry) for the

department of revenue, ministry
of finance has become infructuous at the interview stage,” it said
without citing further details.
Of the total 6,077 applications
received by the government, only
89 were short-listed for the interview. They were then asked to fill
up a Detailed Application Form
(DAF) for further processing.
Of these 89 candidates, 14 each
are for the posts of joint secretary
in agriculture cooperation and
farmers welfare, and shipping, 13
for aviation, 10 for the department of financial services, nine
each for the departments of revenue and new and renewable
energy, eight for road transport
and highways, seven for environment, forest and climate change,
three for department of economic
affairs and two for the commerce
department.
Government think tank Niti
Aayog had in a report highlighted
that it was essential that specialists be inducted into the system
through lateral entry on fixedterm contract.

The polls were held there on
Thursday with a voting percentage of 81%.
The delegation complained to
the EC that rigging was carried
out in booths where state police
personnel were on guard, and the
poll panel failed to provide adequate security to the voters.
The party also sought a re-poll
in various polling booths of the
districts of Senapatl, Ukhrul,
Tamenglong and Chandel in
Outer Manipur parliamentary
constituency alleging “unprecedented and disproportionate rigging and booth capture by
NSCN(IM) cadres” in the Naga
dominated areas.
Jagdeep Chhokar of the election watchdog Association for
Democratic Rights (ADR) also
said the recurrence of MCC violations calls for “stringent action”.

(retd) Kapil Kak said. “The letter
was shared amongst us and we
were asked to give an endorsement or expressly disassociate,”
he added.
The emails from Suri and Rodrigues, endorsing the letter to the
President, were subsequently
shared with the media.
The two veterans then clarified that they had indeed
endorsed the contents of the letter. Rodrigues said that while he
was not aware that the concerns
would be aired in the form of a
letter and sent to the President,
he was “deeply concerned about
the politicisation of the armed
forces and wanted it to be communicated to the President.”
In addition, he said, “both the
air chief and I have gone public
and we have said that, yes, we
should approach the President
and that we should not politicise
the armed forces.”
Suri ,when contacted, said: “I
am of the firm view that the
armed forces must continue to be
apolitical and oriented to serve
the country through the democratically elected government.
This would be in the larger interest of the country. It is in this
context that I endorse the appeal
to the Supreme Commander.”
The government did not offer
any comment on the controversy.
The Congress on Friday
approached the Election Commission against Prime Minister
Modi and BJP president Amit
Shah for allegedly “dragging”
the armed forces into politics.
Congress
spokesperson
Abhishek Manu Singhvi told
journalists afterwards that the
PM, the president of the ruling
party and other leaders were
“shamelessly” using the armed
forces to engage in “cheap politics.”
Earlier, defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said, after the
initial denial by Suri and Rodrigues, that the letter was fake.
“It is very worrying if people are
writing fake letters and allegations are being levelled by vested
groups. It is highly condemnable. It is happening at the time of
elections,” IANS quoted Sitharaman as saying.

frompageone

Oe.ÀFe. IG F»FZªF I` ¸´F½FZ»F SûO »FJ³FD

AFG±FSFBªO ÀFÍ½FÀF ÀFZ³MS ¸FZÔ
AF½FV¹FI °FF I ¸´¹FcM S E½Fa AI FCa M
´FidVFdÃF°F ¸FdW»FF I û-AFÍO³FZM S,
A³Fb·F½Fe E.ÀFe., Oe´F Ri eªFS,
PROPERTY
½FFMS-Ic »FS MZ ¢³FedVF¹F³F, ÀFZ»ÀF
E¢ªFe¢¹FcdM½F E½Fa OÑ FB½FS I e Ü ¸Fû.
Ed»OI
û
S¦FaZd»F¹FF MFC³FdVF´F IIM
7618010004,9838792008
Road ¸FZÔ ´»FFM/¸FI F³F 1211 Sqft.
AFUV¹FI °FF W` MZ»FeI Fd»FÔ¦F I F¹FÊ ÀFZ 1744 Sqft. @ 2900/-Sqft.
WZ°Fb »FOÞ dI ¹FûÔ I e, UZ°F³F-5000 Fix ¶FbdIa ¦F IZ d»FE ÀFa´FIÊ I SmÔ -¶FªFSa ¦F
+ Incentive, ÀFÔ´FI Ê - M1, ¦Fû»F d¸FßFF 7388844486
¸FFIZ ÊM , ¸FWF³F¦FS, Lucknow. M:
SALE 600 sqft. Office Space
8433383713,9956821377 FOR
Attached Toilet/Suitable For
THE OMEGA CO. I û M/F I e 10½FeÔ /
12½FeÔ/ ¦FiZ ªFbEM/AFGdR dÀF¹F»F ªFGF¶F
B³FI ¸F 10000-30000+´Fi¸FûVF³F +
AF½FFÀF + (FREE ·F°FeÊ) ÀF³FF´F`»FZÀF 1,

Nine pvt sector specialists
selected as govt joint secys

Sivadasan S/o
ÀFe°FF´FbS SûO ÀFZ 4 dI ¸Fe,³Fe»F¦FFa½F I, MURUKAN
Sivadasan Narayanan residing at
R ³FÀ´FFM SûO, ´FZMÑ û»F ´Fa´F IZ ÀFF¸F³FZ
293-A, Adarsh Nagar, Jajmau,
Kanpur - 208010 have changed my
27 WªFFS SF ½¹FF½FÀFFd¹FI
name to Manu Joseph vide affidavit
·Fc£FaO
Ü
ÀFa´FIÊ
I SmÔ dated 09.04.2019 sworn before
8887555422,9838861343
notary L.R. Narayan, Kanpur (UP)

MEDICAL

Electoral bonds
The electoral bonds are valid
for only 15 days from the date of
issue. No payment is to be made
to any payee political party if the
bond is deposited after expiry of
the validity period. The bond
deposited by an eligible political
party in its account is to be credited the same day.
On Thursday, the top court
said it would examine in detail
the changes made in income tax,
electoral and banking laws to
bring them in consonance with
the electoral bond scheme and
ensure the balance does not tilt
in favour of any political party.
It also directed the finance
ministry to reduce the window
for purchasing electoral bonds
from 10 days to five days in AprilMay and said it would fix a date
later for final disposal of ADR’s
petition.
“It’s a halfway house order,
considering that the petition was
filed 18 months ago and it came
up for hearing now. As the court
could not have had a full hearing,
it has salvaged whatever is possible by ensuring that EC has the
data on political donors and the
commission can act upon the
data if so ordered at a later date,”
said Sanjay Hegde, a senior
advocate at the Supreme Court
The BJP-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government and the election commission have submitted divergent
views in writing to the court on
the subject of electoral bonds.
The government justified the
bonds on grounds that they promoted transparency in political
funding.
The commission said the legal
changes made to enable the sale
of the bonds would have “serious
repercussions”, making election
funding opaque, and Indian elections vulnerable to foreign interference. Through its lawyer,
Rakesh Dwivedi, it said secrecy
allowed in the electoral bonds
scheme “legalises anonymity”.
The Communist Party of India
(Marxist), in a petition, claimed
that the non-disclosure clause
would undermine Indian
democracy.
The government on Thursday
told the court, through attorney
general KK Venugopal, that it is
not necessary for voters to know
the identities of political donors.
“In my opinion, voters have the
right to know their candidates.
Why should they know where
the money of political parties is
coming from,” he argued.
Donors have the right to privacy upheld by the courts, the
government’s top legal officer
said, arguing that the main purpose of electoral bonds was to
curb black money, or untaxed,
unaccounted-for wealth .
The BJP was the biggest beneficiary of electoral bonds in
2017-18, receiving bonds worth
around ~210 crore of the ~215
crore sold .The Congress, which
earned ~199 crore of income in
2017-18, received only ~5 crore in
the form of electoral bonds.
“The BJP should reveal the
murky flood of money which it
earned through the 95% electoral
bonds having gone to one party.
Financial dominance of the single party decimates the very concept of a level playing field and,
as I told you the other day, a level
playing field is the heart of free
and fair elections,” said Congress leader Abhishek Manu
Singhvi.
BSP chief Mayawati called the
Supreme Court’s interim ruling
“a shameful defeat” for the BJP
which it said will now have to
reveal from where it gets its
major donations. The BJP has
suffered “another major jolt and
a shameful defeat,” she wrote on
Twitter.

Congress spokesperson Priyanka Chaturvedi took a swipe
at the BJP and said the ruling
would expose the “nexus”
between the saffron party and its
“suited-booted friends”.
“We welcome this judgment
coming from the Supreme Court.
We have always maintained that
transparency in political funding, transparency in governance
must be adhered to,” she told
reporters.
The BJP said on Friday that it
would wait for the final judgement of the Supreme Court on
electoral bonds. “Whatever is
the order of the Supreme Court,
it has to be complied with and it is
always complied with. As far as
issues raised by the government
are concerned, they have been
placed before the court for its
consideration. And we will await
the final judgment,” BJP spokesperson and Supreme Court lawyer Nalin Kohli said.
(Agencies contributed to this report)

EC
On whether action can be
taken on Irani’s previous affidavit by the poll panel, a former
chief election commissioner said
on the condition of anonymity
that anyone wishing to complain
can take it up with the appropriate court of law.
“The EC cannot take a decision
on this,” he said.
The Congress also moved the
commission against the Prime
Minister and BJP chief Amit
Shah for allegedly “dragging” the
armed forces into the political
domain by using them to seek
votes. “PM Modi, BJP chief and
other leaders of the ruling party
are shamelessly and openly, for
the first time in 70 years, dragging the forces into cheap politics,” Singhvi told reporters.
“Dragging the armed forces in
political crossfire, asking for
votes and doing cheap politics,
only Narendra Modi and Amit
Shah have done this,” he said.
Singhvi said the Congress
urged the EC to stop such violations and not just censure those
violating MCC, but also dock
those guilty of violation on the
day of campaigning. “If the person makes another violation, he/
she should be barred from two
days of campaigning, similarly
three and four days for third and
fourth violation,” he said.
The Congress leader said the
EC should also put a stop on the
web series on Modi, citing the
commission’s order stalling a
biopic on the prime minister.
A BJP delegation, led by
defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman and senior leader MA
Naqvi, submitted a memorandum to the EC over Gandhi’s
“false and baseless” statement
after the Supreme Court order on
Rafale documents.
“Rahul had erroneously said
even on Thursday that Supreme
Court has admitted to the fact
that Narendra Modi siphoned off
~30,000 crore to his friend Anil
Ambani. Where did that happen?
Did Supreme Court ever say
this?” Sitharaman told reporters
after meeting the EC.
The BJP told the poll body that
Gandhi’s tweets and statements
had been widely published in
electronic, print and social
media. “He has made the above
mentioned statements deliberately without verifying the truth
and are not only false and baseless, but also presumptive in
nature and clearly prohibited by
the MCC,” the party said.
The BJP delegation also
demanded a re-poll in West Bengal’s Cooch Behar Lok Sabha seat
alleging that the ruling Trinamool Congress indulged in malpractices during polling.

Letters
On Friday, the office of the
President of India denied having
received the letter. “There is a
format of sending such letters,”
a senior official in the President’s office said.
The veterans said they deliberately released the letter late in
the night of Thursday to ensure
that polling in the first phase of
elections was not influenced.
“The letter was emailed to the
official address of the President,” Major Priyadarshi Chowdhury (retd) said, releasing the
email to counter the claim by the
President’s office.
The BJP and Prime Minister
Narendra Modi have put
national security at the vanguard of their election campaign
following the February 14 Pulwama terrorist attack in which
at least 40 paramilitary troops
were killed. The attack was followed 12 days later by an Indian
Air Force strike on a terror camp
run in Pakistan’s Balakot by the
Jaish-e-Mohammed, which
claimed responsibility for the
attack.
On February 27, after a dogfight over the Line of Control
(LoC) in Kashmir, Wing Commander Varthaman was captured by Pakistani armed forces.
Varthaman, who became a social
media phenomenon for the confidence with which he handled
Pakistani interrogators in videos made public by Pakistan,
was released on March
1.
In March, the Election Commission directed political parties
not to display photographs of
defence personnel in advertisements or otherwise as part of
their election campaign.
The directive came after the
ministry of defence complained
that photographs of defence personnel were being used by political parties, their leaders and candidates in election
advertising. Last week, addressing an election rally in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh chief minister Yogi Adityanath referred to
the Indian Army as “Modi ji ki
sena.”
“Congress used to feed biryani
to terrorists but Modi ji ki sena
(Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s army) gives them only
golis and golas (bullets and
bombs). This is the difference,”
the chief minister said. He was
subsequently cautioned by the
Election Commission.
Then, news agency ANI
reported that two senior veterans — former Air Chief Marshal
N C Suri and former Chief of
Army Staff Sunith Francis Rodrigues — had denied endorsing
the letter.
“Consent for all those named
in the letter was taken on email,
they may have developed cold
feet subsequently” Vice Marshal

Award to Modi
They include AK-47 designer
Mikhail Kalashnikov, former
president Mikhail Gorbachev
and author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. Among foreign recipients of
the award are China’s President
Xi Jinping and former Azerbaijan
president Heydar Aliyev.
The award signifies the “special and enduring strategic partnership between India and Russia marked by exceptional
warmth and friendship”, the
external affairs ministry said in a
statement.
This is the seventh international award conferred on Modi
since he became the premier in
2014.
The others are the Zayed
Medal of the UAE (2019), the Seoul
Peace Prize, UN Champions of the
Earth Award, Grand Collar of the
State of Palestine (all in 2018),
Amir Abdullah Khan Award of
Afghanistan and King Abdullaziz
Sash of Saudi Arabia (both in
2016). Four of the awards are from
Islamic states.
The Zayed Medal has been conferred on leaders such as Putin
and Xi .
The Seoul Peace Prize, given to
Modi for his contributions to the
Indian economy.
The Champions of the Earth is
the highest environmental honour of the UN. The Grand Collar
of the State of Palestine was conferred on Modi by President Mahmoud Abbas.
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Vote fearlessly, keep tab on VVPAT slip: Maya to cadre
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

LUCKNOW: BSP chief Mayawati

on Friday alleged that members
of the Dalit community were
stopped from exercising their
franchise rights during the first
phase of the Lok Sabha polling
on Thursday.
She also asked the Election
Commission to take cognizance
of the glitches reported from the
Electronic Voting Machines

NOW, AZAM
COINS THE TERM
‘BAJRANG ALI’

(EVM) in West UP constituencies. “The EC should take
cognizance of serious irregularities and the matter
should be resolved so that such
complaints are not received
from the voters in the next
phase of the polling,” Mayawati
said.
She called on the party workers, agents, supporters to exercise their franchise rights fearlessly and remain aware and
alert while voting.

Asking voters to maintain a
watch on VVPAT while pressing button on EVMs, Mayawati
said they should ensure that the
symbol of the party was clear
and the slip with picture of party
symbol drops in the VVPAT
box.
She said in polling booth
located in Kasauli village in
Meerapur area of Bijnore Lok
Sabha seat, polling agent of the
BSP told the media persons that
when he pressed the button on

HTC

‘Chaiwala’ of
Sultanpur made
tasteless tea for
people there’

PART I : Statement of Audited Consolidated Financial Results for the Quarter and Year ended March 31, 2019

Part III: Audited Consolidated Balance sheet as at March 31, 2019

( ` crores )

( ` crores)
Year ended

Quarter ended
March 31,

December 31,

March 31,

2019

2018

2018

38,010
1,193
39,203

37,338
1,163
38,501

32,075
994
33,069

146,463
4,311
150,774

123,104
3,642
126,746

20,179
3,062
595
537
4,100
28,473
10,730
28
10,702

19,994
2,962
540
519
3,759
27,774
10,727
16
10,711

17,183
2,407
533
505
3,300
23,928
9,141
12
9,129

78,246
11,330
2,270
2,056
15,111
109,013
41,761
198
41,563

66,396
8,992
2,700
2,014
12,500
92,602
34,144
52
34,092

3,228
(678)
2,550
8,152

2,443
147
2,590
8,121

2,055
149
2,204
6,925

9,502
499
10,001
31,562

8,265
(53)
8,212
25,880

8,126
26
(337)
7,815

8,105
16
561
8,682

6,904
21
221
7,146

31,472
90
324
31,886

25,826
54
(128)
25,752

7,793
22

8,672
10

7,110
36

31,787
99

25,682
70

375

375

191

375

191

89,524

85,339

21.65

21.60

18.04

83.05

67.10

18.00
18.00

4.00
4.00

14.50
14.50

12.00
18.00
30.00

10.50
14.50
25.00

1,800

400

1,450

3,000

2,500

1
2
3
4

Revenue
Other income
TOTAL INCOME (1+2)
EXPENSES
(a) Employee benefit expenses
(b) Fees to external consultants
(c) Cost of equipment and software licenses
(d) Depreciation and amortisation expense
(e) Other operating expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES
5 PROFIT BEFORE FINANCE COSTS AND TAX (3-4)
6 Finance costs
7 PROFIT BEFORE TAX (5-6)
8 TAX EXPENSE
(a) Current tax
(b) Deferred tax
TOTAL TAX EXPENSE
9 NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD (7-8)
Attributable to:
Shareholders of the Company
Non Controlling interest
10 OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME / (LOSSES)
11 TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (9+10)
Attributable to:
Shareholders of the Company
Non Controlling interest
12 Paid up equity share capital
(Face Value : ` 1 per share)
13 Total Reserves
14 Basic and diluted earnings per share (in `)
(Refer note 4 and 5)
15 Dividend per share (par value ` 1 each) [Refer note 4]
Interim dividend on equity shares (in `)
Final dividend on equity shares (in `)
Total dividend on equity shares (in `)
Total equity dividend percentage

March 31,

March 31,

2019

( ` crores)
Quarter ended

Year ended

March 31,

December 31,

March 31,

2019

2018

2018

March 31,
2019

March 31,

Retail and Consumer Business

(f )
(g)
(h)

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

II.
(a)
(b)

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

(a)
15,104
4,059

14,722
3,958

12,430
3,576

57,938
15,682

48,418
13,361

6,461

6,449

5,567

25,164

21,055

6,096
6,290
38,010

6,090
6,119
37,338

5,451
5,051
32,075

23,925
23,754
146,463

21,131
19,139
123,104

Banking, Financial Services and Insurance
Manufacturing
Retail and Consumer Business

4,284
1,005
1,787

4,021
1,162
1,726

3,371
1,042
1,509

16,089
4,311
6,871

13,045
3,698
5,580

Communication, Media and Technology

1,703

1,665

1,590

6,644

5,797

Others
Total
Unallocable expenses
Operating income
Other income

1,283
10,062
553
9,509
1,193

1,497
10,071
523
9,548
1,163

1,128
8,640
505
8,135
994

5,554
39,469
2,217
37,252
4,311

4,339
32,459
2,009
30,450
3,642

PROFIT BEFORE TAX

10,702

10,711

Communication, Media and Technology
Others
REVENUE FROM OPERATIONS

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

2018

REVENUE BY INDUSTRY PRACTICE
Banking, Financial Services and Insurance
Manufacturing

I.

2018

PART II: Consolidated Segment Information

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )

SEGMENT RESULTS

BAREILLY: Taking a swipe at BJP’s

candidate for the Pilibhit Lok
Sabha seat, Varun Gandhi, who
is a sitting MP from Sultanpur,
Samajwadi Party president Akhilesh Yadav said on Friday that
voters should not rely on
“rejected maal”.
Addressing a rally in Pilibhit,
he said, “Kya aap log rejected
‘maal’ pasand karoge? (would
you like a rejected item). The
‘chaiwala’ of Sultanpur (Gandhi)
made tasteless tea for the people
there and ran away. People of
Sultanpur are searching for him,
but he has come here to offer the
same tea to you. He should know
that the people here are hardworking farmers who prefer
milk to his rejected tea.”
Yadav also took potshots at
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
saying that he had changed his
identity from a ‘chaiwala’ to a
‘chowkidar’ to woo the voters
afresh. “Pehle chaiwala ban ke
aaye, ab chowkidar (Earlier
(2014), he came to you as a ‘chaiwala’ and now he has become a
‘chowkidar’). But what kind of a
‘chowkidar’ is he? This ‘chowkidar’ has stolen employment from
youths and businesses from
businessmen (referring to GST
implementation),” said
Yadav.
Claiming that the voters
would not be “fooled by such
ploys”, he said, “A new government will be formed at the Centre
with the help of our alliance partners. We will give a new PM to
the country.”
He also accused chief minister
Aditynath Yogi of taking credit
of schemes and work performed
by his government.
“Babaji (Yogi) is changing
names of schemes and developmental work undertaken by our
government and taking credit
for the same. Where ever he goes,
he makes claims about constructing nine crore toilets. But
these toilets are lying useless, as
there’s no water connection,”
Yadav said.
HTC

cognisance of the matter and
take urgent measures so that
the elections of the next phase
can be free and fair,” she
added. Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) L Venkateshwar Lu said
that EVMs/VVPATs have been
upgraded regularly to
ensure that there was no fault
due to increase in the day temperature while polling was in
progress. “There is no question
of tampering in the EVMs,” he
said.

Registered Office: 9th Floor, Nirmal Building, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400 021. Tel: 91 2267789595 Fax : 91 22 67789660 Email: investor.relations@tcs.com website: www.tcs.com CIN: L22210MH1995PLC084781

BAREILLY : Jumping into the ongo-

ing Ali – Bajrang Bali controversy, senior SP leader and
party’s Rampur candidate Azam
Khan on Thursday came up with
a new terminology.
Suggesting a new name, Azam,
who was addressing a public
gathering in Rampur, said, “Ali
aur Bajrang Bali me jhagda mat
karaao, main ek naya naam deta
hoon – Bajrang Ali (do not make
Ali and Bajrang Bali fight…I suggest a new name – Bajrang Ali)”.
“My belief (in Islam) is not
shaken by this (giving a new
name to a Hindu god) and the
fight should end,” he added.
“Earlier, Yogiji said that Bajrang Bali was a Dalit. Then somebody said that he was a `thakur’.
Later this was also dismissed and
it was found that he was a `jaat’.
Someone again came up with a
new theory and claimed he was
not an Indian but was from Sri
Lanka. Finally, a Muslim MLC
(Bukkal Nawab) said that he was
a Muslim and the controversy
ended”, Khan said.
He also raised slogans of ‘Bajranj Ali tod dushman ki nali, le lo
zalimon ki bali,’ from the stage.
Attacking Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Khan asked the
crowd to tell who was the agent of
Pakistan. “Earlier, you were
friends with Nawaz Sharif and
now Imran Khan wants you to
become the PM again. You
(crowd) tell me who is the agent of
Pakistan?” he asked at which the
crowd started shouting Modi’s
name. Polling in the first phase
had clearly suggested that Modi’s
game was over and the SP-BSPRLD coalition was going to form
the next government at the centre, he said.
Attacking BJP candidate Jaya
Prada, Khan said that it was his
mistake that he could not recognize her earlier. “Jisko unglee
pakad kar chalna sikhaya, usko
pehchanane me waqt laga (It was
my fault that I could not recognize her in time),” Khan said.

matter, she said. “If Election
Commission fails to take appropriate measures to check malfunctioning in EVMs and intimidation of the Dalit voters there
will be no meaning of the Lok
Sabha election,” she said while
insisting that the BSP has faith
in the EC.
“If the common man’s
faith in democracy is to be preserved, then it is the constitutional responsibility of the Election Commission to take

elephant symbol (BSP) the slip
with lotus symbol (BJP) fell in
the VVPAT box. The polling
agent lodged complaint with
election observer. The observer
accepted that there was malfunctioning in the EVMs but no
proper action was taken by the
officers, she said.
Lauding the party’s polling
agent Mayawati said he showed
courage and informed the media
about the tampering in EVM.
The media too highlighted the

SEGMENT ASSETS
Banking, Financial Services and Insurance
Manufacturing
Retail and Consumer Business
Communication, Media and Technology
Others
Unallocable Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
SEGMENT LIABILITIES
Banking, Financial Services and Insurance
Manufacturing
Retail and Consumer Business
Communication, Media and Technology
Others
Unallocable Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES

9,129

41,563

34,092

As at
March 31,

As at
December 31,

As at
March 31,

2019

2018

2018

13,650
4,305
6,982
6,042
7,945
38,924
76,019
114,943

12,324
4,217
7,153
6,327
8,218
38,239
69,380
107,619

11,700
3,559
6,024
6,033
7,003
34,319
71,977
106,296

3,167
262
535
452
1,081
5,497
19,547
25,044

2,987
261
653
569
1,166
5,636
18,341
23,977

2,661
178
478
428
780
4,525
16,241
20,766

Select explanatory notes to the Statement of Audited Consolidated Financial Results for the Quarter and Year ended
March 31, 2019
1. These results have been prepared on the basis of the consolidated audited financial statements for the year ended
March 31, 2019 and the consolidated audited condensed interim financial results upto the end of the third quarter, which are
prepared in accordance with the Ind AS notified under the Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) Rules 2015.These results
have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and approved by the Board of Directors at its meeting held on April 12, 2019. The
statutory auditors have expressed an unmodified audit opinion on these results.
2. The Board of Directors at its meeting held on April 12, 2019, has declared a final dividend of ` 18 per equity share.
3. TCS Limited acquired W12 Studios Limited, an award-winning digital design studio based in London on October 31, 2018. The
Company paid ` 66 crores (GBP 7 million) to acquire 100% equity shares ofW12 Studios Limited.
4. The Company allotted 191,42,87,591 equity shares as fully paid up bonus shares by capitalisation of profits transferred from
retained earnings amounting to ` 86 crores and capital redemption reserve amounting to ` 106 crores, pursuant to an ordinary
resolution passed after taking the consent of shareholders through postal ballot.
5. The Company bought back 7,61,90,476 equity shares for an aggregate amount of `16,000 crores being 1.99% of the total paid
up equity share capital at ` 2,100 per equity share.The equity shares bought back were extinguished on September 26, 2018.

ASSETS
Non - current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Capital work-in-progress
Goodwill
Other intangible assets
Financial assets
(i) Investments
(ii) Trade receivables
(iii) Unbilled receivables (Previous year : Unbilled revenue)
(iv) Loans receivables
(v) Other financial assets
Income tax assets (net)
Deferred tax assets (net)
Other assets
Total non-currrent assets
Current assets
Inventories
Financial assets
(i) Investments
(ii) Trade receivables
(iii) Unbilled receivables (Previous year : Unbilled revenue)
(iv) Cash and cash equivalents
(v) Other balances with banks
(vi) Loans receivables
(vii) Other financial assets
Income tax assets (net)
Other assets
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Share capital
Other equity
Equity attributable to shareholders of the Company
Non-controlling interests
Total equity
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Financial liabilities
(i) Borrowings
(ii) Other financial liabilities
Unearned and deferred revenue
Employee benefit obligations
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities (net)
Other liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Financial liabilities
(i) Borrowings
(ii) Trade payables
(iii) Other financial liabilities
Unearned and deferred revenue
Income tax liabilities (net)
Employee benefit obligations
Provisions
Other liabilities
Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

As at March 31,

As at March 31,

2019

2018

10,411
963
1,700
179

10,216
1,278
1,745
12

239
95
391
60
738
4,017
2,656
1,363
22,812

301
94
227
1,975
691
4,131
3,449
953
25,072

10

26

29,091
27,346
5,157
7,224
5,624
8,029
1,769
1,853
6,028
92,131
114,943

35,707
24,943
6,686
4,883
2,278
3,205
875
37
2,584
81,224
106,296

375
89,071
89,446
453
89,899

191
84,937
85,128
402
85,530

44
287
844
330
1,042
413
2,960

54
503
503
290
26
1,170
392
2,938

6,292
4,903
2,392
2,667
2,356
239
3,235
22,084
114,943

181
5,094
3,913
2,032
1,421
2,018
240
2,929
17,828
106,296

Statement of Audited Unconsolidated Financial Results for the Quarter and Year ended March 31, 2019
( ` crores)
Year ended

Quarter ended
March 31, December 31,
2019

1
2
3
4

2018

March 31,

March 31,

2018

2019

2018

123,170
7,627
130,797

97,356
5,803
103,159

March 31,

Revenue
Other income
TOTAL INCOME (1+2)
EXPENSES
(a) Employee benefit expenses

32,046
1,648
33,694

30,964
1,873
32,837

25,570
1,539
27,109

15,264

15,175

13,194

59,377

51,499

(b) Fees to external consultants
(c) Cost of equipment and software licenses
(d) Depreciation and amortisation expense
(e) Other operating expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

3,322
497
447
3,921
23,451

3,143
477
430
3,617
22,842

1,732
462
420
2,693
18,501

12,259
2,003
1,716
14,567
89,922

6,415
2,006
1,647
9,631
71,198

10,243

9,995

8,608

40,875

31,961

20

8

3

170

30

10,223

9,987

8,605

40,705

31,931

2,990
(590)
2,400
7,823
(168)

2,285
216
2,501
7,486
1,229

1,805
44
1,849
6,756
(110)

9,943
697
10,640
30,065
436

6,878
(188)
6,690
25,241
(629)

7,655
375

8,715
375

6,646
191

30,501
375

24,612
191

20.85

19.95

17.65

78,523
79.34

75,675
65.57

18.00
18.00
1,800

4.00
4.00
400

14.50
14.50
1,450

12.00
18.00
30.00
3,000

10.50
14.50
25.00
2,500

5 PROFIT BEFORE FINANCE COSTS AND TAX (3-4)
6 Finance costs
7 PROFIT BEFORE TAX (5-6)
8 TAX EXPENSE
(a) Current tax
(b) Deferred tax
TOTAL TAX EXPENSE
9 NET PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD (7-8)
10 OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME / (LOSSES)
11 TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (9+10)
12 Paid up equity share capital
(Face Value : `1 per share)
13 Total Reserves
14 Basic and diluted earnings per share (in `)
(Refer note 4 and 5)
15 Dividend per share (par value ` 1 each) [Refer note 4]
Interim dividend on equity shares ( in `)
Final dividend on equity shares (in `)
Total dividend on equity shares (in `)
Total equity dividend percentage

Select explanatory notes to the Statement of Audited Unconsolidated Financial Results for the Quarter and Year
ended March 31, 2019
1. These results have been prepared on the basis of the audited unconsolidated financial statements for the year ended
March 31, 2019 and the audited unconsolidated condensed interim financial results upto the end of the third quarter,
which are prepared in accordance with the Ind AS notified under the Companies (Indian Accounting Standards) Rules
2015. These results have been reviewed by the Audit Committee and approved by the Board of Directors at its meeting
held on April 12, 2019.The statutory auditors have expressed an unmodified audit opinion on these results.
2. The Board of Directors at its meeting held on April 12, 2019, has declared a final dividend of ` 18 per equity share.
3. TCS Limited acquired W12 Studios Limited, an award-winning digital design studio based in London on October 31, 2018.
The Company paid ` 66 crores (GBP 7 million) to acquire 100% equity shares ofW12 Studios Limited.

6. Effective April 1, 2018, the Company has adopted Ind AS 115 using the cumulative effect method. The standard is applied
retrospectively only to contracts that are not completed as at the date of initial application and the comparative information is
not restated in the consolidated statement of profit and loss. The adoption of the standard did not have any significant impact
to the financial statements of the Company.

4. The Company allotted 191,42,87,591 equity shares as fully paid up bonus shares by capitalisation of profits transferred
from retained earnings amounting to ` 86 crores and capital redemption reserve amounting to ` 106 crores, pursuant to an
ordinary resolution passed after taking the consent of shareholders through postal ballot.

7. The results for the quar ter and year ended March 31, 2019 are available on the BSE Limited website
( U R L : w w w. b s e i n d i a . c o m / c o r p o r a t e s ) , t h e N a t i o n a l S t o c k E xc h a n g e o f I n d i a L i m i t e d w e b s i t e
(URL: www.nseindia.com/corporates) and on the Company’s website (URL: www.tcs.com/investors).

5. The Company bought back 7,61,90,476 equity shares for an aggregate amount of ` 16,000 crores being 1.99% of the total
paid up equity share capital at ` 2,100 per equity share. The equity shares bought back were extinguished on
September 26, 2018.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors
Mumbai
April 12, 2019

Rajesh Gopinathan
CEO & Managing Director

6. Effective April 1, 2018, the Company has adopted Ind AS 115 using the cumulative effect method. The standard is applied
retrospectively only to contracts that are not completed as at the date of initial application and the comparative
information is not restated in the statement of profit and loss. The adoption of the standard did not have any significant
impact to the financial statements of the Company.
7. The results for the quarter and year ended March 31, 2019 are available on the BSE Limited website
( U R L : w w w. b s e i n d i a . c o m / c o r p o r a t e s ) , t h e N a t i o n a l S t o c k E x c h a n g e o f I n d i a L i m i t e d w e b s i t e
(URL: www.nseindia.com/corporates) and on the Company’s website (URL: www.tcs.com/investors).
For and on behalf of the Board of Directors
Mumbai
April 12, 2019

Rajesh Gopinathan
CEO & Managing Director
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A liberating form The Supreme Court’s interim order
of expression on electoral bonds is disappointing

Alongside the selfie, the Internet
meme is a symbol of the present

D

A system that allows anonymous donations to
political parties skews the process irrevocably

id you see the one with Ned Stark that says
GAUTAM
BHATIA

“Brace Yourself. Game of Thrones memes are
coming”. It’s been doing the rounds for a few
years now, surfacing each year around the time
the next season of the show is about to start. It’s
happening again now (perhaps for the last time).

That’s essentially what memes are, according to Richard Dawkins, the evolutionary biologist who coined the term in The Selfish
Gene. A meme is a form of cultural

expression that transmits from person to

ourtake

person through writing, speech, gestures and other imitable phenomenon, that can even survive for centuries. Like the gene that
replicates physical characteristics, the meme is a carrier of cultural character. On the Internet, memes have greater traction
than the real world, because everything spreads quickly (or dies)
with minimum alteration. Mr Dawkins agrees that this new definition of the word meme is not that different from the one he
intended. Anything that goes viral is sort of a meme, he agrees.
As selfies become the norm and digital natives take over the
connected world, the meme has become almost a universal currency of expression. Its form is easy to replicate and in a visualfirst online universe, it is easy to spread. Two lines — one set up
and one punchline placed over an image is its most basic form. It
can take other forms too: videos, gifs, text-on-image, anything,
really. In the early days of the Internet, message boards, groups,
and email were carriers of mostly image-based memes; and they
spread quite fast. But now with social media amplification becoming almost instantaneous, any kind of meme can go from a lame
joke to breaking the Internet. In 2017, American President Donald
Trump tweeted an altered video of himself in a wrestling arena
viciously attacking a man with a CNN logo for a head. At the time,
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oday, the Supreme Court issued
an interim order on the constitutional challenge to the government’s electoral bond scheme.
The electoral bond scheme is a
method of political funding that
was introduced in early 2018. The scheme’s
salient features include donor anonymity,
the elimination of caps on corporate donations, and the loosening of other regulations
(such as revealing donations in corporate
profit and loss statements). After three days
of hearing, the court ordered that all political
parties submit details of the donations to the
Election Commission by May 30, in a sealed
cover.
This order is a disappointment. It is regrettably ironic that in a petition founded on the
public’s right to know who funds political
parties, the court has ordered that information be provided in a sealed cover, safe and
secure from the voting public. More than
that, however, if there was any doubt about
the unconstitutionality of electoral bonds, it
should have been washed away after the last
three days of oral argument before the court.
This is because the Attorney-General KK
Venugopal — charged with defending the
scheme — had no defence apart from doubling down and simply saying that “the public has no right to know who funds political
parties, as long as the funding is legitimate.”
As a constitutional argument, this ranks
alongside the then Attorney-General Niren
De’s notorious claim during the Emergency
that citizens could be shot with impunity, or
the present Attorney-General’s own, more
recent argument, that the Indian Constitu-

tion does not guarantee a fundamental right
to privacy. Not only is it blatantly contrary to
many years of the Supreme Court’s own
precedent on how the voter’s right to information is integral to free and fair elections,
and an element of Article 19(1)(a), but it is
also profoundly dangerous and anti-democratic: as the old idiom goes, “he who pays the
piper calls the tune.”
In a democratic system that does not have
publicly-funded elections (such as ours), it
therefore becomes crucially important for
the public to know who funds political parties, in order to critically evaluate whether
that party’s policies are designed to actually
serve the public good, or whether they are
written to benefit its funders. Indeed, in
order to understand the deleterious effects of
big money on politics, one need look no further than the United States: it has been
repeatedly documented, for example, that
there is an almost complete overlap between
American politicians who vote against gun
regulation, and funding from the National
Rifle Association (and this is only one example among many).
To break the matter down into its essentials: if a big, multinational corporation (A)
donates a huge amount ofmoney to a political
party (B), and on coming to power, that political party rewrites the rules in relevant sectors (such as, for example, environmental
regulations) benefiting that corporation,
then that entire set of transactions must be
open to public scrutiny. Secrecy in political
funding ensures an asymmetry of information that goes to the root of the democratic
process, and the fairness of elections.
The Attorney-General’s only real argument in court was that black money was
eliminated, since donations were now routed
through the State Bank of India (SBI). As the
judges themselves noted, however, this does
very little to prevent circuitous payments
that escape regulatory scrutiny. More than
that, however, black money fails to explain
far too much. Black money cannot explain
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It is important for the public to know who funds political parties, in order to evaluate
whether that party’s policies are designed to serve the public good, or whether they are to
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benefit its funders

donor secrecy, or in fact, that this secrecy
works only one way: through the stateowned SBI, the government is always in a
position to know donor details. The electoral
bond scheme thus favours the ruling party of
the day (made clear by the fact that an overwhelming percentage of the funds through
electoral bonds have come to the BJP). Nor
can black money explain the removal of caps
on corporate donations, the removal of the
requirement that a corporation must be
three years in existence to donate (thus opening the door to shell companies), and the
removal of the requirement that corporations set out their donations in their profitand-loss statements. All these, and more,
provided excellent reasons for the Supreme
Court to strike down — or at least stay — the
scheme until its final decision.
The court’s own justification for its order
seems to be that it is a weighty matter that
requires detailed consideration. This, how-

ever, is self-serving: the challenge was filed
more than a year ago, and the court had
ample time to hear it in detail before the ongoing general elections, given its weightiness.
During the Constituent Assembly debates,
BR Ambedkar famously said that the Constitution must guarantee not only one man, one
vote, but also, one man, one value. An electoral system that allows limitless, anonymous
corporate donations to political parties
skews the process irrevocably, and makes a
mockery of one man, one value. While
today’s order does nothing to correct that,
one can only hope that eventually, when it
hears this weighty matter, the Court will
heed its own jurisprudence stressing on the
right to know, as well as Ambedkar’s words,
and strike down the electoral bonds scheme.
Better late than never, after all.
Gautam Bhatia is an advocate in
the Supreme Court
The views expressed are personal

the tweet had become his most shared tweet; and created a storm
around his opinion of mainstream media.

OLDWOUNDS

The meme, however, is more than just a conveyor of emotion.
It can become a symbol of the democratisation of self expression
in the digital age. Just like the selfie, the meme is a way for those
without the ability to make highbrow art to express themselves.
The immediacy, the potential for virality, and its ability to extract
at least a humorous snort from purveyors make it almost liberating. Alongside the selfie and binge watching TV shows, the internet meme is an essential symbol of the present.
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Why UK must apologise
for Jallianwalla Bagh
An apology is an act of contrition and draws a line; it will
not undo the hurt and pain but sends the right signal
VIRENDRA
SHARMA

GAJANAN NIRPHALE
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A crackdown on a model
minority will cause worry

T

here are an estimated 2.8 million
Americans of Indian descent (2010
census). Most of them are prosperous, highly educated and, notably,
not known to get into trouble. They have
oftenbeencalledthe“modelminority”.But
not every one of them has contributed
equally to creating that gold standard, and
theirnumbers,unfortunately,maybegrowing.Theyarenotdoctors,ITengineers,businessleadersoracademicsthatIndianshave
come to be associated with. They are

scammers.
Twenty-fourmenandwomenfromIndia
(and of Indian descent) were convicted in
July2018fordefraudingthousandsofAmericans of millions of dollars through telephone frauds.Thescamwasrunfromwellstaffed call centres in India. Victims were
approached on phone by callers impersonating federal income tax officials. They
threatened victims with arrests if they did
not pay up tax dues. This is just one of the
many scams that are being tracked by US

I WANT CHILDREN ACROSS
THE UK TO BENEFIT FROM
LEARNING ABOUT THE
JALLIANWALA BAGH MASSACRE
TO KNOW WHAT THEIR COUNTRY
DID IN THE NAME OF EMPIRE

n Wednesday, the British Parliament commemorated the Jallianwala Bagh massacre with a 90-minute debate. As I said in my speech,
very few in the United Kingdom (UK) are
aware of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, and
fewer know of the monumental impact the
murder of 1,000 men, women and children
had on that hot dusty still afternoon in
Amritsar. That afternoon in 1919, when General Reginald Dyer ordered his men to shoot,
rang the bell for the end of British India.
The massacre finally crystallised in the
minds of the intellectual and wealthy middle
classes of British India, what millions of
working class people knew, that Imperial
rule was ultimately neither enlightened nor
benevolent, but brutalising, dehumanising
and murderous. It set in motion the forces
which ultimately secured India’s Independence. General Dyer did not believe Indians
were capable of rational thought and did not
deserve free speech. It is ironic that looking

law enforcement. The cons, who were sentenced up to 20 years in jail, were a mix of
Indians residing in the United States or
those who had become American citizens.
Some of those in the latter category, were
ordered to be stripped of their citizenship
after their sentence and sent back to India.
Another bunch of scammers, based in
India and operating with Indian American
accomplices,targetedelderlyAmericansin
what is called phone tech support fraud,
accordingtoanannouncementfromtheUS
Department of Justice in March about a
takedownofsuchfraudscarriedoutjointly
by multiple law enforcement and governmentagencies.Apopupadonthecomputer
screen would warn the victim, in stern language and tone, about a virus attack that
could compromise the system and access
personal information. Victims were asked
tocallatelephonenumberonthescreenfor
help. Many people fell for it, and paid large
sums of money to fix the phony problem.
Theseoperationsweresowellorganised
and sophisticatedthat USlaw enforcement
officials have compared them to the Cosa
Nostra,theSicilianmafia.AttorneyGeneral

back we can thank him for making independence for more than one billion people inevitable.
Very few people in Britain at that time supported General Dyer, and Members of Parliament from all parties condemned his behaviour, and although ultimately the Army
failed to punish General Dyer, he was quietly
retired and brought back to the UK. The
Prime Minister at the time expressed his sadness at what took place in that City Garden
and even that apogee of imperialism, Winston Churchill, was highly critical of General
Dyer’s actions on that day. There was,
though,asmall minority who supported him,
a conservative newspaper, which later
merged with the Telegraph, raised funds for
him, and collected the modern equivalent of
one million pounds for him.
But the British government has never
offered a formal apology for this most heinous of acts. Our former Prime Minister,
David Cameron, visited the garden in 2013
and laid a wreath in memory of the dead and
called the murders a “deeply shameful
event” but stopped short of a full apology.
Last year, I asked Theresa May for an apology in Parliament but again the British
Prime Minister would not offer a full and formal apology. On Wednesday, May reiterated
the UK government’s long-standing expression of ‘deep regret’ over the April 1919 Jalli-

WilliamBarrdrewthatcomparisonduring
an unrelated hearing on Capitol Hill on
April 9. Nationals of many other countries
have been involved in these frauds but
America’stoplawenforcementofficermentioned only India as the source of most of
them. And there are visa frauds, which he
didn’t talk about, but other officials have.
TheUSCitizenshipandImmigrationServices reported multiple cases of visa fraud,
includingthoseinvolvingH-1Bbutnotconfined to it.
Thenumberoftheseconsisgrowing,and
with theattorneygeneral turningthefocus
on such scams run out of India, more cases
canbeexpectedtobebroughttolight.While
they cannot, and should not be allowed to,
define the larger community of Indian
Americans, the questions that a larger
crackdown could entail will be unsettling.
The issue of the fraud that drew Barr’s
response implicatingIndiacameinanswer
to a question from a Republican congresswoman,whichwasechoedlaterbyaDemocrat. It might not be long before things go
from unsettling to cringeworthy.
n
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Former British Prime Minister David
Cameron is the first serving PM to express
regret about the 1919 massacre
HT PHOTO

anwala Bagh massacre, calling it a ‘shameful
scar’ on British Indian history. An apology is
an act of contrition and draws a line; it will
not undo the hurt and pain but it does send a
signal.
I don’t believe however that an apology is
the be all and end all. The most important
thing we can do now is to work to ensure such
actions are remembered, respected and not
allowed to happen again. In 2017, I tabled an
Early Day Motion, a written statement in
Parliament, which gained the support of
nearly 50 MPs and members of all the major
political parties, calling not just for an apology but also for education and commemoration. I want children across the UK to benefit
from learning about the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre to know what their country did in
the name of empire. I want them to learn not

just about a thousand years of British success and innovation but also about the
human cost across the world of expedition,
exploration and exploitation.
It is right that children in this country
learn about the British values of democracy
and the rule of law, about the industrial revolution and the Glorious Revolution of 1688. I
am pleased that my children and grandchildren have grown up knowing about the role
Britain played in the abolition of the slave
trade and the setting up of the United Nations
and writing the European Convention on
Human Rights, but they also need to know
the shameful parts of our history and what
the British Empire meant to millions of subjects colonised around the world.
This week, the UK members of the Bangladeshi, Pakistani and Indian communities are
meeting in halls, religious places and civic
buildings to commemorate and remember
the members of their families and their family friends who lost their lives on April 13,
1919. I want to thank the Jallianwala Bagh
Massacre Centenary Committee and the
Shaheed Udham Singh Welfare Trust (Birmingham) for initiating and leading the
debate in the United Kingdom. I hope that we
will remember those who died and that the
British government will see this centenary as
the right time to offer a formal and full apology for the actions of General Dyer in 1919.
Virendra Sharma is Member of Parliament,
United Kingdom
The views expressed are personal

The gap between life and death,
health and sickness is very narrow
innervoice
Kusum
Today, when we are living in a world
where our eyes and ears are constantly
being fed with news and sights of accidents, rapes, murders, barbarity and
extreme insensitivity to plight of others,
the news of a six year old teary eyed boy
Dereck. In Mizoram the other day, who
accidentally run over a chick, takes it to
hospital for treatment with a ten rupee
note in one hand and the chick in the
other, comes as a great soother.
It is indeed refreshing, pleasant and

heartwarming. The child also insisted his
father to take the chick to the hospital;
finally they had to explain to him that the
chick was dead and going to hospital
would serve no purpose. This broke the
child’s heart.
While the chick could not be saved the
sensitivity and sentiment of the child
speaks volumes of his kind heartedness
and compassion. Wish we could draw an
inspiration from him.
The gap between life and death, health
and sickness, agility and disability is as
thin as hairline. Why can’t we mortals
realise that? How can one be so brutal,
cruel and inhuman as we see around us
today?
Inner Voice comprises contributions
from our readers.
The views expressed are personal
n
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A visitor looks
at a painting
depicting the
Amritsar
Massacre of
April 13, 1919
at Jallianwala
Bagh in
Amritsar
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OF INFINITE FEELINGS
AND STARDUST
The three inter-linked narratives in
Githa Hariharan’s I have Become the Tide
emerge from the stories of Rohith Vemula, MM
Kalburgi and a 12th Century Bhakti movement

I Have Become the
Tide
Githa Hariharan
322pp, ~499
Simon & Schuster
Saudamini Jain
n

letters@htlive.com

n the acknowledgements section of her
latest novel, Githa Hariharan writes,
“No privileged person in terms of caste
or class can, despite choices made as an
adult, really ‘know’ the lived experience of those who have been historically
oppressed.” But, she argues, “no writer
can engage with life in India today without
taking a stand, in some modest way, on the
terrible inequalities that continue to ravage the lives of so many of our fellow citizens.”
And so we know that I have Become the
Tide is a well-meaning novel – even if its
three inter-linked narratives are essentially oversimplified knock-offs of the stories of Rohith Vemula, MM Kalburgi and a
12th century Bhakti movement.
The most promising sections are about
three best friends who face casteism on
campus. Asha studies nursing, Ravi zoology and Satya medicine. The rigmarole on
campus – meeting new people, immersing
themselves in books and writing, and
checking on each other – are told through
their interactions with caste. In scene after
scene, we witness their humiliation. Asha
quietly reconciles to college life, Ravi
begins to understand the tenacity of caste
oppression through activism, and Satya
spirals into a lonely depression. But even
as we follow these events in their lives, we
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GETTING AWAY
WITH MURDER

To commemorate the centenary of the
Amritsar massacre, HT looks at two recent books on
the event: Kim A Wagner’s rigorously-researched
Jallianwala Bagh, and Kishwar Desai’s passionate
Jallianwala Bagh, 1919: The Real Story

Sudhirendar Sharma
n

Jallianwala
Bagh
Kim A Wagner
323pp, ~599
Penguin

Jallianwala
Bagh, 1919
Kishwar Desai
257pp, ~699
Westland

letters@htlive.com

t has been a century to the day since
1,650 bullets were fired non-stop on
unarmed civilians at Jallianwala
Bagh, a bloody result of the imperial
fear of the natives. The questions of
what led to the dreadful killings of
hundreds of innocents and how the
mass slaughter was dealt with afterwards have pushed researchers and
historians to explore the colonial psyche and come up with fresh insights on
understanding the dynamics of colonial
brutality.
In his rigorously-researched Jallianwala Bagh, historian Kim Wagner, whose
earlier work includes The Skull of Alam
Begh, situates the massacre in the
Empire’s mindset of retribution and the
need to silence growing native discontent.
The other book being reviewed here, Kishwar Desai’s Jallianwala Bagh, 1919: The
Real Story wades through official and
counter-narratives to provide a nuanced
account of the shocking incident. Both
books – among the first to be released in
time for the centenary; other notable titles
include a translation of Khooni Vaisakhi
by Nanak Singh, Anita Anand’s The
Patient Assassin and Rakshanda Jalil’s
Jallianwala Bagh; Literary Responses in
Prose and Poetry – help us gain a better

I

understanding of this seminal moment in
India’s history.
While Wagner maintains the historian’s
carefully detached tone as he notes the
unjustifiable use of brute power to stop
purported sedition from spreading to the
countryside, Desai provides a passionate
reconstruction of the events leading to the
dreadful day, including the deep-rooted
racism of the rulers.
What is the value of revisiting something that happened 100 years ago other
than to cause emotional discomfort leading to nationalistic posturing, the reader
might ask. No amount of denouncing and
condemnation of the personal idiosyncrasies of the stone-faced Brigadier General
Reginald Dyer can erase this incident
which continues to make little sense even
in the context of the brutal violence of the
imperialism prevalent today. The Lieutenant Governor of Punjab Sir Michael
O’Dwyer was in favour of exemplary terror to silence discontent among the natives
against the dysfunctional state and that
Brigadier General Dyer deliberately
picked Gurkha and Baluch soldiers to
shoot into the crowd, thus demonstrating
that the Empire would persist ruthlessly
with its divide-and-rule policy to retain
power and subjugate the colonised.
It is difficult to be objective while drawing lessons from the incident. The Jallianwala Bagh massacre offers a two-way

learning process, however, by promoting a
profound understanding of both past and
present through the interrelation between
them. Following the archival grain, Wagner reconstructs events not simply as they
happened, but as they were experienced by
different people at that time. Jallianwala
Bagh reveals how different experiences
were treated differently and in the process,
helps the reader to understand how violence worked, or was thought to work.
In the end, it resulted in a mistrust of the
colonial state.
Desai imagines the cries of men, women
and children who lay dying at the Bagh.
“History belongs primarily to the victor,
but only as long as we allow it,” she writes.
She believes the massacre was not spontaneous as has often been made out. It was
carefully planned. If this had not been the
case, Miss Sherwood’s near-death experience at the hands of native rioters on April
10 would not have been brutally reprimanded, and Mrs Ratan Devi would not
have had to spend the night of April 13
grieving over the dead body of her
husband.
In the centenary year of the massacre,
both books pay tribute to thousands of
those who were humiliated, tortured and
killed under the pretext of martial law. As
the memories of the dastardly act are
revoked, the call for a public apology by
the British has resurfaced once more. Did
the British do enough to detoxify the issue?
Winston Churchill called it “an extraordinary event, a monstrous event, an event
which stands in singular and sinister isolation”. David Cameron, who was the first
British prime minister to visit the monument, denounced the massacre and called
it a deeply shameful incident in British history, as Churchill did, while shying away
from apologizing for the event. He said,
instead, that the UK “stands up for the
right to peaceful protest around the
world”.
Addressing this lingering concern,
Wagner wonders if an apology will do any
good as both those who suffered, and those
who perpetuated the crime are no longer
alive. Such a take on the massacre may not
appeal to everyone but it also goes without
saying that the sacrifice of thousands at
Jallianwala Bagh was not a waste. The
massacre shamed Britain and helped India
win independence.
But the ways of colonial justice were
perverted indeed: while Udham Singh was
hanged for his revenge killing of the
former lieutenant governor of Punjab,
Michael O’Dwyer, General Dyer, the chief
perpetrator of the crime, was never convicted. He got away with genocide.
Sudhirendar Sharma is an independent
writer and researcher
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Rohith Vemula's mother Radhika during a protest march in New
Delhi on March 02, 2016
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never really get to know any of three. This
is frustrating because they – especially
Satya, a poet – are modelled on Vemula,
the PhD student driven to despair by discrimination. Vemula, in his suicide note,
wrote about how “the value of a man was
reduced to his immediate identity and
nearest possibility… Never was a man
treated as a mind. As a glorious thing made
up of star dust.”
It’s a pity then to not be privy to things
that these three characters, like all young
people, are made of: infinite feelings, racing thoughts and stardust.
The parts based on Kalburgi, the literary scholar murdered in 2015 after receiving death threats for his views, is familiar
territory for Hariharan. The protagonist
of her 2003 novel In Times of Siege was a
university professor who faced the wrath
of Hindu fundamentalists for his views on
Basava, a medieval poet – also a subject of
Kalburgi’s work.
In this novel, Krishna, a literature professor, is targeted by Hindu militants for
his research on Kannadeva, a character
based on Basava. Krishna’s theories about
the mystic poet’s life and verses are confirmed when he examines some medieval
palm leaves. His wife pours out her PPF
savings and his friends help him self-publish. Duller than the process of his discovery are the Hindu nationalist characters
outraged by Krishna. A godman draws up
a hit list, sevaks are groomed to execute,
we’re told about their megalomania and
their misogyny but left wondering why
ideology becomes murderous.
The novel opens with the son of a cattle
skinner, who runs away from his village
and is introduced to Anandagram, an egalitarian community, where he settles
down. Here, Chikkiah and his wife sing
about their surroundings, incorporating
ideas of love and equality. These songs,
inspired by Basava’s verses, are peppered
throughout the novel. Basava’s signature
line addressing “O lord of the meeting rivers” becomes here “O river of a thousand
faces”.
Chikkiah’s son eventually becomes
Kannadeva, a revered philosopher. Anandagram, though, doesn’t survive – and the
old order is restored. This portion of the
novel is educational, a throwback in time
that breaks down the continuity of India’s
most vicious social institution, despite
reformist movements.
The main problem of I Have Become the
Tide is captured in a small but significant
scene where a young woman accuses
Krishna of cultural appropriation. “I
mean you’re talking of a cow skinner. Can
you ever understand his life?” she says. He
wants to tell her that these characters –
Kannadeva’s family – don’t leave him
alone, asking him to speak on their behalf.
But instead, he tells her “with great kindness” that she is right, he “can never
directly understand—in the sense of experience—the day-to-day life of a cattle skinner, his suffering, his fears and his
dreams.”
This may be true for scholarly work.
But for novelists, understanding characters, particularly in the sense of experience – day-to-day, dreams and drama – is
the job description. Hariharan, a past winner of the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize
who serves on juries for several important
awards, demurs from inhabiting her characters. The result is not a political act, but
instead one of “great kindness” – a
do-gooder novel that does no good.
Saudamini Jain is an independent journalist.

SHORTFICTION AT THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN REALITY AND FANTASY
EXPLORING THE LIMINAL
Stories that examine loneliness, heartache,
isolation, and the human need for companionship
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Dusk in the hills
SHUTTERSTOCK

Simar Bhasin
n
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first came across Manav Kaul’s work
as a student when the college theatre
society staged his play, Park, during a
festival on campus. The story of three
strangers fighting each other for space
in a park, the play turns on discussions
that eventually touch on what it means to
belong. These themes of loneliness, heartache, isolation, and the human need for
companionship recur in the eight stories
that are part of A Night in the Hills, translated from the Hindi original Prem Kabootar by Pooja Priyamvada. From a group of
friends navigating questions of love, family, religion and friendship in A Bunch of
Old Letters to an artist figuring out that all
art is, in some way, mimesis in The Copy
Artist, Kaul’s protagonists belong to a preInstagram, pre-WhatsApp world where
owning an Atlas Goldline or proper football shoes was a marker of prosperity and
writing a letter was the first step to a declaration of love.
In Chuhal, a play that Kaul wrote and
directed and in which he also acted, he
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A Night in the
Hills
Manav Kaul,
translated by
Pooja
Priyamvada
214pp, ~299
Westland

explored these same themes of the idea of
love, the hope for unconditional companionship, the battle of the egos characteristic of every relationship, and the inability
of language to express the gap between our
hopes and visions of the future and our
reality. All this is expressed through the
games that the protagonists play with each
other. This chuhal, where the boundaries
between reality and fantasy, between the
imagined and the realised seem to blur is
where Kaul’s stories and his characters
exist. In stories like Itti and Uday, The
Swallow, Words and their Pictures and
Tragedy, particularly, these negotiations
with the self and the other, and the conversations individuals have with ourselves
are at the centre of the narrative.
The highlights of this collection include
the titular story and the monologue Shakkar ke Paanch Daane, which features here
as Five Grains of Sugar. They showcase
Kaul’s wit, his ability to find the extraordinary in the mundane, and to make use of
familiar images and tropes in markedly
new ways. The feeling of displacement, the
very act of writing or creating, the separation or the coming together of art and the

artist, the play with imagination and reality, and questions of authorship and the
inherently flawed and conditioned human
perceptions are all beautifully drawn out
in the two different narratives. While one
involves a solo traveller being guided
by an old man in the dark through the
woods to his guest house in the next village, the other follows young Raju’s life
as he introduces the reader to the people
and experiences that form an important
part of it.
While Priyamvada’s translation retains
the poetic texture of Kaul’s storytelling,
the ease with which the Hindi original
makes the reader/spectator a part of the
story remains wanting in the English text.
The stories in A Night in the Hills don’t
all have a linear narrative structure. The
going back and forth in time and the occasional dwelling on fleeting moments of revelation in seemingly ordinary moments
makes it easy for readers to relate to the
deeply flawed characters inhabiting
Kaul’s universe. A Night in the Hills is an
interesting new addition to South Asian
short fiction.
Simar Bhasin is an independent journalist.
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A NO-DEAL BREXIT WOULD HAVE BEEN
A TERRIBLE OUTCOME.

> Christine Lagarde, IMF chief, on the UK-EU split

C U LT U R A L R E V O L U T I O N I S B AC K

20killedinexplosionat
busymarketinPakistan

Millions of young
Chinese volunteers
to move to villages

TARGETED ATTACK? Nine members of Hazara community died, says top cop

Sutirtho Patranobis
n

spatranobis@hindustantimes.com

Imtiaz Ahmad
n

n

Tourists at the Notre-Dame cathedral in France were stunned as
16 statues representing the 12 apostles and the four evangelists
from the New Testament were flown away for restoration.
AFP

shortstories
TRUMP’S CONTROVERSIAL BAN ON
TRANSGENDER TROOPS TAKES EFFECT
WASHINGTON:US President Donald Trump’s controversial ban on transgender persons in the military came into force on Friday following a legal battle.
Trump’s administration has insisted there is “too great a risk to military
effectiveness and lethality” to allow transgender people to serve, reversing
a policy enacted under his predecessor Barack Obama. The Pentagon said
this isn’t a blanket ban, but they would bar many people who identify as
transgender from enlisting. Under the new policy, those who have transitioned to another gender, been diagnosed with gender dysphoria or require
hormone treatment won’t be able to enlist.
AFP

Israeli polls: Final count
boosts Netanyahu’s lead

Fighting continues in Libya
as thousands flee Tripoli

JERUSALEM:A final count of
ballots has granted PM Benjamin
Netanyahu’s Likud party an extra
seat, making it the largest faction
with 36 seats compared to 35 for
Blue and White party.
AP

TRIPOLI:Gunfire and blasts
echoed through Tripoli on Friday
as the LNA forces pushed against
the forces of the government
even as thousands of people were
forced to flee.
REUTERS

No verdict in statue thumb
theft trial angers China

Turkey slams French move
to mark Armenian genocide

BEIJING:Chinese authorities
expressed outrage after a jury
was unable to reach a verdict in
the trial of Michael Rohana, 24,
who stole the thumb of a Chinese
Terracotta Warrior statue during a
party at a museum in Pennsylvania, BBC reported.
HTC

ANKARA:Turkey’s foreign minister Mevlut Cavusoglu has criticised a French decision to mark
April 24 as a day of commemoration of the Armenian genocide,
saying France should “look at its
own dark history”.
AP

Video shows Chicago cops
hitting high school student
CHICAGO:A video has sparked
anger in the US as it shows two
Chicago cops dragging a school
student down stairs, kicking her
and using a stun gun.
AP

New anti-LGBT laws are for
prevention, argues Brunei
LONDON:Erywan Yusof, Brunei’s
second minister of foreign affairs,
defended the death penalty laws
in a letter to the UN, saying they
were designed more for “prevention than to punish”. REUTERS

inthenews

GREG CRAIG

Former White House counsel of Barack Obama
charged with making false statements

1

The lawyer has been indicted on charges of
concealing information in a foreign lobbying
investigation that intersected with Robert
Mueller’s Russia probe

2
3

He was charged in a two-count indictment that accuses him of
wilfully concealing material facts from the justice department about
private work he allegedly did for the Ukrainian government
He denied the charges, arguing that the prosecution against him
was “unprecedented and unjustified” and that he’s confident a
judge and jury would agree.

BEIJING: China will dispatch mil-

letters@hindustantimes.com

ISLAMABAD: At least 20 people,
including two children, were
killedand48injuredonFridayin
a blast targeting Pakistan’s Hazara Shia minority in Quetta, the
provincialcapital ofBalochistan.
The morning attack at Hazarganji market claimed the lives of
nine Hazaras and one Frontier
Corps (FC) soldier who was
deputed for the community’s
security, said deputy inspector
general Abdul Razzaq Cheema.
The 10 others who lost their
livesincludedshopkeepers,businessmenandcitizensworkingor
residing in the area.
The attack came after a lull of
at least a year in attacks against
the Hazaras, though there have
been isolated shootings.
“The attack took place in a
(greengrocer’s)shop.AnIEDwas
planted in a gunny sack filled
with potatoes. Whether it was
timed or remote-controlled, our
experts will tell. Right now they
are investigating,” Cheema told
reporters at the site of the explosion.
Security forces cordoned off
the area after the blast and the
injured were shifted to nearby
hospitals for medical treatment.
Provincial home minister
Ziaullah Langove said at a press

n

Rescue workers and soldiers gather at the site of a blast at a market in Quetta, Pakistan.

conferencethattheblastwasnot
targeting “a specific community”, but a random act of terror.
“Our guess is that no specific
community was targeted. Marri
Baloch and FC personnel were
amongthosekilled.Thenumbers
of the Hazara community were
just greater,” he said.
However, many others
insisted that it was an attack on
the Hazaras.

Taliban declare start
of spring offensive
Associated Press
KABUL/BRUSSELS: The Taliban

Most recently, a Taliban attack
near the main US air base in
Afghanistan killed three Marines on Monday.

announced on Friday the start of
their spring offensive despite
talking peace with the US and
ahead of a significant gathering
of Afghans meant to discuss resolutions to the protracted war
and an eventual withdrawal of
US troops from the country.
The insurgents released a
missive in five languages,
including English, saying the
fighting would continue while
foreign forces remain in Afghanistan.
The announcement is something the militant group does
every year, even though Taliban
attacks never really ceased during the harsh winter months.
Theinsurgentscarry outdaily
attacks targeting Afghan security forces and NATO troops.

JUDGES SHOOT DOWN
AFGHANISTAN PROBE
In a decision decried as a “devastating blow for victims”, International Criminal Court (ICC)
judges on Friday rejected a
request by the court’s prosecutor to open an investigation into
war crimes and crimes against
humanity in Afghanistan and
alleged crimes by US forces
linked to the conflict.
In a written ruling, the judges
said an investigation “would not
serve the interests of justice”
because an investigation and
prosecution were unlikely to be
successful, as those targeted,
including the US, Afghan
authorities and the Taliban, are
not expected to cooperate.

n
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GUIDELINES FOR UNSC
SANCTIONS ADOPTED
Amid global pressure to rein in
terroroutfits,PakistanonFriday
launched guidelines for implementingtheUNSC1267sanctions
targetingUN-proscribedindividuals and entities in the country.
The guidelines will help meet
internationalobligationsagainst
peopleandgroupstargetedbythe
UN,theforeignofficeannounced.

US DEFENCE
DEPARTMENT
DEFENDS INDIA’S
A-SAT TEST

An A-SAT interceptor takes off
from A P J Abdul Kalam Island
in Odisha on March 27. REUTERS

Yashwant Raj

Denuclearisation:
Trump wants
sanctions on North
Korea to remain
Agencies
n

letters@hindusantimes.com

WASHINGTON: President Donald
Trump said the USwants to keep
economic sanctions in place to
pressure North Korea to give up
nuclearweapons,butisn’truling
outathirdsummitwithKimJong
Un or taking steps to ease food or
othershortagesintherepressive
nation.
“Wewantsanctionstoremain
in place,” Trump said on Thursday at the White House during a
meetingwithSouthKoreanPresident Moon Jae In. “I think sanctions right now are at a level
that’s a fair level.”
Moon, for his part, has called
foraneasingofsanctions,including those holding back joint economic projects between North
and South Korea. Trump said he
would favour easing those sanctions at the right time but added,
“This isn’t the right time.”
Hesaidhewasopentodiscussingsmallersteps,suchashelping
toeaseNorthKorea’shumanitarianproblems,butthat,ingeneral,
the US wants sanctions to
remain.

NORTH KOREA BOLSTERS
DIPLOMATIC LINE-UP
North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un has retained his most importantleadershippostashisparliament made personnel changes
that bolstered his diplomatic
line-up amid stalemated nuclear
talks with the US.
Kim was re-elected as the
chairmanofthestateaffairscommission,thenation’smostimportant decision-making body
becauseof“hisoutstandingideological and theoretical wisdom
and experienced and seasoned
leadership”.

n

R AC E T O S PAC E

Israeli lunar mission crash-lands
Agencies
n

BLACK HOLE GETS A
NAME - ‘POWEHI’
Alanguageprofessorhasgivena
Hawaiian name, Powehi, to the
black hole depicted in an image
produced in a landmark experiment. University of Hawaii-Hilo
Hawaiian Professor Larry Kimuranamedthecosmicobject,The
Honolulu
Star-Advertiser
reported on Thursday.

letters@hindustantimes.com

YEHUD: An Israeli spacecraft

crashed into the Moon moments
before touchdown, failing in an
attempt to make history as the
firstprivatelyfundedlunarlanding.
The spacecraft lost communication with ground control duringitsfinaldescentonThursday.
Moments later, the mission was
declaredafailure. “Wedefinitely
crashed on the surface of the
Moon,” said Opher Doron of
Israel Aerospace Industries.
He said the engine turned off
before landing and scientists
were trying to figure out the
cause. The spacecraft, called
Beresheet, was in pieces scattered at the landing site, he said.
Doron called the mission an
“amazing success” for reaching
the moon and coming so close to

n

An image taken by Beresheet
upon its crash-landing on the
Moon.
REUTERS

landing successfully. “It is by far
thesmallest,cheapestspacecraft
ever to get to the Moon,” he said.
The mishap occurred in front
of a packed audience that
included PM Benjamin Netanyahu and was broadcast live on
national television.

MIN CLAIMS GAINS OVER
TERROR FINANCING
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan has made

improvement to curb terror
financing and is in a position to
present its case in front of the
Financial Action Task Force
(FATF),ministerofstateforinteriorSKAfridiclaimedasheruled
out the chance of the country
being blacklisted.
(With inputs from agencies)

COMMERCIAL ROCKET
FLIGHT LAUNCHED
The most powerful operational
rocketintheworld,SpaceX’sFalconHeavy,launcheditsfirstcommercial mission on Thursday
fromFloridainakeydemonstration for Elon Musk’s space companyintheracetograsplucrative
military launch contracts.
The 23-story-tall Heavy
blasted off from Florida’s Kennedy Space Center carrying its
first customer payload.

yashwant.raj@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON: The US defence

department on Thursday told
lawmakersthatIndiaconducted
an anti-satellite (A-SAT) test
because “they are concerned
aboutthreatstotheirnationfrom
space”, adding to growing supportandacceptanceofadevelopment that raised concerns in
somequartersaboutthedebrisit
left in space.
“The first lesson from the
Indian A-SAT (test) is a simple
question - why did they do that?”
JohnHyten,headoftheUSstrategiccommand,saidinresponseto
a question at a Congressional
hearingaboutSpaceForce,anew
wing of the US military favoured
by President Donald Trump.
The general explained, “They
did that because they are concerned about threats to their
nationfromspaceand...theyfeel
they should have a capability to
defend themselves from space.”
Theissueofdebrisinspacehad
beenbroughtupbymanyUSgovernment agencies in response to
India’s March 27 test.

Babies born on Dec 31 turn 2-year-olds next day
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

DAEJEON,SOUTHKOREA : Just two
hours after Lee Dong Kil’s
daughter was born on New
Year’s Eve, the clock struck
midnight, 2019 was ushered
in, and the infant became two
years old. She wasn’t alone,
though it happened for her
quicker than most. Every
baby born in South Korea last
year became 2 on January 1.
According to one of the
world’s most unusual age-calculating systems, South
Korean babies become 1 on
the day of their birth and then
get an additional year tacked
on when the calendar hits
January 1. A lawmaker is
working now to overturn the

n

Lee Yoon Seol became a 2-year-old two hours after her birth.

centuries-old tradition amid
complaints that it’s an anachronistic, time-wasting custom
that drags down an otherwise
ultramodern country.
For parents whose babies

AP

are born in December, it can
be especially painful. One
hour after his daughter’s
birth in the central city of Daejeon at 10 pm on December 31
of last year, Lee posted the

news on social media. His
friends immediately showered him with congratulatory
messages.
“An hour later, when the
New Year began, they phoned
me again to say congratulations for my baby becoming
two-years-old,” said Lee, who
is 32 internationally but 34 in
South Korea. “I thought, ‘Ah,
right. She’s now two years old,
though it’s been only two
hours since she was born.
What the heck!’”
The origins of this age reckoning system aren’t clear.
Being one upon birth may be
linked to the time babies
spend in their mothers’
wombs or to an ancient Asian
numerical system that didn’t
have the concept of zero.

ZHANG LIFAN, Chinese historian

youngpeoplemigratefromrural
areasorless-developedregionsto
developed areasthat havebetter
resources and better income.
This drains rural areas of their
labour force,” the report said.
TheGlobalTimesarticlereferenced the Cultural Revolution
while talking about the new
move.“Inthe1960s-70s,underthe
influenceoftheCulturalRevolution, (1966-76) the party sent millions of urban teenagers to rural
areastoliveandparticipateinthe
so-called Down to the Countryside Movement,” it said.
Eminent historian Zhang
Lifansaidthenewdecision could
have been prompted by the economic situation. “The so-called
‘farmers returning to the countryside to start a business’ argument is to cover up unemployment,”Zhang,consideredanoutspoken critic, said.

Prosecutor in Sweden gets
request to reopen rape case
Agencies
letters@hindustantimes.com

STOCKHOLM/LONDON: Swedish
prosecutors said they have
received a formal request to
reopen the rape investigation
closed in 2017 involving WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange,
fromthelegalcounselrepresenting the alleged victim.
“Followingmediareportsthat
JulianAssangehasbeenarrested
in London, the legal counsel in
Sweden has requested that the
Swedish preliminary investigationregardingrapebereopened,”
the authority said.
Therequesthasbeenassigned
to deputy chief prosecutor EvaMarie Persson, it added.
“Wewillnowlookintothematter and determine how to proceed. We cannot pledge any time
framefor whena decisionwillbe
made,” Persson said.
On Friday, Assange woke up
in a British jail at the start of a
likely lengthyextraditionbattle.
Within hours of police hauling
him out of the embassy, the
47-year-oldappearedincourtfor
breaching his British bail condi-

n

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange is handled by Metropolitan
Police officers during his arrest in London on Thursday.
REUTERS

tionsbackin2012andtofaceaUS
extradition request.

Assange.ChannelTeleamazonas
identified him as Ola Bini.

AIDE ARRESTED TRYING
TO LEAVE ECUADOR
QUITO:A collaborator of Assange
was arrested on Thursday in
Ecuador while trying to flee to
Japan,theSouthAmericancountry’s interior minister said.
Maria Paula Romo did not
identifythepersonbuttoldSonorama Radio he was very close to

AUSTRALIA OPPOSES
DEATH PENALTY
SYDNEY:Australia’sforeignminister Marise Payne said on Friday
itwouldopposethedeathpenalty
for Assange if he’s extradited to
the US, as protesters in Sydney
calledforhisreleaseandAustralia’s journalists’ union voiced its
strong support for him.

SUDAN COUP

Protests rage as new
rulers offer dialogue

Migration: Canada
warns against
fraudulent agents
Anirudh Bhattacharyya
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

TORONTO:Amid cases of immigra-

S O U T H KO R E A N O D D I T Y

Associated Press

›

ASSANGE UNDER ARREST

n

n

REUTERS

lionsofyouth“volunteers”inthe
next two years to develop villages, state media says, raising the
spectreofMaoZedong’smethods
when he launched the Cultural
Revolutionfivedecadesago,triggering massive social and economic upheavals.
TheCommunistYouthLeague
(CYL)announcedthatmorethan
10 million young volunteers will
be “mobilised” to help “promote
cultural,technologicalandmedicaldevelopmentinruralareasby
2020” and to fill in the vacuum in
villages createdbytheoutflow of
“talented and young workers”.
“These young volunteers will
be sent to rural areas, especially
old revolutionary base areas,
regions of extreme poverty and
areas where ethnic minority
groups live to promote local
development and improve personal skills,” said the document
releasedbytheCYL,asquotedin
the tabloid Global Times.
It was referring to the regions
which were the bases for the
Communist Party before the
emergence of new China.
Thereport didnotsayhowthe
volunteers will be chosen or persuadedorwhetheritwillbemandatoryforsometoheadtothevillages.“Therisinglevelofurbanisation in China has made more

8.6 million college
graduates this year
couldn’t find employment
and have to get to the
countryside. In the Cultural
Revolution, it was also
because millions could not
find employment.

n

Sudanese demonstrators gather in Khartoum after president Omar
al-Bashir was toppled by the army.
AFP

KHARTOUM: Sudan’snewmilitary
rulers vowed on Fridayto open a
dialoguewithallpoliticalgroups
onformingaciviliangovernment
as protesters railedagainsttheir
seizure of power after ousting
president Omar al-Bashir.
But the military council
warned it would tolerate no
breachesofsecurityafterprotesters defied a night-time curfew to
keepupasit-indemandingimmediate civilian rule.
Theheadofthecouncil’spolitical committee, Lieutenant General Omar Zain al-Abdin, confirmed that Bashir, who had
ruledthecountryfor30yearsand
was one of Africa’s longest servingleaders,remainedincustody.
But he said the council would
neverextraditehim,oranyother
Sudanese,despitealongstanding
arrest warrant issued by the
International Criminal Court

(ICC) against Bashir on charges
of genocide and war crimes.
Protestershadheldmassdemonstrations for four months
demanding Bashir’s overthrow,
defyingrepeateddeadlyattempts
to crush them by riot police and
the feared intelligence services.
But when the ouster was
finally announced on Thursday
in an address to the nation by
DefenceMinisterAwadIbnouf,it
was met not with joy but anger.
Protest leaders dismissed the
transitional military council as
the “sameoldfaces” fromthe old
regimewhichhadledthecountry
into multiple conflicts and worsening poverty and social inequality.
Thursday’s announcement
meant “we have not achieved
anything”, said protester Adel.
“We are calling for the regime to
stepdown, notonlyBashir.”AFP

tion consultants defrauding or
exploiting those who wish to
move to Canada, its government
has moved legislation to regulate
the agents and warned that those
using unauthorised representatives may have their applications refused.
India is now the top source
country for permanent residents
and those with study permits to
Canada.
However, this led to a rash of
complaints about unscrupulous
operators taking advantage of
vulnerable newcomers.
A spokesperson for Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship
Canada said the government recognises that there are many dishonest individuals overseas,
often “charging exorbitant fees
and providing incompetent or
unethical advice”.
Such fraudulent activity has
been noticed in India.
“While Canada does not have
jurisdiction to prosecute these
individuals in India and other
countries, we encourage applicants to ensure that they only
use the services of an authorised
representative so that they have
recourse mechanisms available
should the services they receive
be lacking. If someone is found to
be employing the services of an
unauthorised representative,
the application could be
refused,” the spokesperson said.
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POWERED BY

TCS,Infosysgiveasolid
starttoearningsseason
MARCH QUARTER TCS crosses $20 billion in annual revenue for the first time
Dhirendra Tripathi
n

Report card

dhirendra.t@livemint.com

Infosys and TCS profits rose 1.7% and
7.8%, respectively, in the three months
ended March.

NEWDELHI: Tata Consultancy Ser-

vices Ltd (TCS) and Infosys Ltd
kickedofftheearningsseasonon
a strong note on Friday, with
their March quarter revenues
growingbyclosetodouble-digits
in dollar terms. TCS crossed the
milestoneof$20billioninannual
revenue for the first time while
Infosys provided a reasonably
acceptablemarginoutlookforthe
ongoing financial year.
TCS’sMarchquarterrevenue
rose 8.5% year-on-year (y-o-y) to
$5.39 billion. The profit was up
7.8% at $1.15 billion, meeting a
Bloomberg estimate of 20 brokers. “Double-digit growth,
higherqualityoftheincremental
business,andbest-in-classexecution capabilities have helped us
expand our operating margin
y-o-y. Our foresight in investing
very early on in building digital
skillsandtransformationalcapabilities has not only gained us
market share, but has also
resulted in our very resilient,
industry-leadingmargintoday,”
said V Ramakrishnan, chief
financial officer, TCS.
Infosys’ March quarter revenue rose 9.1% on year to $3.06 billion. The company delivered on
the top end of its 9% annual revenue growth outlook in constant
currencyterms,theoutlookhaving been increased from 6-8% in
the last quarter. It delivered on
theEbitmarginoutlookforfiscal
year (FY) 2019 as well, the metric
coming at 22.8%, albeit towards
the lower end of the company’s
guidance of 22-24%. Ebit stands
for earnings before interest and
taxes.
ProfitsofInfosyswereup1.7%
at$581millionintheMarchquar-

Revenue

Profit (in $ bn)

% change

8.5

9.1

RAJESH GOPINATHAN
TCS CEO AND MD

5.39
1.7

7.8

0.581

1.15

3.06

Infosys

This is our strongest
revenue growth in the
last 15 quarters. Our
order book is bigger...
and the deal pipeline
is also robust.

This is a reflection of our
increased client relevance
stemming from our focus
on digital, positioning,
and long-standing
relationships.

TCS

Operating margin

Net staff additions

6,356
21.5%

25.1%

Infosys

TCS

2,622
SALIL PAREKH
Infosys

ter,higherthanaBloombergestimateof22brokers,whichsawitat
$570.07 billion.
TCS continued its margin
dominancewith25.1%inthejustconcludedquarter,whileInfosys
camewithaguidancethatchimes
withachallengingenvironment,
as currency tailwinds are put
behind and the US gets stricter
with visa permissions.
Infosyshasgivenanoperating
margin guidance of 21-23% on a
revenue growth outlook of
7.5-9.5% in constant currency
terms. In last quarter, Infosys’s
operating margin was 21.5%.
In constant currency terms,
the March quarter revenue of
TCS rose 12.7%, the fifth straight
quarterofy-o-ydouble-digitrevenuegrowthinconstantcurrency
terms for the company. Infosys’
revenue growth in constant currency terms for the quarter was
right behind TCS’s at 11.7%.
Infosys continues to suffer

INFOSYS CEO AND MD

TCS

from high attrition, a concern
accepted by Infosyschief operating officer Pravin Rao during a
press briefing. The attrition rate
increased to 20.4% in Q4FY19
from19.5%inthesameperiodlast
year. The company had net additions of 2,622 staff in the quarter
gone by against TCS’s 6,356.
“...Realization per billed
employee was steady, which
reflectsincreasingusageofautomationincoreservicesandfaster
growth in newer digital services,” said Rao. “Overall attrition
remainshighandwearecontinuing our focus on arresting that.”
TCSclosednegligiblylowerby
0.26% at ₹2,013.75 on the BSE.
Infosys gained 0.63% to close at
₹747.85 per share.
Atapressconference,theTCS
management brushedasideconcerns on the impact of H-1B visa
changes. The concerns arose as
theUShad saidafewmonthsago
that the H-1B lottery selection

processwillbereversedtofavour
advanceddegreeholdersfromUS
universities.Thereisayearlycap
of 65,000 on new H-1B visa issuance, with an additional 20,000
visas for those with advanced
degrees from a US institution.
“From an H-1B point of view,
there are some changes, but a
local degree was always a criteria.Sotherewillbeanadvantage
forpeoplewhohavedonemasters
in the US. Wherever we are we
have to hire locally, that is the
culture, and we have to meet the
talent demand of the area,” said
Ajoy Mukherjee, executive vicepresident and global head of
recruitment at TCS.
TCSCEOandMDRajeshGopinathansaidrevenuefromindustrysegmentssuchasbankingand
financialserviceshaveimproved
andarein amuchbetterposition
than last year.
M.SriraminMumbaicontributed to this story.

Cash-strapped Jet to seek interim
funding from lenders on Monday
Gireesh Chandra Prasad
and Rhik Kundu
n

gireesh.p@livemint.com

NEW DELHI/MUMBAI: Jet Airways

(India) Ltd, struggling to stay
afloat and avoid being taken to
the bankruptcy court, will on
Mondaymeetwithlendersledby
theStateBankofIndia(SBI)with
a fresh demand for interim
finance. The airline has suspended its international operations till Monday afternoon.
SBI Capital Markets Ltd,
whichismanagingasharesalein
Jet, had received expressions of
interestfromaboutfiveinvestors
untilaboutanhourbeforetheend
of a four-day window that ended
on Friday. These investors,
includingJetshareholderEtihad
Airways,NIIFandacoupleofprivate equity funds, will now be
asked to put in financial bids, a
person privy to the development
said before Friday’s deadline
drew to a close.
An update on the share sale
process was awaited from SBI
CapitalMarketsLtdatthetimeof
going to press.

n

Jet airways has suspended its international operations till Monday
afternoon.
MINT

Civil aviation secretary PradeepSinghKharolasaidinthecapital that Jet executives had a
meeting with bankers on Friday
where they put forth their funding requirements. “Discussions
on interim funding are on. They
have been asked to rework their
requirement. They will again
approach their banks on Monday. The future course of action
will be decided depending on
what the banks decide,” said
Kharola.

The secretary said Jet was
operatingonly11flightsasofFriday, and the number could come
downfurther.However,aperson
familiar with the operations of
the airline, said on condition of
anonymity that the company
owns16aircraftthatithasnoreasontotakethemofffromservice.
Kharola had a meeting with
Nripendra Misra, principal secretaryto thePrimeMinister, but
officials did not confirm if it had
anything to do with Jet.

Jet had informed stock
exchangeslastmonthofalenderledresolutionplanunderwhichit
was to get ₹1,500 crore in emergencyfunding.However,lenders
havebeenreleasingfundsonlyin
small amounts and the airline
has found this insufficient for
running its operations.
“Sadly, while the airline was
supposedtogetacashinfusionof
₹1,500 crore, nothing has happenedtillnow,”saidKiranPawaskar, a Nationalist Congress
Party legislator, and a senior
member of AllIndia Jet Airways
Officers & Staff Association.
Pawaskarpointedoutthatairline staff are not getting paid and
said that lenders should at least
try to keep the airline afloat till
thebiddingprocessiscompleted.
“Wewillsoontakelegalrecourse
and also file FIRs against the
management for salary delays,”
Pawaskar said.
Aviation minister Suresh
Prabhu tweeted on Friday his
ministry would “review issues
related to Jet ” and “take steps to
minimise passenger inconvenience and ensure their safety”.

Air India, SpiceJet step in to boost capacity
Faizan Haidar
n

About ₹1,000 crore has been
given to the engineering division, which is responsible for
maintaining aircraft, and they
will procure 30 engines to ensure
smooth operation, an airline official said, asking not to be named.
“We have been told that we
will get separate amount for
maintenance everyday and we
will ensure every aircraft in the
fleet is flying. We will get at least
30 engines by October and
though the aircraft will start
coming back to operation from
May, by October we hope all of
them will be back. Engines of
these aircraft had completed the
life cycle and since there was no
money to buy new engines, we

faizan.haider@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Air India will start

offering more seats in the coming months, officials aware of the
national carrier’s operations
have said, citing a detailed plan
to revive grounded aircraft and
ensure no more planes are out of
commission in the coming
months.
About 20 Air India jets, including models of both Boeing and
Airbus, are grounded due to a
lack of spare parts since the airline could not afford new
engines. The carrier has now
secured some liquidity that will
be used to procure new engines.

had to ground the aircraft,” the
official added.
The grounded fleet comprises
a dozen Airbus A320s and several Boeing 777, 747 and 787. Air
India’s diminished operations,
the financial crisis faced by Jet
Airways, the shortage of pilots at
Indigo airlines and the ban on
Boeing 737 Max 8 (a type of jet
used by SpiceJet) have led to a
rare shortage of flights in the
Indian aviation that has pushed
up prices.
SpiceJet is in the process of
leasing out more jets and has
sought necessary approvals
from aviation authorities. These
and Air India’s resumption of
jets will help ease some of that

squeeze, and eventually lead to
an easing of prices.
“With the peak travel season
having kicked off, we expect airlines to induct more aircraft to
tap into the increased demand on
the key business and leisure
routes. This will also result in a
rationalisation of airfares and
we expect them to increase only
marginally as compared to the
same season last year,” said Sharat Dhall, chief operating officer,
(B2C), Yatra.com.
Overall, Air India’s maintenance department will require
about ₹1,500 crore and once funding flow resumes, the airline official quoted above, maintenance
will be the priority.

Arcelor’s Essar Steel wait gets IIP at 20-mth low, CPI inflation rises
longer with SC’s status quo
IIP growth falls to 0.1%
Asit Ranjan Mishra
n

asit.m@livemint.com

IIP growth dropped to a 20-month-low of 0.1% in February
while retail inflation accelerated to 2.86% in March.

NEWDELHI: India’s factory output

Japnam Kaur Bindra
and Tanya Thomas
n

japnam.k@livemint.com

NEWDELHI/MUMBAI: The Supreme

Court on Friday halted the resolution process of Essar Steel,
holdingbackArcelorMittal’sbid
to buy the stressed steel mill and
enter the Indian steel market.
Theorder,temporarilyhalting
a lower court ruling for ArcelorMittal to pay ₹42,000 crore in the
next two weeks to Essar, also
spells a further delay for banks
waiting to resolve their stressed
loan accounts of Essar Steel.
An apex court bench headed
by Justice Rohinton Fali Narimanordered the parties tomaintain status quo on the 8 March
order of the National Company
Law Tribunal (NCLT), Ahmedabad, which approved the resolutionplanandaApril9orderofthe
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT), which
wastosetadateforArcelorMittal
to make the payment.

n

Lakshmi Mittal, CEO of
ArcelorMittal.
REUTERS/FILE

The court was hearing a plea
byStandardCharteredBank,one
of the lenders to Essar Steel,
whichisunhappywiththesettlement it would receive under the
resolution plan.
The court also directed the
NCLAT to dispose of the case
expeditiously. The next date of
hearingattheNCLATisonApril
23.
The committee of creditors so
farhasbeenunabletocometoan
agreement with the operational

creditors and Standard CharteredBankonhowtheresolution
amount must be modified to
increase the latter’s share of the
payout.
Standard Chartered, which
hadmorethan7.5%weightagein
the voting process, had voted
against the resolution plan of
ArcelorMittal. Essar Steel owes
more than ₹3,400 crore to StandardCharteredBankbutthelender will receive only ₹61 crore,
according to the current resolution plan.
Financialcreditors,whovoted
in favour of the plan, would
receive ₹41,987 crore out of their
total dues of ₹49,395 crore.
TheNCLTAhmedabad,inits8
MarchrulingapprovingArcelorMittal’splan,recommendedthat
15% of the upfront cash settlement of ₹42,000 crore, or ₹6,300
crore, be given to operational
creditors, instead of the ₹196
crore they would receive under
thecurrentplanagainstclaimsof
₹4,976 crore.

growth dropped to a 20-month
low in February in a worrying
sign for the country’s growth
prospects, while retail inflation
accelerated in March but
remained within the central
bank’s comfort zone, creating
room for more interest rate cuts.
Data released by the statistics
office on Friday showed factory
output at 0.1% in February,
against 1.4% in the previous
month and retail inflation accelerating 2.86% in March from
2.57% a month ago.
The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) cut the policy rate by 25
basis points (bps) for the second
consecutive time earlier this
month as concerns over growth
loomed larger than those surrounding inflation.
Retail inflation picked up in
March as food inflation turned
positive at0.3% afterfiveconsecutive months of contraction.
However, services inflation,
which includes items such as
health, education, and recrea-

SHARE SALE

Uber files for IPO, asksinvestors to see beyond losses
Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

SANFRANCISCO: Uber Technolo-

gies Inc., the current era’s
archetypal startup, moved
toward becoming a public
company on Thursday,
revealing that it racked up a $3
billion operating loss last year
and hoping potential investors
will look beyond that.
Less than two years after
being tapped to take Uber to its
initial public offering (IPO)
destination, chief executive
officer (CEO) Dara Khosrowshahi’s stamp on the company
has been branding it as a “platform”—a word that appears
more than 700 times in its IPO
prospectus.
Khosrowshahi, who quit his
CEO job at Expedia Group Inc.
to join Uber, is pitching the
ride-hailing giant as an interconnected web of promising
businesses. Most notably,
Uber’s food-delivery business
grew 149% year-on-year to $1.5
billion in revenue in 2018.
“Our continued success will
come from stellar execution
and the strength of the platform we have worked so hard
to build,” Khosrowshahi said
in a letter to investors
included in the filing.
To make that case, Uber

n

Dara Khosrowshahi, CEO of Uber Technologies Inc.

cites a preferred metric:
monthly active platform consumers (MAPCs), otherwise
known as people who touch
one of its services at least once
a month. Uber says it has 91
million MAPCs, more than
double the number in 2016.
Khosrowshahi isn’t just trying to look past ride-hailing,
he’s also trying to move
beyond his predecessor, Travis Kalanick, whose brash
leadership frequently landed
the company in court or under
the microscope, or both.
“Some of the attributes that
made Uber a wildly successful
startup—a fierce sense of
entrepreneurialism, our willingness to take risks that oth-

MINT/FILE

ers might not, and that famous
Uber hustle—led to missteps
along the way,” Khosrowshahi said in his letter. Nonetheless, Kalanick remains on
Uber’s board with an 8.6%
ownership stake, according to
the filing.
Uber’s biggest challenge in
its IPO, in which it seeks to
raise about $10 billion, according to people familiar with its
plans, may be simultaneously
explaining to investors why
the company is immature
enough to justify losing billions of dollars, while proving
it’s mature enough to be a publicly traded company worth
somewhere in the range of
$100 billion.

That’s where the case for
the platform comes in.
Uber, 10 years old and easily
the world’s biggest ride-hailing company, holds a market
share in that category of more
than 65% in the US, Canada,
Latin America, Europe, Australia and New Zealand, the filing with the US Securities and
Exchanges Commission
shows. But growth in its core
business is decelerating.
While ride-hailing revenue
grew 95% in 2017 from the previous year, that rate slowed to
33% last year, Uber said in the
filing. Uber lost $3.04 billion on
an operating basis in 2018 on
revenue of $11.3 billion, bringing total operating losses over
the past three years to more
than $10 billion, Thursday’s
filing shows.
The firm, which has previously made public some of its
financial results, disclosed
further details in its filing—
including a net income of $997
million for 2018. That profit
was driven by the sales of
assets in South-East Asia and
Russia, as well as an increase
in the estimated value of its
stock in China’s largest ridehailing firm, Didi Chuxing.
Those deals contributed to
almost $5 billion in what Uber
called “other income”.
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tion, remained elevated at 5.68%
during the month.
The Index of Industrial Production (IIP) remained flat in
February on the back of a contraction in manufacturing output, while growth in mining and
electricity output remained in
low single digits. Capital goods
contracted (-0.3%) for the third
time in the last four months, signalling an uncertain future for
investment revival.
The IIP data shows that the

growth slump is persisting with
manufacturing being the worsthit segment, said Sujan Hajra,
chief economist and executive
directoratAnandRathiShares&
StockBrokers.“Inflation,despite
hardening, remains extremely
benignascomparedtothelonger
term trend,” he said.
Hajra said he expects RBI to
further cut the policy rate by
25-50bps while continuing with
its neutral stance. “However,
after two successive cuts, RBI

maypauseinthenextpolicy,”he
said.
TheIndianeconomygrew6.6%
in the December quarter, the
slowestin five quarters,promptingtheCentralStatisticsOfficeto
trim its 2018-19 forecast to 7% in
February from the 7.2% estimated in the previous month.
Of the other high-frequency
indicators, data released by the
Society of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers on Monday signalled a slowdown in urban
demand ascarsales grew2.7%in
2018-19,theworstperformancein
five financial years.
The International Monetary
Fund on Tuesday cut India’s
gross domestic product growth
forecast for 2019-20 by 20bps to
7.3%, following similar action by
theAsianDevelopmentBankand
the RBI.
Withtheeconomyprojectedto
slow down in the fourth quarter,
RBI’sfocushasshiftedfrominflationary concerns to sustaining
the growth momentum since its
February policy review, when it
began cutting the repo rate and
changed its stance to neutral
from calibrated tightening.

Regulator seeks details from
AMCs over debt scheme woes
Jayshree P. Upadhyay
n

jayshree.p@livemint.com

MUMBAI: The Securities and
Exchange Board of India (Sebi)
has asked Kotak Asset Management Co. Ltd to clarify under
what provisions of the existing
rulesithasheldbackredemption
of fixed maturity plans (FMPs),
two people familiar with the
development said.
SebiwrotetobothKotakAMC
and HDFC Asset Management
Co. Ltd late on Thursday with
questions on the FMPs.
Two Essel Group companies,
Konti Infrapower and MultiventuresPvt.LtdandEdisonsUtility
Works Pvt. Ltd,failed to repay in
full the investment of the FMPs.
This led to Kotak AMC to hold
back part of the payments that
were due to mature on April 8.
HDFC AMC, ahead of the
maturitydateofApril15,decided
to roll over the fixed maturity
plansthatheldtheEsselpaperby
more than a year. HDFC AMC
needs the consent of at least 75%
of its investors before it can roll
overtheFMP.TillFridayevening
the status of consent from investors was not clear.
“Sebi has asked Kotak AMC
under what provision did it stop
part redemption in one of its
FMP,” said one of the two people

SEBI WROTE TO KOTAK
AMC AND HDFC AMC
LATE ON THURSDAY
WITH QUESTIONS
ON THE FMPS
mentioned above.
Sebi also wrote to HDFC AMC
onThursdayseekinganswerson
its FMP maturing on 15 April.
“Sebi has sought (to know)
fromHDFCAMCwhathappensif
it doesnotget 100%consentfrom
investors to roll over the FMP.
How will the deal with Essel
impact the FMP payment to the
restoftheinvestorswhomaynot
consent? The majority of investors are believed to have consented to the rollover,” said the
secondpersonmentionedabove.
“Sebi’s queries to the fund
houses are to ascertain whether
theactionsofthefundhousesare
in the best interest of the unit
holder and whether there was
any violation of the code of conductbythefundmanagersunder
the mutual fund regulations,”
said the first person.
EmailssenttoHDFCAMCand
Sebi remained unanswered at
press time.
Lakshmi Iyer, head of fixed
income at Kotak Asset Manage-

ment Co, said the company’s
actions were within the regulatoryambit.“Sebi’swindingdown
ofassetclausesaysthatwhenyou
areliquidatingassets,youhaveto
ensure that you are realizing a
fair value, either above that not
below. I am being governed by a
regulatorandaregulationwhich
has given regulations for the
working of the mutual fund and
the scheme and that is exactly
what I am doing. For instance, I
decide to wind down an ETF
(exchange traded fund) that
also comes under the winding
down clause,” Iyer told Mint.
She did not confirm or deny
receiving Sebi queries.
Kotak AMC also defended its
actions in a note to investors on
Friday. “Whilewe regret thatwe
had to withhold certain part of
units in FMPs represented by
portfolio investment in Essel
Group companies for now, we
believethatouractionsareinthe
interest of our unitholders.”
“EsselGroupremainscommittedtoachievetheresolution,with
a sole objective of saving the loss
of public money and the repayment,aspertheagreedtimelines
indicated in the arrangement
with lenders,” an Essel spokesperson said in a statement.
Clifford Alvares in Mumbai
contributed to the story.
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Bob Iger, CEO of The Walt
Disney Co.
BLOOMBERG/FILE

Disney to launch
streaming service
in November at
$7 per month
Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

LOSANGELES: Walt Disney Co. will

charge $7 a month for its streaming service that debuts on
November 12, a gambit to undercut rival entertainment giant
Netflix Inc. in an increasingly
crowded field.
Thecompanyunveiledtheservice on Thursday on a sound
stage used to make the original
Mary Poppins, delivering an
Apple-style presentation of the
onlineproduct.Theplatformwill
be several dollars less than Netflix’s most popular plan, which
runs $11, and will weigh heavily
on Disney’s finances. Disney+
isn’t expected to break even for
about five years.
Beyond the price and technology, the service will live or die
based on its content—and that’s
where Disney made a big statement. Disney+ will feature an
arsenal of kid-friendly programming, including 13 classic animated movies, 21 Pixar features,
originalseries,andmaterialfrom
its Marvel and Star Wars franchises. Disney shares rose as
much as 3.7% to $120.86 in premarket trading on Friday.
“We are confident this is a
product people are going to sign
up in droves to have,” chief executive officer Bob Iger said in a
BloombergTelevisioninterview
with Emily Chang.
Disney+ will begin rolling out
to the US, western Europe and
Asia in the first fiscal quarter,
neartheendofthecalendaryear.
It will then arrive in eastern
EuropeandLatinAmericaayear
later.Disneyplanstospend$1billion on streaming programming
in the next year, and it doesn’t
expecttomakeaprofituntilfiscal
2024, when the platform could
have 60 million to 90 million customers. Two-thirds of those subscribers will be overseas, the
company predicted.
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shortstories

Pant’sX-factormaydecide
hisWorldCupselection

FITTING IN Keeper’s aggressive batting and team dynamics may influence national selectors while naming the squad
Sanjjeev K Samyal
n

sanjjeev.samyal@htlive.com

MUMBAI:With no sure shot candi-

n

Richard Pybus.

REUTERS

WI SACK COACH
PYBUS BEFORE
WORLD CUP
ANTIGUA:West Indies sacked
controversial coach Richard Pybus
amid a flurry of changes made on
Thursday, seven weeks before the
start of the World Cup. Floyd
Reifer will become interim head
coach with Robert Haynes
replacing Courtney Browne as
interim chief selector. The selection panel has also been changed.
The choice of Englishman Pybus
was widely criticised. Ex-skipper
Darren Sammy blamed him for
the Windies strike on the 2016
India tour. Pybus’ removal could
pave the return of Dwayne Bravo,
Kieron Pollard and Andre Russell
for the World Cup.

Steyn named replacement
for Coulter-Nile in RCB
NEW DELHI:South Africa pacer
Dale Steyn on Friday joined Royal
Challengers Bangalore as a
replacement for the injured
Nathan Coulter-Nile, giving a
much needed boost to the
bowling department of the
bottom-placed team in IPL. Steyn
will replace Australian CoulterNile, who is recovering from a
back injury. Steyn went unsold in
the previous two IPL auctions and
last played in the competition in
2016 when he represented Gujarat
Lions. He also played for RCB
between 2008 and 2010.

Australian cricketer
Hepburn guilty of rape
WORCESTER:An Australian cricket
player has been found guilty in
England of raping a sleeping
woman. Alex Hepburn slumped
into his seat, covered his face with
his hands and sobbed after the
verdict was returned by jurors at
Worcester Crown Court in central
England. The 23-year-old Hepburn, who was born in Western
Australia and moved to England in
2013 to pursue a cricket career,
also faces another count of rape.
Prosecutors say Hepburn began
to rape the woman after getting
into a bed in his apartment.

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

4.00pm: Mumbai Indians
v Rajasthan Royals;
8.00pm: Kings XI Punjab
v Royal Challengers
Bangalore; live on Star
Sports 1 & HD 1

FOOTBALL
PREMIER LEAGUE

5.00pm: Tottenham v
Huddersfield; 7.30pm:
Burnley v Cardiff;
10.00pm: Manchester
United v West Ham; live
on Star Sports Select 2 &
SHD 2
SUPER CUP

8.30pm: FC Goa v
Channiayin FC; live on
Star Sports 3

BADMINTON
SINGAPORE OPEN

10.30am: Live on Star
Sports Select 2 & SHD 2

GOLF
MASTERS

12.30am (Sunday): Live
on DSport
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date to take over the No 4 batting
spot in India’s one-day squad,
the national selectors could be
forced to look at potential rather
than numbers while deciding
the position when they pick the
World Cup squad on Monday.
Rishabh Pant has been inconsistent in international cricket
and IPL. But the selectors, it is
understood, may not merely go
by his current run. The manner
in which Pant has batted in
Tests and caused worry to rival
teams may be taken into consideration by the selectors.
The young keeper-batsman is
thus seen as a strong candidate
for India’s unsettled number 4
spot. Being a left-hander is also
seen as an advantage as it could
provide the team flexibility in
the batting order, giving him an
edge over Ambati Rayudu.
TACKLING LEGGIES
The bowling strategy of most
teams involves a good leg-spinner and the team think thank
believes a left-handed batsman
can tackle their stock delivery,
which will come into him, better. Australia’s Adam Zampa
troubled India in the recent 3-2
ODI series win. England have
Adil Rashid, Pakistan Yasir
Shah and Shadab Khan and the
Proteas Imran Tahir.
Currently, India depend on
the form of left-handed opener
Shikhar Dhawan. They want
him to bat till almost the halfway mark and blunt the effectiveness of leg-spinners. The
team think tank is toying with
the idea of using Pant as a
back-up to Dhawan -- at least for
the first three-four World Cup
games when a pattern is likely
to be set and the batsman are
expected to settle down.

Bangalore hope to
end losing streak
HT Correspondents
n

n

Young Rishabh Pant hasn’t been consistent in IPL but his strong showing in Test cricket may work in his favour.

Pant has outscored Dinesh
Karthik -- averaging 35 plus in
six IPL games before Friday’s
clash between Delhi Capitals
and the latter’s Kolkata Knight
Riders, at Eden Gardens.
Rayudu was the front-runner
for the India No 4 slot, but his
form tapered off in the home
series against Australia and
then in IPL. He was not picked in
the final two games of the series,
which the visitors won 3-2.
Rayudu had come into contention on the basis of his IPL
form, but had a poor run this

season with CSK until his
match-winning 57 against
Rajasthan Royals on Thursday.
The slow pitches in Chennai and
resultant low-scoring games
haven’t given Rayudu much
chance either.
SHREYAS OPTION
Another middle-order option is
Mumbai batsman Shreyas Iyer,
the Delhi Capitals skipper. This
IPL, he is the second highest
run-getter among Indians, after
KL Rahul. He has 215 runs
(before Friday’s KKR tie) with

dhiman@htlive.com

KOLKATA: At no point during

the time Sourav Ganguly was
on one side of the Eden in the
light blue of Delhi Capitals
(DC) did he not seem at home.
Or maybe he could play a good
hand at poker.
Anyway, Ganguly was at
work and that meant parleys
with Ponting, feeding balls for
the former Australia captain
and his one-time teammate at
Kolkata Knight Riders (KKR)
to punt into the deep and give
DC players catching practice.
At least twice, he was also
seen stretching his leg, like he

HEAD TO HEAD

three fifties. Shreyas, 24, is seen
as one for the future, having
impressed for India A too. However, it will tough for the selectors to chose between a batsman
and all-rounder as Vijay
Shankar has been consistent.
Ravindra Jadeja is likely to
be in contention too with his
left-arm spin, brilliant fielding
and ability to score runs down
the order.
The round robin World Cup
format makes it a gruelling
tournament, and India would
want to ensure the tail-enders

AFP

can also contribute with the bat.
Hardik Pandya at No 7, Jadeja at
8, Bhuvneshwar Kumar at 9 and
two specialist bowlers are in the
reckoning.
It will be a tough call for the
selectors when picking an extra
batsman as they have to decide
whether to pick a back-up
opener.
Here, KL Rahul has strengthened his case with runs and his
manner of batting in IPL. The
KXIP opener adopts a measured
approach at the start before
accelerating in the end.

happened in cricket, but Virat
Kohli is in town and there’s no
sense of excitement or anticipation. Royal Challengers Bangalore are down six out of six, sitting virtually at the exit doors,
and Kings XI Punjab will be
aware of the opportunity here.
They knock down RCB, get two
points and then get a foothold in
the race to top four.
So far, Murphy’s Law has
applied to Bangalore, and
almost everything has been in a
downward spiral. Yet, there are
signs of revival; Kohli has
started looking good, if not
intimidating yet, and if AB de
Villiers could lift his game, they
could get RCB back on track.
“We have been bowling well
till 16 overs and then leaking the
bulk of runs in the death overs.
We need to work on this and
make amends now,” RCB legspinner Yuzvendra Chahal told
a press conference on Friday.
“We have had good bowling
combinations in the past seasons but this year we have
lacked self-confidence. We need
to back ourselves more.”
Kohli’s team is coming here
after a short break, which Chahal felt could work in their
favour as the players can shake
off the effect of defeats.

Kings XI
Punjab

Royal
Challengers

12

10
Total
matches

22

Mumbai
Indians

Rajasthan
Royals

10

8
Total
matches

18

MUMBAI FAVOURITES
MUMBAI: Otherwise slow to get
off the blocks in IPL, Mumbai
Indians have bucked the trend
after notching up four wins in
six matches. More heartening
was the fact that their latest win
came while chasing a target
close to 200 and that too with
captain Rohit Sharma sitting
out injured. Also included in
these four wins are ones against
this year’s top performers Chennai Super Kings, Sunrisers
Hyderabad and Kings XI Punjab.
So on paper Mumbai Indians
take the field as ‘favourites’
against Rajasthan Royals on
Saturday afternoon at the
Wankhede.

Shikhar’s best fires Delhi Dhoni row raises questions on
to double over Knights player conduct, umpiring
scorecard

Dhiman Sarkar
n

dhiman@htlive.com

KOLKATA:In Sourav Ganguly territory, it fit that two left-handed
batsmen would make the biggest impact and put to bed, at
least for the night, everything
about Delhi Capitals’ tendency
to implode with the bat.
Shikhar Dhawan, with whom
Ganguly had a long session at
nets on Thursday, regained his
touch and timing, and with Rishabh Pant made the target of 179
look small as they reached 180/3
in 18.5 overs. Capitals’ sevenwicket win send Kolkata Knight
Riders (KKR) to their second
successive defeat. DC completed
a double on their rivals as well.
Having rooted for KKR, who
left out Sunil Narine, Eden Gardens didn’t forget to applaud
Ganguly when the giant screen
showed him with the contest all
but over. If Dhawan’s IPL best
(97* -- 63b, 11x4, 2x6) helped the
visitors motor along -- Capitals
were always ahead of KKR -equally crucial was the support
provided by Pant (46 -- 31b, 4x4;
2x6) curbing his natural
instincts. Add to that an athletic
catch to dismiss Robin Uthappa,
three days before the World Cup
squad is announced, and Pant
may have done enough to get
noticed.
The Dhawan-Pant joint-venture was worth 105 runs in 69
balls and it put to shade Shub-

n

Kolkata Knight Riders

J Denly b Ishant
0 (1)
S Gill c Patel b Paul
65 (39)
R Uthappa c Pant b Rabada 28 (30)
N Rana b Morris
11 (12)
A Russell c Rabada b Morris 45 (21)
D Karthik c Dhawan b Rabada 2 (3)
C Brathwaite c Tewatia b Paul 6 (7)
P Chawla not out
14 (6)
K Yadav not out
2 (2)
n Extras (lb 1, nb 1, w 3)
5
n Total (for 7 wkts; 20 overs) 178
n FoW: 1-0, 2-63, 3-93, 4-115, 5-122,
6-161, 7-171
n Bowling: Ishant 4-1-21-1,
C Morris 4-0-38-2, K Rabada
4-0-42-2, A Patel 4-0-30-0, K Paul
4-0-46-2

man Gill getting his highest IPL
score (65 - 39b, 7x4, 2x6). After
having the best seat in the park
to watch Andre Russell muscle
the white ball into orbit for most
of this season, Gill made the
most of being pushed up the
order because Chris Lynn was
indisposed. Opening for KKR,
Gill showed his repertoire of
skills that has had Jacques Kallis, among others, wowing.
Removing Joe Denly first ball
with a sharp incutter, Ishant
Sharma bowled a wicketmaiden first over that would
stand out this term. But starting
with a flicked four off Chris
Morris, Gill showed he was
unfazed by everything that had

Avishek Roy
n

n

Delhi Capitals

P Shaw c Karthik b Krishna 14 (7)
S Dhawan not out
97 (63)
S Iyer c Karthik b Russell
6 (6)
R Pant c Kuldeep b Rana 46 (31)
C Ingram not out
14 (6)
n Extras (lb 1, w 2)
3
n Total (for 3 wkts; in 18.5 overs)
180
n FoW: 1-32, 2-57, 3-162
n Bowling: P Krishna 3-0-25-1,
L Ferguson 3-0-37-0, A Russell
3-0-29-1, K Yadav 4-0-28-0,
P Chawla 2.5-0-35-0, C Brathwaite
1-0-13-0, N Rana 2-0-12-1
DC won by seven wickets

happened before. What stood
out was how well Gill timed the
ball.
He would caress it past backward point and beat third man
for boundaries. When Ishant
tried a slower one, Gill pulled
him past midwicket. When Ishant strayed down the leg-side,
Gill paint-brushed him between
square-leg and deep fine-leg.
One delivery from Keemo Paul
was coaxed past point and a six
over midwicket off Axar Patel
followed a flick for four.
With Uthappa, Gill steadied
KKR’s innings with a 63-run
stand. The Russell show began
thereafter but it wasn’t enough
for KKR.

Ganguly at home even when he is a guest
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI : Stranger things have

LO R D O F E D E N

Dhiman Sarkar

RCB captain Virat Kohli during a practice session at the PCA
RAVI KUMAR/HT PHOTO
Stadium in Mohali on Thursday.

used to before going to bowl or
bat.
Trying to shoehorn Ganguly into any identity is as difficult as asking Dhoni about
his ingress into forbidden territory. He is a natural righthander who made 38 international hundreds batting lefthanded.
Well into his fifth decade
and after being a popular
anchor of a television quiz
show, he lip-synced and
danced in a music video last
year. No great lover of books,
he has co-authored one.
And just when you thought
he would stay only as president of the Cricket Associa-

tion of Bengal (CAB), having
given up his earlier assignments in the Indian Premier
League (IPL) and responsibilities at the Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI), he
joined DC as an advisor. Conflict of interest? In his mind,
the idea could be as preposterous as getting to the toss
before Steve Waugh.
But being in the away
dressing room at Eden is
something Ganguly has experienced once. Seven summers
ago, he came here as a Pune
player and divided Kolkata.
On Friday, sitting in the DC
dugout, he heard chants of
‘KKR, KKR’ as Robin Uthappa

and Shubman Gill tried to
make the best use of the
Power Play. In a pitchside
interview, Ganguly said he
hadn’t considered whether
coming to Eden in DC colours
made the occasion different.
But asked about the wicket
— one that got teams to drop
wrist spinners for quicks —
Ganguly spoke like the lord of
the manor. He said ‘we’ have
tried to prepare a good pitch.
If there is contradiction in a
DC ‘advisor’ saying ‘we’ about
the Eden wicket, it is for the
ombudsman to figure out. For
Ganguly, there is nothing
unusual about being at home
even when he is a guest.

avishek.roy@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: In a career in which he
has led India to two World Cups
andanICCChampionsTrophyas
well as 60 Tests, MS Dhoni had
earned the tag of ‘Captain Cool’
forhiscalmnessunderpressure.
However, Dhoni stunned
everyone on Thursday when he
stormedintothegroundinChennai Super Kings’ game against
RajasthanRoyalstoremonstrate
withtheumpiresaftertheofficial
at the non-striker’s end had signalledno-ballforawaist-highfull
toss by Ben Stokes, which was
then reversed.
The incident in the final over
left CSK needing six runs off the
last two balls, but a captain or
playerstormingoutofthedugout
toprotestanumpiringdecisionis
unprecedented. Dhoni’s act, for
whichhewasfinedhalfhismatch
fee,overshadowedMitchellSantner’s last-ball six that sealed the
gameinfavourofthechampions.
Dhoni wagged his finger at
umpire Ulhas Gandhe, who signalled the Stokes delivery
no-ball,onlyforBruceOxenford,
the square-leg umpire,to revoke
thedecision.Gandhewasofficiating in his first match.
Dhoni had lost his cool earlier

n

MS Dhoni argues with umpires over a no-ball ruling during Chennai
Super Kings match against Rajasthan Royals on Thursday.
BCCI

in this IPL too – he scolded pacer
Deepak Chahar in an earlier
game for not getting a delivery
right. These outbursts are not in
keepingwithDhoni’simagebuilt
during a career spanning well
over a decade.
The IPL disciplinary committeefinedDhoniforbreachingthe
IPL code of conduct (Level 2
offence). Penalty for a Level 2
offence ranges from “a fine of
between 50-100 % of applicable
matchfeeand/orasuspensionof
up to two (2) matches.”

TheincidentcomesafterVirat
Kohli, India skipper who leads
Royal Challengers Bangalore –
the team has lost all six games –
sharply criticised umpire S Ravi
fornotspottingMumbaiIndians’
pacer Lasith Malinga over-steppingwhilesendingdownthefinal
delivery of the match.
The infringement became
known moments after MI had
wonbysixwickets.“WeareplayingattheIPLlevel,andwe’renot
playing club cricket. That was a
ridiculous call at the last ball,”

Kohli said at the presentation.
Mumbai Indians skipper, Rohit
Sharma,toocriticisedtheumpiring.“Thesekindsofmistakesare
not good for cricket. It’s simple.”
Kohli or Rohit were not punished for their public comments
though the IPL Code of Conduct
bars players from criticising
umpires for decisions. Ravi and
Bruce Oxenford are ICC Elite
Panel umpires.
Former England skipper
Michael Vaughan said Dhoni,
who achieved a 100th win as
IPL captain, was setting a ‘terrible example’ as leader.
Asked about Dhoni’s actions,
Rajasthan Royals’ Jos Buttler
said: “I’m not sure if that’s the
rightthingtodoornot.Obviously
the tensions are running high in
the IPL and every run counts.
Yeah, it was a big moment in the
game but whether stepping on to
thepitch is quiteright?Probably
not,” the England player said.
CSK coach Stephen Fleming
said: “He only wanted clarity.
Therightsandwrongswillbediscussed by everybody, including
Mahi, I’m sure. But, I think, it’ll
be a discussion for the umpires
afterwardsandIamawatcheras
youguysare,fornow.Buthewas
certainly fired up about the way
the decision was handled.”

100 IPL wins as skipper: Rohit can get there younger
Dhoni reached his milestone at the age of 37 after leading CSK and Rising Pune Supergiant in 166 matches.

Dhoni as T20 captain for India and IPL

Most wins as captain in the IPL

Win %

IPL matches won

100

MS Dhoni (CSK, RPS)

71

Gautam Gambhir (DD, KKR)

54
44

Rohit Sharma (MI)
Virat Kohli (RCB)

35

Adam Gilchrist (DC, KXIP)

Smith has the best win percentage
Win %
Steve Smith (PW, RR, RPS)
Kane Williamson (SH)
MS Dhoni (CSK, RPS)
Sachin Tendulkar (MI)
Anil Kumble (RCB)

66.7
61.1
60.2
58.8
57.7

58.3
60.2

INDIA
IPL

Looking ahead

Projecting win rates of IPL captains, here’s a look at how
long they need to get to 100 wins
Virat Kohli, 30 (RCB)
Rohit Sharma, 31 (MI)

9 years

5

Dinesh Karthik, 33 (KKR)

11

Ajinkya Rahane, 30 (RR)

18

R Ashwin, 32 (KXIP)
Kane Williamson, 28 (SH)
Shreyas Iyer, 24 (DC)

13
10
15

201
9
202
0
202
1
202
2
202
3
202
4
202
5
202
6
202
7
202
8
202
9
203
0
203
1
203
2
203
3
203
4
203
5
203
6
203
7

standings
Team P

ht20

Source: ESPN Cricinfo; Text: Shijith P Kunhitty
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RP (Sr) wants to work with UP cricketers
Sharad Deep
n

sharad.deep@htlive.com

CAMPERS
Yash Dayal, Dhruv Pratap,
Mohsin Khan, Mohit Jangra,
Wajid Ali, Atal Bihari Rai, Vikas
Singh, Subhashish Biswas,
Vishal Thakur, Arpit Shukla,
Aqeeb Khan, Ankit Rai,
Prashant Chaudhary, Mannan
Khan, Amit Mishra, Israr Azim,
Rahul Sharma, Yogendra
Doyla, Karan Chaudhary, Arun
Yadav, Deepak Kumar, Shivam
Ujjawal, Ayushman Singh,
Anjuran Prajapati, Bhawana
Rathore, Falak Naaz and
Rekha.

KANPUR: Former India seamer

n

PV Sindhu.

MOHD ZAKIR/HT PHOTO

Singapore Open:
Sindhu seals semis
spot, others ousted
Press Trust of India
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SINGAPORE:PV Sindhu survived a

scare before making the semi-finals of the Singapore Open but
Saina Nehwal was thoroughly
outplayed in her straight-game
quarter-final loss on a mixed day
for India here on Friday.
Sindhu emerged as the lone
survivor after India’s campaign
in men’s singles was over following the ouster of Kidambi Srikanth and Sameer Verma, and
loss of mixed doubles pair of Pranaav Jerry Chopra and N Sikki
Reddy.
Rio Games silver-winner
Sindhu defeated world No.18 and
2017 BWF World Junior Championship bronze-medallist Cai
Yanyan of China 21-13, 17-21,
21-14 to set up a meeting with
former world champion Nozomi
Okuhara.
The second-seeded Okuhara,
hailing from Japan, didn’t break
much sweat on her way to a 21-8,
21-13 win over sixth seed Saina, a
bronze-medallist at the London
Olympics.
In men’s singles, Srikanth’s
struggle against Kento Momota
continued as he suffered his
ninth straight loss to the Japanese top seed, going down 18-21
21-19 9-21 in 66 minutes to end his
campaign with yet another quarterfinal finish. Sameer Verma, a
world no 16, battled for an hour
and nine minutes before losing
10-21, 21-15, 15-21 to second
seeded Chinese Taipei Chou Tien
Chen. In mixed doubles, Pranaav
and Sikki suffered a 14-21, 16-21
loss to third-seeded Thai pair of
Dechapol Puavaranukroh and
Sapsiree Taerattanachai.
Sindhu broke off at 5-5 in the
opening game but her Chinese
rival came back strongly in the
second game, opening up a lead
of 11-6 at the break. The Indian
fought back superbly to narrow
the lead to 15-16 before Cai
marched ahead to take the match
to the decider. In the third game,
Sindhu once again found her
bearings and surged to a lead of
11-5 before the interval.
In contrast, Saina, who had
defeated Okuhara in their last
three meetings, fell apart against
the Japanese in a lopsided clash.
Saina made two unforced
errors as Okuhara jumped to a
9-0 lead.

Rudra Pratap Singh (Sr) is reading ‘No Spin’, legendary spinner
Shane Warne’s autobiography,
not only to understand the
bowler’s class, but also to identify Australian’s courage against
the best batsmen in the world
during his playing days.
“I bought this book for leisure
reading but it’s very inspirational,” RP said when asked
about the coaching methods he’d
apply on the 27-odd Uttar Pradesh pacers, including four
women, during the 15-day
camp.
“I am enjoying my maiden
stint with UP bowlers… they
have the potential to reach the
top. There is a lot of enthusiasm
and they are eager to learn,” he
said on Friday.
RP, a right-arm seamer, who
opened the bowling for Uttar
Pradesh in the past, played two
ODIs in 1986 and took the wicket
of Australian Dean Jones. RP
said that he was looking forward
to the opportunity to work with
Uttar Pradesh cricketers.
“I am always open to opportunities to work with Uttar Pra-

n

RP Singh Sr (centre) along with Courtney Walsh and Gopal Sharma talking to bowlers during a training session in Kanpur on Friday.

desh bowlers and even others in
India on a regular basis. I love to
work for the betterment of UP
cricket, if given the opportunity,” he said.
RP, who is settled in England
for the last 20 years, has played
for Burnley in the Lancashire
League, Hyde in the Cheshire
League, New Brighton in Liverpool Premier League, and Preston in the Northern Premier
League. He also made a maiden
appearance for Lancashire

Cricket Board against Staffordshire in ECB 38-County Cup,
2002.
“It’s like a homecoming. I had
apprehensions about the scorching summer in Kanpur during
the camp, but I am quite comfortable,” said the 54-year-old RP,
who played 59 first-class
matches, taking 150 wickets at
32.37 with 5 five-wicket
hauls.
“Kanpur has always had a
special place in my heart. Not

only did I stay in the cricket hostel here, I played plenty of cricket
for Uttar Pradesh here,” said RP,
who emphasised the need for a
more professional approach in
the training setup in UP
cricket.
“Undoubtedly, we have wonderful facilities and players but
we need to have specialised
physical training facilities so
that our cricketers remain fit
and healthy,” said the lanky
bowler, who had a 10-wicket haul

HT

against Railways in his domestic
career.
He said that working alongside West Indies legend Courtney Walsh --- who will also be
guiding the youngsters during
the 15-day camp --- was an altogether different experience.
“Walsh has been amazing and
his style of coaching is superb,”
said RP, who spearheaded the
Uttar Pradesh attack in ’80s
before calling it quits in 1995-96.
RP, who did his post-gradua-

tion from Gloucester University,
and acquired the Level IV coaching certificate from ECB, also
praised IPL and said that it was a
perfect platform for Indian
cricketers to knock at the Team
India doors but also earn good
money.
RP’s children --- a son and a
daughter --- play age-group
cricket in Lancashire, and he
wants them to play at the top
level. “My daughter is a left-arm
pacer and has been doing well,
while my son, a left-hand batsman, loves to let his bat do the
talking.”

UP women’s win bronze medal at zonal handball c’ship
HT Correspondent
n

sportslucknow@gmail.com

ASCAH collapsed for paltry 75 in
20.1 overs. Vaibhav Singh also
took 2/16.

LUCKNOW:Uttar Pradesh women’s

bagged bronze medal at the 20th
Inter-Zonal Handball Championship, losing to hosts Punjab
11-14 in the semi-final, at Sangroor in Punjab. Up defeated
Manipur 19-10 after beating Haryana 15-9 in earlier matches.
BOWLERS SHINE
Divyansh Pandey (3/14) and
Aryan Srivastava (3/18) bowled
well to help RBN Global Club
(RBNGC) crush ASCA Hostel by
149 runs to make it to the semi-finals of the 2nd Ranjana Singh
Under-16 Tournament, at the
Multi Activity Ground here on
Friday. With Udyot Tewari hitting highest 45, RBNGC pile up
224/6 in 40 overs. In reply,

EASY VICTORY
Akhil Infra Cricket Club scored
a convincing six-wicket win
against UP Timber Club in a
league match of the 2nd Gurucharan Kaur Sahni Memorial
Tournament, at the LDA Stadium. Chasing 190 in 40 overs,
AICC romped home in 34.5 overs
with veteran Anshul Kapoor hitting an unbeaten 74 in 66 balls
with the help of nine hits to the
fence.

Under-16 Tournament on Friday. JCA could score 71 in 32
overs and later K sports reached
the target in 20.2 overs. Vedansh
top scored with 39.
TWO CENTURIES
Yuvraj Singh (131, 79b, 18x4) and
Shubham Vishwakarma (103*)
scored centuries to help ASCA
Gymkhana beat Panther Cricket
Academy by 334 runs and collected full points in the 2nd Shivpal Sawariya Under-16 Challenger Trophy. In other match of the
day, Gulmohar Cricket Academy beat Hindustan Fire Club by
eight wickets. Ankit Singh

GURFAN SHINES
Gurfan’s all-round performance
(2 wkts, 57* runs) helped Divine
Cricket Club beat Parth Cricket
Academy by eight wickets in a
league match of the 1st Harish
Chandra Goyal Memorial Tournament. Needing 136 in 40 overs,
DCC romped home in 21.3 overs.

RAI EXCELS
Unfancied Deepak Rai surprised
third seed international rated
Mayank Pandey in the opening
round of the 3rd RK Shukla
Memorial Inter Collegiate Chess
Championship, at the
BSNVPG College here on Friday.
Playing with whites, Deepak
opted for Sicilian defence
and forced Mayank to surrender.

BPL
The 1st Bank Premier League
(BPL) Cricket Tournament
begins Saturday with the participation of six teams .

FOOTBALL TOURNEY
The Rajeshwari Devi Thakur
Das Football Tournament by the
Youth Football Players Association begins on April 15 here. The

remained star performer for the
winners, bagging 4/15.

participating teams include, RA
Boys, Aliganj Warriors, Golden
Club, State Club, Awadh Club,
DPS Academy, Tender Hard
Academy, Mamta Sporting, Aliganj Sports, Youth Club and LDA
Club.
APPOINTED
Amit Kumar Singh of Lucknow’s
Geological Survey of India, a
Blue Badge international
umpire, has been nominated to
officiate in the 4th World Junior
and Cadet Premium Belgium
Open Table Tennis Championships to be held at Spa, Belgium
from April 15 to 19.
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AFI to pick 400m
probables for 2020
Games in city
HT Correspondent
n

sportslucknow@gmail.com

LUCKNOW: The Athletics Federation of India will pick up 30-40
probables in 400m event for the
Indian team in eight different
categories for the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics during the two-day
second National 400m Open
Championship, beginning Monday, at the Guru Gobind Singh
Sports College here.
The probables would attend
the national camp and subsequently be trained abroad for the
qualifying events for the Summer Games, scheduled to be held
from July 24 to August 9 in
Tokyo.
So far, over 150 athletes in
eight different categories have
confirmed their participation in
the two-day event being organised by the Uttar Pradesh Athletics Association. The categories are men (42), U-20 men (46),
U-18 boys (37), U-16 boys (24),
women (8), U-20 women (7), U-18
girls (8) and U-16 girls (15).
“The 400m is a potential event
for Olympics, World Cup etc.,
and we have talented athletes,
who can qualify for the Tokyo
Olympics,” UPAA secretary PK
Srivastava said on Friday.
“There was some good response
to the maiden event last season
at Dharmshala (Himachal Pradesh). We are expecting much
more excitement among the athletes as everyone is aiming for a
good show in Tokyo, if qualified,” he added.
Besides the technical delegates of the AFI, 4-5 coaches,
selectors, including foreign
coach Galina P Bukharina, a
former head coach of Texas State
track and field would be monitoring athletes’ performance
here. The 72-year-old Bukharina
had a bronze at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. “Till the
commencement of the 2020
Olympics, all the probables
would be send on foreign trips
for training as well as for competition,” said Srivastava.

FINE BOWLING
Sarfaraz took 4/14, whereas
Ishan Rai had 3/26 as K Sports
defeated Jaipuria Cricket Academy by seven wickets in a league
match of the Sudhir Roy Cup
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Koepka, DeChambeau in lead
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

AUGUSTA: Bryson DeChambeau

believessciencewas at worklate
in the afternoon at Augusta
National, creating a force in the
atmospherewherebigroarsfrom
great shots filter through the
backnine.Aneasierdescription:
Another exciting finish at the
Masters,thistimeonaThursday.
Brooks Koepka got it started,
adding to his reputation of playinghis bestgolf in theMajors. He
rolledina20-footputtbirdiefrom
behind the 12thgreen,the first of
four straight birdies to take the
lead. DeChambeau answered
with four birdies at the end of his
round, with two shots inches
away from being even better.
His 8-iron on the par-3 16th
grazed the edge of the cup. His
6-iron into the 18th was even better, so good that it rolled smack
into the middle of the pin and
bounced back an inch or two .
Bothwoundupinashareofthe
lead at 6-under 66.
“Absolutely,thereisanenergy
andthereissomethinginscience
that does talk about that,” said
DeChambeau, who has a scientific answer for everything. “It’s
great to have momentum and
greatatmosphereandgetsyouall
pumped up, creates adrenaline
flow. ... I believe that’s partially
what happened today.”
They were one shot ahead of
48-year-old Phil Mickelson, who
delivered thrills of his own.
Mickelson found some
momentumaftershotsinthepine
trees at No 10 and in the water on
No11,bothleadingtobogeywhen
he thought it could have been
worse. He answered with three
birdies on the next four holes,
includingashotintothe16ththat
stopped inches from the cup .

n

Brooks Koepka of the US in action on Day One of the 2019 Masters at Augusta on Thursday.

LEADERBOARD
66: Bryson DeChambeau
(USA), Brooks Koepka (USA)
67: Phil Mickelson (USA)
68: Ian Poulter (Eng), Dustin
Johnson (USA)
69: Justin Harding (Rsa),
Adam Scott (Aus), Jon Rahm
(Esp), Kevin Kisner (USA),
Kiradech Aphibarnrat (Tha)
70: Corey Conners (Can), JB
Holmes (USA), Lucas Bjerregaard (Den), Gary Woodland
(USA), Tiger Woods (USA),
Rickie Fowler (USA), Cameron
Smith (Aus)..

Hehada67,hisbeststartsince
2010,whenhewonhisthirdgreen
jacket. “It looked like, after
bogeying 10 and 11, that would
kill some momentum. It was the
other way around, because I

made two great bogeys that
shouldhaveandcouldhavebeen
doubles,” Mickelson said. “And
then when I got to the holes that I
couldbirdie,Itookadvantageofit
with some good shots.”
Tiger Woods missed all the
action. He played earlier in the
roundandmethodicallyscoreda
solid 70. It was a good start for
Woodsinhisquesttoend11years
without amajor,andhewasatop
the leaderboard briefly until a
late bogey. He sounded satisfied.
“I’ve shot this number and
wonfourcoats,sohopefully,Ican
do it again,” said Woods, who
slightly miscalculated. The last
greenjackethewonin2005began
with a 74. The goal was to not fall
toofarbehindearly,andheisjust
fourshotsbehind.RoryMcIlroy’s
bid for the last leg of the career
Grand Slam began with a 73,
which featured six bogeys.
“I made five birdies — that
wasn’t the problem,” McIlroy

REUTERS

said. “I just made too many mistakes.” Even more surprising to
McIlroy was no one from the
early starters took advantage of
soft turf from recent rains.
“It’s there for the taking, and
I’m surprised someone hasn’t
runoff,”McIlroysaid.Andthat’s
right about when Koepka and
DeChambeau took off.
“Honestly,Iwashittingitgreat
allday,”DeChambeausaid.“Just
anaccumulationofgreatgolfthat
finally showed in the score.”
Hetwo-puttedforbirdieonthe
par-5 15th. He narrowly missed
his first hole-in-one in competition. From the woods right of the
17th fairway, he went just over
thebackofthegreenandchipped
infrom35feet.Hedidn’tsee until
later how good his shot was into
the 18th because he was in light
rough short of the fairway
bunker, unable to see the green
butknowingitwasgoodfromthe
roar of the crowd.

No video referrals in FIH Series Finals
Sandip Sikdar
n

sandip.sikdar@htlive.com

NEWDELHI: In an era when sports
bodies worldwide are adopting
technology to cut out human
error and enhance TV viewership experience, the international hockey federation (FIH)
has decided to do away with
video referrals at all six FIH
Series Finals.
The events are part of the
Tokyo Olympics qualification
process and the finalists will
take part in the FIH Olympic
qualifiers in October-November. “The FIH has taken the
decision that there will not be a
video referral system in place at
the FIH Series Finals events
that will be taking place over the
coming months,” it said.

BROADCASTER LINK
“The system is directly linked to
broadcast production, therefore, where there is no broadcast production, there is no
video referral,” FIH said in
response to a query by this
paper.
The Series Finals will be held
from April to June. The men’s
events will be held in Bhubaneswar, Kuala Lumpur and Le Touquet (France) while the
women’s tournaments will be
played at Banbridge (Ireland),
Hiroshima and Valencia. Only
the two men’s events in India
and Malaysia are scheduled to
be televised live. All events will
be streamed live on FIH.live.
“In a determined effort to
achieve consistency and fairness with the tournament regulations that will be used at all six

of the upcoming FIH Series
Finals events, and taking into
consideration that not all of the
competitions have a broadcaster in place, there will be no
video referral at any of the
events,” FIH added.
CRITICISM
The Malaysian Hockey Confederation (MHC) has criticised the
decision and plans to appeal to
FIH to let them use video referral.
It will host the tournament
from April 26 to May 4. The
other five events will be played
in June.
“It has come as a shock to us,
not to mention a big disappointment, as we have made all the
necessary arrangements for the
video referral to be in place. At
this level of competition, it is not
fair if there is no video referral.
We will most definitely make an
appeal to FIH,” MHC president
Subahan Kamal was quoted as
saying.
“The FIH Men’s Series Finals
is not a small tournament. This
is an Olympic qualifying event.
FIH must pay serious attention
to this tournament like they
have done to all others.”
Video referrals were on trial
at the 2009 men’s Champions
Trophy.
It was approved and used at
the 2010 New Delhi World Cup
before being adopted at all top
hockey events.
The Indian men’s hockey
team will take part in the Bhubaneswar leg from June 6-16,
while the women’s team will
play in Hiroshima for June 15 to
23.

n

The six FIH Series Finals are part of Olympic qualification.
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Bottas recovers to
outshine Hamilton
and Ferraris
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SHANGHAI: ValtteriBottasspunhis

Mercedesbeforeupstagingteammate Lewis Hamilton and their
Ferrari rivals to go fastest in
practice Friday for the Chinese
Grand Prix.
The Finn tops the early drivers’ standings and he showed
why with a lap of one minute
33.330 seconds,pipping Ferrari’s
SebastianVettelbyjust0.027secs
ahead of Sunday’s 1,000th race.
Third-fastestwasRedBull’sMax
Verstappen with Hamilton, the
reigning world champion,
a significant 0.707secs off the
pace.
Fifth was Nico Hulkenberg of
Renault, followed by McLaren’s
Carlos Sainz. Bottas and Hamilton both spun their cars early on
insecondpracticeinalmostidentical fashion, but the only
real harm done was to their
pride.
Bottas,29,wholeadsHamilton
byapointinthestandingsthanks
to his bonus-point victory in
Melbourne, recovered his poise
quicker from his acrobatics at
Turn 1. Charles Leclerc, Vettel’s
young Ferrari team-mate, has

n

Valtteri Bottas.

REUTERS

failedsofartogettogripswiththe
Shanghai circuit and clocked
only the seventh-best
time.
So close to a maiden victory in
Bahrain two weeks ago until his
Ferrari lost power, the 21-yearold’sdayfinishedearlyforchecks
on his car’s cooling system.
Four-time world champion
Vettel,whowentfastestinmorning practice, again set the early
pace inthesecond session before
Bottas stepped up his challenge.
Germany’s Vettel, who is facing criticism after a series of
errorsstretchingbacktolastseason, was unhappy after being
held up by Racing Point’s Sergio
Perez.
“They race harder on Friday
than they do on Sunday,” Vettel
thundered over his radio.
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political science, insists acting is her priority

‘TVmustlearn
fromweb,create
relatableshows’
Deep Saxena
elly Shah doesn’t hold
back talking about the
current trend of
supernatural and fantasybased shows on the small
screen. “They don’t excite me
at all. I find them very funny
and don’t watch them at all. I
have been offered a few but I
don’t wish to do any,” she said
on her maiden visit to
Lucknow.
Popular as Swara in
‘Swaranjali’, she accepts that
the audience is hooked to such
shows and they are doing very
well too. “Fantasy shows are
being made as people are
loving them. I did an episode of
serial ‘Lal Ishq’ which was in
the horror genre just for
experience, as it was only a
three-day shoot. I found it very
funny! I am lucky that none of
my previous shows didn’t
switch to ‘supernatural’
midway,” she said.
Shah will next be seen in
‘Sufiyana Pyaar Mera’ on Star
Bharat. “I have not done
something like this before. I
have played Gujarati, Bengali,
Haryanvi but never a
culturally inclined Muslim
girl like this, which is set in
Delhi. Also, most challenging
is that I have a double role
which I am doing for the first
time. So, there were lots of
things that made me choose
this show,” she said.
She plays the role of Saltnat
and Kaynat in the show. “They
are ‘sisters’ but poles apart.
And, that’s the most
challenging part but very
exciting. So, like I could be
shooting for Saltnat and in the
next 30 minutes I am required
to play Kaynat. I hardly have
time to switch off from one
character to get into another
but then that’s my learning

H

experience, and as an actor,
you look forward to
opportunities to grow.
“In ‘Sufiyana…’ I had to
really work on my language
and diction. As it is my Hindi is
not very good. So, before the
show, we did a workshop
where we had reading and
speaking sessions with show
writer-creator Danish Javed
and others. I am now able to
catch up with the language
and character gradually.”
After her successful show
‘Swaranjali’, she did a serial
‘Devanshi’ and some reality
shows. “I took a long break for
over a year as five-years of
continuous work was taking a
toll on me. During the break, I
travelled and relaxed a lot to
recharge myself. I believe, as
an actor, big breaks are good
for growth. Now, I am ready to
work hard as acting is my love
and passion and I enjoy it to
the core,” she said.
Shah is finding the trend of
web-series interesting. “Right
now, I don’t have any time for
a series but I would like to do it
for sure. The online trend will
not eat away TV’s pie as it has
a huge audience, but I hope
taking clue from online
success, more relatable shows
and finite series will be made
on TV.”
On her first visit to
Lucknow with co-actor
Rajveer Singh, she said, “I
have never come here but
during this short visit only I
had a ‘kamaal’ experience.
Being a vegetarian, I relished
some amazing chaat here. I
found time to pick-up some
chikankari kurtis which I am
very fond of. Also, I love the
city’s vibe, warmth and lehza.
Next time I want to go to the
Old City and experience the
city’s rich culture.”
n

Sneha Mahadevan
ara Ali Khan’s only
condition to herself
before she became an
actor was to finish her
education. The young actor
who graduated from Columbia
University, holds a degree in
history and political science.
She completed her four-year
course in just three, packing in
an acting course in the last
year. She always harboured
acting ambitions and says her
parents, actors Saif Ali Khan
and Amrita Singh, never
dissuaded her.
Talking about it, she says,
“My parents vehemently and
persistently tried to educate
my perspective on acting.
They wanted to make sure that
I wholeheartedly understand
what it (acting) entails. There
was no element of dissuasion.
But because they’re my
parents and it is their duty to
align my thought and my
expectations about what this
job entails, they said ‘You
must have a degree for

S

CELEB IN
THE CITY
PIC: SUNIL KUMAR/HT

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

yourself and you must
understand the world you are
getting into... if you still want
to do it, all support to you. We
are who we are because of the
industry. We are not going to
rob that privilege from you but
understand what it takes
because it’s not just singing
and dancing’.”
After Kedarnath and
Simmba (both 2018), Sara is
working on her third film,
the sequel of Love Aaj Kal
(2009), being directed by
Imtiaz Ali Khan.
While acting is her
priority and will always
be, Sara also has a wish
for the future. “I have a
degree in history and
political science so I
want to pursue politics
maybe later in life, but
it’s not a backup plan. I
am not leaving and if
people will give me the
opportunity to be here,
I will be here for as
long I can,” the young
actor adds.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

They (supernatural & fantasy shows) don’t excite me at
all. I find them very funny and don’t watch them at all. I
have been offered a few but I don’t wish to do any
HELLY SHAH ACTOR

deep.saxena@htlive.com

STOP PRESS

Over the mooch:
Bollywood flaunts
a hair-raising trend

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/LATINXNOW

BEN AFFLECK SPLITS
WITH GIRLFRIEND?
ctor Ben Affleck and
girlfriend Lindsay
Shookus have called it quits,
a source told E! News. The
source said, “Living in
different cities was a factor
in their breakup.” The report
further mentions while the
two had rekindled their
relationship, things didn’t
work out eventually. People
further reported that they
plan to still remain friends.

A

(Clockwise from top) Kartik
Aaryan in the remake of
Pati, Patni Aur Woh; John
Abraham sported a
moustache for Romeo,
Akbar Walter; Ayushmann
Khurrana’s look for Article
15; Saqib Saleem sports a
mooch for 83
PHOTOS: VIRAL BHAYANI;
INSTAGRAMS/KARTIKAARYAN/
AYUSHMANKHURANA/SAQIBSALEEM

Etti Bali
t is wicked, rustic and fits
right in the convention of the
“tall, dark and handsome”
man. And it has the power to
change perceptions of how a
man looks. We are talking
about the moustache!
There is something about a
moustachioed man that one
can’t resist. And now, it’s
seeing a revival in Bollywood,
with a slew of leading men
sporting it to get into their
characters. “[In films], it has
got more to do with the period
and era. The leading men are
sporting it to represent a
character,” says designer
Anand Bhushan.
From Ranveer Singh’s
painter’s brush moustache in
the under-production film 83,
to Arjun Kapoor’s handlebar
moustache in the upcoming
Panipat, Ayushmann
Khurrana’s pornstache in his

I

upcoming Article 15 and Saqib
Saleem’s look in 83, the mooch
seems like it is ‘hair’ to stay.
“The kind of stories and
content produced today are
more varied. There is a sudden
return to rusticity. It is about
real men and real stories as
opposed to make-believe,”
says designer Nachiket Barve.
More recently, John
Abraham and Sikander Kher
sported the look for Romeo
Akbar Walter.
Moustaches add a touch of
sophistication to the look. “It
represents a certain sense of
masculinity, but it’s also
gentleman-like. A man with a
moustache looks cultured, as
maintaining a moustache
takes a lot of grooming and
patience. It is symbolic of a
refined man,” says celebrity
stylist Mohit Rai.
Saqib says, “I think men
usually play around with their
beard length but everyone

should take a risk once in a
while and sport a mooch. It’s a
refreshing change.”
However, some basics are a
must-follow. Fashion and
styling experts unanimously
agree the moustache must be
well groomed. “Refrain from
wearing too many accessories.
You can do sunglasses and
hats. A nice, tailored suit is a
great way to go. I wouldn’t do
too many colours with it,”
advises Rai.
Designer Rina Dhaka agrees
subtle is the way to go if you
have to keep it fashionable.
“The trend will stay for a few
seasons. It’s a good thing for
men as their accessory is hair.
But it doesn’t suit everyone,”
she says.
“It has to work on your face.
A 30-year-old man looked
different in the ’80s. Today, a
30-year-old looks much
younger,” says Barve.
n

etti.bali@htlive.com

MAN WHO LAUNCHED
SRK PASSES AWAY
olonel Raj Kapoor, the
director who launched
Shah Rukh Khan with the
1989 television show Fauji,
passed away on Wednesday
in New Delhi, a relative said.
He was 87. Ritambhara, one
of his daughters, said, “He
was in hospital for some
time, but his death was
sudden. He went quite
peacefully.”
IANS

C

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
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readers.
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Royal Blue

Lucky Number: 18 Colour: Chocolate

HBO
1027 Scary Movie 2
1145 Transformers: The Last
Knight
1421 Mission Impossible
1617 Disturbia
1807 Evolution
2000 2012
2258 Hellboy
SONY PIX
1057 Journey 2: The
Mysterious Island
1301 Mad Max: Fury Road
1546 The Incredible Hulk
1813 Wanted
2022 The Conjuring
2300 Edge of Tomorrow
STAR MOVIES
1055 Rio
1247 Predator
1457 The Incredibles
1713 Ice Age: Continental
Drift
1901 Transporter 2
2050 Cars

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Whatever you had planned for today might get
affected due to your health. You may need
to give some more time for your financial
situation to improve. You may develop a
liking for someone at work, who also
shows equal interest. A travel plan is
likely to get shelved. An ancestral
VIRGO
property might fetch you good bargain.
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
Lucky Number: 9 Colour: Dark Red

SUDOKU

A good bargain in an issue involving property is
in store for some. Health may be a cause of
concern for some. A difficult situation may
arise at work. Financially you might earn
best deals by managing your money in
the right direction. A good travel deal
on the business front is on the cards
today.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown

You are likely to handle a health issue with firm
determination. An initiative taken at the
right time is likely to save you a lot of
hassle on the financial front. Someone is
likely to put in a bad word for those
seeking a coveted post on the
professional front. Shelving a plan of
going abroad for some is in the cards.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Maroon

Give priority to your health today. Financial
instability will encourage you not to
indulge in any splurging. Bad mood at
work is likely to afflict you today. If
possible, delay any important property
deal for some other day. A short
vacation just to let your hair down is on
CAPRICORN
the anvil.
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Parrot Green

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Good physical activity is likely to get some of
you in good shape. You may have to cater to
someone else financially that you had not
planned for. You initiatives on the work
front will get noticed. Spark up your
romance as your cards are showing great
moments.
A property related situation
CANCER
can cause a bit of a worry.
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
Lucky Number: 4 Lucky Colour: Coffee
Health will remain stable. Talk regarding your
finances with someone who can help you
gain further. You are likely to miss a
professional opportunity that came your
way. Love at first sight is not always
fulfilling, so wait for the right time.
Property business is likely to earn you
hefty returns.

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 17 Colour: Bronze Yellow

You will be more cautious of what you eat as
you take health seriously. You may want to
settle a financial issue amicably, but don’t
know how to go about it. You can rule
out any sort of frustration on the work
front as you grow with your
achievements. Your love life can pass
through a phase of turbulence.
Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Light Brown

You may spoil your health by catering to your
taste buds. Overwork or some strenuous
activity can take its toll on health. Lover
can hurt your feelings by rejecting a gift
he or she didn’t like. Those traveling on
public transport should be careful about
their belongings. Good deal on a
PISCES
property is likely on the cards.
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Silver

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

WB
1218 The Wedding Singer
1354 Bad News Bears
1546 Beyond Valkyries:
Dawn of The 4th Reich
1724 Two Weeks Notice
1909 Grudge Match
2100 Fight
& PICTURES
1053 Great Grand Masti
1325 Happy New Year
1705 Mera Badla - Revenge
2000 Wanted
SONY MAX
1200 Dilwale Dulhania Le
Jayenge
1500 Qaidi Band
1800 Ekkadiki
2000 KGF
ZEE CINEMA
1209 Mitron
1436 Vivah
1802 The Real Tevar
2100 Dhadak
2348 Daring Bazz

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
A remake of the Sanjay Leela
Bhansali-directed film Black (2005)
was produced in Turkey as Benim
Dünyam (2013).

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3054
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

ST VII
EIN LT
NOTTMU
ADEYHY
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

_________ is nothing else but a right judgment of ourselves.
- William Law (8)
SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Visit, inlet/intel, mutton, heyday
ANSWER: Humility is nothing else but a right judgment of
ourselves. - William Law

MOVIES ON TV

You might not be able to tackle something
important due to a health issue. No matter
what the doomsayers predict, it is difficult
to keep you down for long in the
financial front. Your spirit will let you
win battles at the professional front.
Romance might take a back seat for
TAURUS
some time.
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Parrot Green

Allison Williams: The American actor, who
starred in comedy-drama series Girls and 2017
horror film Get Out, turns 31 today.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SAGITTARIUS

Financially good times are just round the corner.
You can look forward to meeting people
who may help you in the future at work.
An ex-flame may try to ruin your present
relationship. You are likely to impress
your family by your talents and skills.
Staying away from the wheel is better
for now.

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

SATURDAY,
APRIL 13,
2019

Health will remain stable. Financial returns from
your income sources might keep your bank
vault under pressure. A prestigious task is
likely to come your way on the
professional front. Mutual affection will
be at its peak between married couples.
Solving property matters might not be
ARIES
possible today.
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
Lucky Number: 11 Colour: Lavender
Health remains at ease as you take care of
yourself. Financial situation can cause a bit
of a worry for some. This is the time for
you to make or break your career, so be
careful. A tiff with lover cannot be ruled
out. Travelling far off places is on your
cards. Property you owned recently is
likely to bring you good returns.

HINDUSTA N TIMES, LUCKNOW
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Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

ABRUSHWITH
DEATHLEDTOTHIS
BOOKANDSHOW
Writer Priya Kumar talks about how she finds answers
to her problems through the characters in her books
Naina Arora
here was this one flight
that was so turbulent
that oxygen masks came
down. I was convinced I
was going to die. When you’re
in a near-death situation,
there always hangs a question
of what could have been? The
flight kept coming back to me.
And I said ‘Ok, let me crash
the flight in my book’ and put
that story to rest,” says Priya
Kumar, author of the book, I
Will Go With You, which was
recently adapted into the web
series, titled The Final Call,

T

starring actors Arjun Rampal
and Sakshi Tanwar.
For Kumar, writing is a
cathartic process as she
projects her problems on to
the characters in her books.
“The book was a personal
handling of an incident where
I was in a near-death situation.
All my characters come from
my problems. I write a book to
solve my problems. I give all
my problems to my main
protagonist,” she says.
And what was the problem
she aimed to solve through
this book? “What would have
happened had the flight

GEOFFREY WINS
DEFAMATION CASE
ctor Geoffrey Rush, who
sued The Daily Telegraph
in a sexual harassment
defamation suit, emerged
victorious, winning a
minimum of $610,000 in
damages from the Australian
tabloid. Daily Telegraph

A
PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON / AFP

SOLUTION MATHDUKU
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htcity TIME OUT

crashed? Will it [death] be the
end of the body, or is there
more? I found the answer in
the book,” Kumar says.
The protagonist in the story
— portrayed by Arjun Rampal
in the show — wants to end his
life. So, does the tale aim to
highlight the issue of mental
health? “It’s not that my show
especially highlights [mental
health]. I wanted to highlight
that, while the pilot wanted to
commit suicide and not crash
the plane, he was so disturbed
that he thought death was the
solution to his misery. Every
time we think that it’s only us,

alleged the actor had
engaged in inappropriate
behaviour towards co-star
Eryn Jean Norvill during a
production of King Lear in
2015 and 2016.
“(There are) no winners in
this case. It was extremely
distressing for everyone
involved,” the King’s Speech
(2010) actor told reporters,
adding he would make no
further comment.

A still from The Final
Call web series; (Inset)
The book on which the
show is based

it’s not true. It’s the choices we
w
make and the walls that we
build around ourselves [that
make a difference],” she says.
Believe it or not, this authorr
writes a book in maximum
“five days”. Kumar — who hass
already written 10 books this
year — says, “That’s all I do,
nothing else (laughs). I want to
be creative first, and then
support [myself] with facts.”
The Chandigarh-born
author loves the charm of
Delhi. “I love the food in Delhi.
Every time I am here, I eat
street food,” she signs off.
n

Every time we think
that it’s only us, it’s not
true. It’s the choices
we make and the walls
that we build around
ourselves [that make a
difference].
PRIYA KUMAR
AR WRITER

Writer Priya
Kumar says life
everyday is
another page
in the story of
her book

naina.arora@htdigital.in

According to The
Hollywood Reporter,
Australian Federal Court
Justice Michael Wigney said
on Thursday that the
Telegraph had defamed the
Australian actor and not
proved its truth defence.
Justice Wigney chastised
News Corp’s Sydney-based
newspaper and journalist over
reports that accused Rush, 67,
of inappropriate behaviour

towards Norvill. “This was, in
all the circumstances, a
recklessly irresponsible piece
of sensationalist journalism of
the very worst kind. It was
difficult to avoid the
conclusion that it was
calculated to damage,” the
judge said. He said The Daily
Telegraph and reporter
Jonathan Moran failed to
adequately research the
stories before they published.

Justice Wigney said that
Rush’s accuser, Norvill was
not a “credible or reliable”
witness and was “prone to
exaggeration and
embellishment”. Initially, he
introduced his findings saying
the case, which had evolved
against the backdrop of the
#MeToo movement, was “sad
and unfortunate”. The trial
lasted 13 days late last year.

PTI
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POETRY & TRUTHOF LIFE!

ucknow Sahityik Manch
and Helping Hearts
Foundation organised a
poetry session and discussion
‘Kavita Aur Jeevan Darshan’ at
Yashpal Auditorium in Hindi
Sansthan on Wednesday.
The event was held to raise
funds for poet Dr Nirmal
Darshan (49) who has been
battling cancer for the last six
months.
Darshan, considered as
reputed Hindi and Urdu poet,
was diagnosed with fourth
stage intestinal cancer and
since then he is confined to bed.
Doctors say he requires regular
chemotherapy and
radiotherapy which are very
expensive.
According to the doctors, he
requires around Rs 30 lakh to
meet the expenses of his
treatment in the coming six
months.
On the occasion, former
working chairman of Hindi
Sansthan Shambhunath and
Uday Pratap Singh along with
noted poets Manish Shukla,

L

Sarvesh Asthana

Musical performance by Vishal Mishra

Uday Pratap Singh, Dr Ammar Rizvi, Nirmal Darshan, Jyoti Sinha, Dr Masoor Hasan, Shabhu Nath & Dr Mukal Sinha
Tariq Qamar, Sandhya Singh
along with Nirmal Darshan.
“We wanted to raise some
funds for his treatment. For a
middle class person a battle
with cancer is not that easy,”
said Jyoti Sinha of Lucknow
Sahityika Manch and Helping

Nivedita Srivastava

Chandra Shekhar Verma

Heart Foundation.
Chandra Shekhar Varma of
Lucknow Sahityik Manch said,
“The best thing was that Dr
Darshan was himself present
during the programme and
recited his poems with usual
zeal and enthusiasm.”

Divya

Rakesh Singhal & Meera Goyal

Kalpana Agarwal

Seema Verma

He said, “Our Manch aims to
help each and every poet and
literary person and Dr Darshan
is an icon for young poets. His
command of Hindi and Urdu is
commendable. I think we will
be able to collect good amount.”

HTC

Pradeep Ali & Anshumali Tandon Priya Saxena

Ragini Varma & Manorama Lal

PIX: DHEERAJ DHAWAN/HT

Kunjshree & Anant Jauhari

Ravi Bhatt

Anamika

BOOK REVIEW

AROUND TOWN
NEW MULTIPLEX IN TOWN
ultiplex chain INOX
Leisure Ltd opened
its second multiplex
in the city of Lucknow at
the Gardens Galleria Mall
on Rae Bareli road on
Friday. The latest
multiplex comprises of 4
screens and a total seating
capacity of 803 seats. The
group is already operating
a 4 screen multiplex at
Riverside Mall, Lucknow.
They now have 8
multiplexes with 31
screens in Uttar Pradesh.
“Having witnessed the love
and patronage of our
guests at our first
multiplex in Lucknow, we

M

omany Ceramics
Limited fortifies its
network presence in
Uttar Pradesh with the
inauguration of fourth
Grande Showroom Shree
Swastik Granites and Plywood in Alambagh. The
showroom was inaugurated its director Abhishek
Somany and general
manager Anup Chakrav-

feel proud and delighted as
we open our doors to
welcome the movie lovers
to yet another multiplex in
this city,” said regional
director (north) Lalit Ojha.
Group’s UP cluster head
Akash Khatri was also
present on the occasion.

arty. “As more and more
consumers are becoming
brand conscious and well
versed with the latest
trends in home decore
and the tiles per se. This
is the fourth largest
format Grande showroom
with the object to get as
closer to the highest
discerning customer,” said
Somany.

BIKES FIESTA
amaha India Motors
Pvt Ltd launched its
three motorcycle
series in Lucknow —‘R
series’, ‘FZ series’ and ‘MT
series’. In this order,
Yamaha began its three
days campaign ‘Call of the
blue fiesta’ which was
inaugurated regional head
Saurabh Sinha. In this
three days campaign the
company is offering many
exciting sales and service
offers for customers like
the women will be given

ively and
altogether
fascinating,
Khwab Saraab is a
highly structured
Urdu novel, quiet in
its voice, complex in
its design. Part autofiction, part storytelling, the narrative
is a charming but
merciless portrait of
Old Lucknow, an
urban space which once saw
the glory days of Shia
experiment in cultural
inclusivity.
Two very different impulses
collide in Anis Ashfaq’s
description of Old Lucknow —
one, a vivid and pungent
evocation of its present, which
is poor, decadent and
crumbling; and two, an
achingly melancholy hymn to
its glorious past resplendent
with elitist lifestyles allowing
for the flowering of Shia piety
tolerant of cultural gaiety and
secular concerns.
Importantly, here Anis
seems to have asked a political
question: can this cultural
inclusivity be replayed in our
political moment as well? It
gives the novel a profound
extra political frisson.
And, in doing so, the writer
is erudite, insightful and
unafraid. What is more, he has
an engaging way with the
courtesan narrative – the
concerns of fallen women.
While dealing with it, he is
disinclined to pull moral
punches, refusing to pass over
it as escapist entertainment or
ignoble stuff.
Khwab Saraab is a
remarkable city fiction. As
such, it reminds me of James
Joyce’s Ulysses, set in the
Catholic city of Dublin. Joyce
is reported to have said that
one of his goals in writing
Ulysses was to give a picture of
Dublin so complete that if the
city were to disappear from the
earth, it would entirely be
reconstructed on based on his
Ulysses. One can imagine Anis
Ashfaq stating a similar aim
with regard to his book. As a
native of Old Lucknow, he is
better qualified than most to
describe it.
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free scooter driving
training, and the children
will be taught about
various traffic rules and
safety measures, while art
and dance competition for
children. During the period
free service check-up of
two-wheelers and washing
will be done.

A novel within a
novel, it is also a
complex read. It has its
origins in Ruswa’s 19th
century Urdu classic
Umrao Jan Ada, a
novel that celebrates
the career of a highly
accomplished
Lucknow courtesan.
Anis gives a fictive
twist to the Ruswa’s
original story.
For Anis’s narrative opens
with the rumour that Ruswa
had two versions of Umrao Jan
Ada, the first of which was not
published because protagonist
Umrao was shown as the
mother of a girl child. It was
assumed that a courtesan
becoming a mother was likely
to diminish the popularity of
both the character and the
novel. But the question was:
where was the first version, if
still not destroyed?
Much the greater part of
Khwab Saraab is a quest for an
answer to this question. It
triggers off a massive hunt,
resulting in three movements
of the narration: search for the
missing manuscript, its
discovery, and finally the
discovery of Umrao’s daughter
and granddaughter. Though
not a thriller, the narrative
reads a little like one.
Everything Anis writes
about in the novel is well
researched to the point that
sometimes it is difficult to
separate what is fact from
fiction. For example, I really
was intrigued by how much
detail there is about Awadh
cuisine, sartorial fashions,
jewelries, folk toys, crockery
and utensils, place-names, etc.
Moreover, Anis’s research in
the realm of music – both
‘secular’ (pure ragas) and
‘sacred’ (sozkhwani,
nohakhwani) is really
impressive. Equally
impressive is his research in
the ‘sacred’ architecture of
karbalas, dargahs and
imambaras.
Khwab Saraab delivers
clear narrative lines,
distinguished by its
remarkable sense of language,
elegant prose, and witty
—RIZWAN HUSAIN
dialogues.
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‘Readytoworkwith
Ektaonany
platform’
Actor Sushant Singh Rajput says that Ekta Kapoor
has been instrumental in shaping his career
ctor Sushant Singh Rajput
might have climbed the
success ladder way too fast
in Bollywood but he will
never forget the fame small
screen gave him. Sushant made
his acting debut on television
with producer Ekta Kapoor’s
Pavitra Rishta, and when asked
if he would like to work with
Ekta on TV again, he was quick
to say that he is ready to work
with the producer on any
platform.
“Why only on television? I am
ready to work with her on any
platform. Apart from my family,
if there is one person who has
been instrumental in my career,
it is Ekta madam. So, if she tells
me to do anything, I will follow
her,” says Sushant.
Having made his Bollywood
debut with Kai Po Che (2013),
Sushant went on to do films such
as Shuddh Desi Romance (2013),
PK (2014), MS Dhoni: The Untold
Story (2016), and Kedarnath
(2018). He says he enjoys the
entire filmmaking process.
“When our film is about to
release, there is always an
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Sushant Singh
Rajput and
(inset)
producer Ekta
Kapoor
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excitement about people’s
reaction to it. Once the audience
appreciates your work, it
motivates you to do a lot better
with your future projects. So, it’s
a process which I really enjoy,”
he elaborates.
The actor recently wrapped
up shooting of Nitesh Tiwari’s
next, Chhichhore, in which he
will share screen space with
actor Shraddha Kapoor.
“We have completed shooting
of the film and it will release
soon,” he shares.
Meanwhile, Sushant and
Jacqueline Fernandez’s
upcoming film, Drive, which was
supposed to hit the screens last
year, will now release towards
the end of June.
Explaining the delay, he says,
“There is a lot of visual effects
work involved in the film. Once
we are done with the VFX work,
it’ll release on its scheduled
date. I am very excited for it
because it has a really
interesting story and Tarun
Mansukhani (director) is also
returning to direction after a
long gap.”
IANS

30 years of When Harry Met Sally
irector Rob Reiner’s
classic relationship
comedy When Harry Met
Sally (1989) is turning 30 this
summer. The hit starring
actors Billy Crystal and
Meg Ryan in the lead kicked off
a whole rom-com renaissance
in the film industry.
Although many things have
changed in Hollywood since
then, its dialogues and “truths”
have stood the test of time.
“You make a film and you
don’t know if it’s going to stand
the test of time or people are
going to still like it. Whenever
you’ve done something that
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Rob Reiner is an Emmy and Golden Globe nominated director
PHOTO: SHUTTERSTOCK

people still enjoy, it’s a pretty
cool thing,” says Reiner.
When asked why the film
still resonates, the Golden
Globe and Emmy nominated
director says, “You know, it’s
not about the cute meet or
putting some obstacles
between the lovers so that they
get together, but what actually
happens with men and women.
That was really the motivation
for me... How do a man and
woman get together? I think
people see some basic truths
about men and women
when they watch that movie.”
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